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ABSTRACT

This study investigated children's attributions for their perfornlance in creative

dance and folk dance. Eighty-six grade 5 and 6 children l'rom a suburban e1emcntary

school participated in live creative dance and live folk dance lessons as pan of their regular

physical education program. After participation in each dance type. children completed a

questionnaire which assessed their perceived success and attributions for lhcir

performance. After rating their perceived success in creative/folk dance. children gave an

open-ended attributional statement for their performance. and then scored their Sl.1tement

along the four causal dimensions (personal control. locus of causality. stability. extemal

control) (Weiss, McAuley. Ebbeck. & Wiese. 1990). Thirteen dance lessons were

videotaped and the teacher's behavior was analysed. Results showed that children in bath

creative and folk dance tended to: (a) perceive their performance as successful. and (b)

make functionaI attributions by attributing their performance to factors which they

perceived as being personally controllable. internai. and not under the control of other

people. Results indicated no significant effects of dance type or gender for perceived

success and the four causal dimensions. However, two significant effects were found for

grade, as the grade S's perceived their performance to be more successful than the grade

6's. and aIse attributed their performance to factors that were tess under the control of other

people. Results from children's open-ended attributional statements and the observational

recordings of the teacher's behavior supported the notion that creative dance and folk dance

are IWO distinct forms of dance. The overall results appear to have positive implications

with respect to the influence of creative dance and folk dance on the motivation of children.

The findings therefore support the inclusion of dance in elementary physical education

programs.

(ii)

-.
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'" '"RESUME

Cette étude examina les attributions des enfants pour leur interprétation de la danse

créative et la danse folklorique. Quatre-vingt-six élèves de la Se et de la 6e année d'une

école élémentaire suburbaine participèrent dans cinq danses créatives et cinq leçons de

danses folkloriques comme partie de leur programme régulier d'éducation physique. Après

avoir p;;.rticipé dans chaque type de danse. les enfants remplirent un que~';"nnaire évaluant

la perception de leur réussite de la danse créative/danse folklorique. les enfants donnèrent

une interprétation d'attribution pour leur représentation, et marquèrent alors leur déclaration

le long des quatre dimensions causales (contrôle personne\, point de causalité, stabilité.

contrôle externe) (Weiss. McAuley, Ebbeck. et Wiese, 1990). Treize leçons de danse

furent enregistrés sur magnétoscope et le comportement du professeur fut analysé. Les

résultats montrèrent que les enfants faisant la danse créative ainsi que la danse folklorique

(a) trouvèrent leur performance aussi fructueuse, et (b) firent des attributions

fonctionnelles en attribuant leur succès aux éléments qu'ils percevaient comme étant

personneliement contrôlables, internes, et non pas sous le contrôle d'autres personnes.

Les résultats n'indiquaient pas d'effets significatifs de genre ou type de danse pour la

réussite perçue et les quatre dimensions causales. Cependant, deux effets significatifs

furent découverts au point de vue du niveau scolaire. comme la Se année qui percevait que

leur performance était plus fructueuse que la 00, et attribuèrent aussi leur performance aux

éléments qui étaient moins sous le contrôle d'autres personnes. Les résultats des enfants

ayant une interprétation ouverte d'attribution et les enregistrements d'observation du

comportement du professeur soutenaient la notion que la danse créative et la danse

folklorique sont deux formes distinctes de danse. Les résultats généraux paraissent avoir

des implications positives relativement à l'influence de la danse créative et de la danse

folklorique sur la motivation des enfants. Les résultats soutiennent donc l'inclusion de la

danse dans les programmes élémentaires d'éducation physique.

(iü)
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CHAPTER 1

REVIEW OFTHE LITERATURE

Attribution thenry has been used to study various aspects of motivation in

education. psychology. sociology. and sport. The most popular and widely utilized

auribution theory was developed by Bernard Weiner (1972. 1979. 1985. 1986). This

chapter will provide a description of the development of Weiner's theory including his most

n:ccntly formulatcd theory: -an allributional theory of motivation and emotion- (1986). A

description of the limitations of past attributional research will be provided. followed by a

discussion of some of the most important developments leading to the formation of the

Causal Dimension Scale (Russell. 1982) and the Causal Dimension Scale Il (McAuley.

Duncan. & Russell. 1992).

It is believed that the dimensional ori;:ntations associated with the attributions an

individual adopts. can influence achievement motivation and behavior (Weiner. 1985.

1986). Peronent research that has looked at the effccts of attributions on various elements

of motivation will be discussed. The focus here will be on functional attributions. or those

types of allributions which are believed to have a positive influence on motivation.

The elementary physical education setting is a field which attribution researchers

have neglected. One area in particular in elementary physical education programs which

bas received very tittle attributional investigation is dance. Seeing this. two of the most

frequently used forms of dance within the elementary physical education curriculum.

cn:ative dance and folk dance. will be described and their most prominent differences will

be discussed.

Following this will be a brief section on the influence of the nature or type of task

on causal attributions. The final section discusses the demands for future attribution

research.
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MotÎ\'alil"lll

Al·.:ording to \V.:in.:r (199:!1. motivation is "thl' stmly <lf thl' d.:tl·rmin'lIlts <lf

thought and action - it addrcss.:s why hchavior is initiat.:d. p.:rsisIS. and stops. as wdl as

what .:hoi.:.:s arc madc" (p. 171. Thc topic- of motivation has h.:cn cx:ullincd l'rom a nlllllh.:r

of differcnt perspcctivcs. Thc most drastic chang.: in thc cvolntion <,f mOlivation:t1 th.:ori.:s

has bccn thc transfornl:llion from a mcch:mistic to a .:ognitivc thcorctic-al fr:ullcwork.

Mechanistic theorics su.:h as Gcst:llt. drivc. :md psydlo:malytic-. whidl prcvailcd from

1920-1960. were based on a stimulus-responsc condition. whcrc hchavior was sccn as

instinctivc or rctlcxi\'e (Wcincr. 1972). Howcvcr, this mc.:hanistic- approa.:h was hdicved

to have sorne weaknesses. For cxamplc. it failcd to rccognizc important hum:m qualitics

such as highcr-ordcr cognitivc proccsscs and cmotions as dctcrminants of motivatcd

behavior (Wcincr. 1992). In thc cognitivc approach to motivation. stimuli arc sccn as

sources of information rather than mercly stimulation. This infornlation is processcd hy thc

individual using a number of diffcrcnt methods (c.g.. tr:msformation. rcduction.

claboration. recovery). and thcn this "proccssed infomlation is intcgmtcd into a belicf that

gives rneaning to the extemal. physical environrnenC (Weincr. 1972. p. 271 1.

Attribution Thcor\'

Attribution theory is a cognitive approach to motivation which assumcs that

individuals arc active infom1ation-processors who make infcrcnces about the causes of

everyday occurrences (Weiner. 1972). The study of attributions has bcen widcly

researehed in education. psyehology. soeiology. and sport. This thcory is primarily

concerned with perceptions of causality. and with how individuals perceive, interpret. and

explain outeomes. events, and behaviors in terms of eausality. In more simple terms.

attribution theory basically deals with "why" questions, or the relationship between

outcomes and the reasons for those events (Weiner, (972). Weiner (1992) emphasizes that
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the causal attributions individuals make arc not directly observable. but can only be inferred

from behaviors and events.

Several attribution theorists including Heider (1958). Jones and Davis (1965).

Kelley (1973). and Weiner (1972. 1979. 1985. 1986) have proposed weil known models

of the attribution process. Fritz Heider (1958). believed to be the originator of attribution

theory. was the tirst to analyze and explain the attribution process in formalorganized

constructs. Heider's model suggests that the attributions an individual makes can be

c1assified under two main categories: personal factors and environmental factors. Personal

factors include effort and ability. while environmental variables are concerned with task

difficulty and luck. Heider's theoretical model has been labelled ~common sense" or

"naive" psychology since it uses layman's terms such as ability. effort. luck. and task

difticulty to explain causality. Although Heider's theoretical model has been very

influential. the most widely used attributional approach to motivation in the past two

decades has been Bernard Weiner's (1972. 1979, 1985, 1986) attribution theory.

The Development ofWeiner's Attribution Theory

Weiner has improved and expanded upon his attribution theory over the years

(1972. 1974, 1979. 1985, 1986), Although Weiner's earlyattributional theorizing was

heavily employed in educational settings. in the past tifteen years use of his theory has

expanded to different areas including psychology, sociology. sport. and motor skill

settings, Weiner's attribution theory is based on the notion that after an outcome or event.

individuals will make attributions to explain and understand why the outcome occurred as it

did. He contends that the attributions an individual gives to explain outcomes influence

future achievement motivation and behavior.

Originally. Weiner employed Heider's (1958) four main causal factors (ability•

effort. luck. and task difficulty) and restructurcd them into two main causal dimensions



• which he named locus of causality and stability. Weiner (19ï:!) emphasized thal therc arc

man)" other attributions individuals ma)" give to explain causality such as fatigue. mood.

and bias: however ability. effort.luck. and task difticulty are the four most commonly uscd

reasons in achievement situations.

The locus of causalily dimension refers to whether the cause for the outcome is

perceived by the attributer as lying within themselves (internat) or in the environmenl

(externat). The stability dimension is concerned with whether the cause for the outcome is

perceived by the individual as being variable (unstable) or fixed (stable) over time. In

summary. Weiner postulated that ability was internaI and stable. effort was internaI and

unstable. luck was external and unstable. and task difficulty was external and slable. which

can be seen in Figure 1.

Locus of Causality

Stability
Stable

Unstable

Internai

Ability

Effort

External

Task Difficulty

Luck

•

Figure 1. Dimensions and elemenl~ ofWeiner's two-dimensional taxonomy.
Note. Adapted l'rom Theories of motivation: From mechanism to cognition (p. 356) by B.
Weiner. 1972. Chicago. IL: Markham.

Weiner (1985) later realized that there were some weaknesses inherent in this

mode\. Firstly. upon examining the 2 X 2 model (see Figure 1) it appeared that each of the

four attributions were rigidly structured under two causal dimensions. However. as

Weiner bas more recently empbasized. ~ability~ may be unstable if learning occurs. "effort"
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may be viewed as a stable attribution if a person is by nature believed to be lazy or hard

working. "task difficulty" can be perceived as an unstable element since tasks can be

changed to make them more or less difficult. and "Iuck" may be seen as a stable element if

a person is believcd to be a characteristically lucky person. Therefore "the causes within

the four cells did not truly representthe classification system" (Weiner. 1985. p. 551).

A second limitation Weiner (1984) noted in his 2 X 2 taxonomy was that it was

applicable primarily to academic achievement situations. This was a serious concem since

many attribution researchers were erroneously using this taxonomy in a variety of different

settings. Causal attributions may greatly vary depending on the motivational context. For

instance. while attributions such as abili:y. effort, and task difficulty tend to be elicited in

academic achievement settings. sports settings seem to evoke ascriptions related to the

coach. the umpire. or the opponent. Domains such as occupational success and failure.

interpersonal success and failure. and political success and failure will also elicit different

attributions (Weiner. 1984). Therefore. Weiner's model was not sufficient considering the

large number of possible attributions that could be made in various achievement contexts.

A third weakness Weiner realized was that the two dimensions. locus of causality

and stability. did not account for the many different types of attributions that an individual

could make. Weiner recognized that aIthough certain attributions such as mood. fatigue.

effort, and iIl health could ail be c1assified as internai and unstable attributions. there were

other significant properties which distinguished between the attributions. For example.

while ~effort" which is believed to be an internai and unstable attribution. is subject to

volitional control by an individual. attributions such as mood. fatigue. and iIl health are

generally not under the control of the individual. Weiner observed this same problem

among internaI and stable attributions. For example. attributions made to laziness is

perceived as being under the control of the individuai while attributions made to math or

artistic aptitude. and physical co-ordination would generally be seen as uncontrollable



• attributions. Therdon:. to impro\'e the aeeura,'y of altrihulionai dassilie;lliou. W"it1l'r

( 1979) established ;Ilhird dimension of eausality known as ",'ontr"llahility:'

1'0 impro\'e his theOl·Y. \Veiner deeided il was imperati\'c to formulat,' an ,'\','r.11I

dassilieation design of attrihutions. By devcloping a d:lssili"ation sclleull'. th,' ,','\limou

properties or dimensions. sueh as locus of e:lu~llily and stahilily. that underli,' ail eau~11

attributions eould then be identilied. As sueh. Weiner (19R5) "ondueted an in\'l"stigati\lIl

involving ten studies to investigate further the underlying dimensions of eau~,1 attrihutions,

Using three mathematieal techniques: factor a1wlysis. mullidimensional sealing, and

correlations with a priori schemcs. Weiner :malyzcd subjects' attrihutional responscs f,'r

their underlvin" causal structure.• e

lt was concluded that the three common properties underlying perecived causes of

suecess and failure were locus of eausality. stability. and eontrollability. The st:,tistieal

analysis showed these three causal dimensions to be reliable, general across situations. ami

meaningful. Other researchers have also found these three dimensions to he the most

dominant (Meyer. 1980: Meyer & Koclbl. 1982). One strength of this taxonomy is that

"although the interpretation of specifie causal inferences might vary over time and hetween

people and situations. the underlying dimensions on which causes arc understood or given

meaning remain constant"" (Weiner, 1985. p. 555). Although Weiner helieved that other

attributional dimensions such as intentionality. responsibility. and globality might exist. the

statistieal analysis showcd them to be unreliable and not as meaningful as the locus of

eausality, stability, and eontrollability dimensions,

It is these three causal dimensions whieh forrn the basis of Weiner"s (1986) most

reeently forrnulated attribution theory known as the "attributional theory of motivation and

emotion:' Aeeording to Weiner, "1he diseovery of thesc bases for eomparison, whieh arc

referred to as causal dimensions. has proven to he the key step in the construction of this

attributional theory .. (Weiner. 1984. l', 20). Weiner emphasizes that the specifie causal
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attributions are not the primaI] concem. Rather. it is the causal dimensions that are of

critical theoretical importance. This 2 X 2 X 2 (locus of causality by stability by

controllability) taxonomy has been weil supported and is the most frequently identified

attributional mode! in recent motivation literature (Bird & Cripe. 1986: Gill. 1986: LeUnes

& Nation. 1989: McAuley. 1992).

ln summary. Weiner has made a number of revisions and improvements to his

original 2 X 2 attributionaltaxonomy which was developed in 1972. The original 2 X 2

taxonomy was comprised of two causal dimensions: locus of causality and stability.

Structured under these two dimensions werc the four attributions. ability. effort. luck. and

task difficulty. Upon realizing these IWO dimensions could not accommodate the many

different types of attributions one could make. Weiner (1979) included a third dimension

known as "controllability." This 2 X 2 X 2 (locus of causality X stability X controllability)

attributional taxonomy has been empirica1ly supported and has been extensively used in

attrib:Jtional research. Although much of past attributional research has been focused on

the specifie attributions. Weiner emphasizes that it is the three dimensions which are the

critical theoretical concem. Weiner's (1986) most recently formulated attributional theory

of motivation and emotion is fundamentally based on the three dimensions. A discussion

of how Weiner purports his theory to progress is found in the next section.

Weiner's Attributional Theory of Motivation and Emotion

Weiner's attributional theory of motivation and emotion is concemed with the

attribution process as it occurs specifica1ly in achievement settings (Weiner. 1985, 1986).

The theory assumes that there are.a number of antecedent variables, both dispositional and

situational, which can influence the type of attribution an individual makes. For example.

past personal history including the number of past successes, the pattern of past successes•

the nature of the task. the schedule of reinforcement, the performance of others. and
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dispositional variables such as perceived competence and achievement needs are l>cliewd [0

affect the attribution process. Howe\'er. for the purposes of this theor)' Weiner l>clieved

that it was more crucial to lOCus speciticall)' on the bchavioral and emotional consequences

of causal attributions. rather than on antecedent variables. The progression of Wl:În"r"s

model will be described under the following sections: Outcome-Dependent Affects.

Expectancy for Future Success. and Attribution-Dependent Affects.

Outcome-Dependent Affects

Immediately following an achievement outcome. depending on how the outcome is

interpreted. the individual experiences either positive or negative affect. Thesc emotional

reactions are known as outcome-dependent affects. If the outcome is perccived by the

individual as bcing successful. then feelings of happiness will result. Conversely. if the

achievement outcome is perceived to be unsuccessfuI. then the individual will experience

feelings of frustration or sadness. Research has supported the existence of outcomc

dependent affects (Weiner. Russell. & Lerman. 1978. (979).

Following these outcome-dependent affects. the individual begins a causal scarch to

determine why the outcome occurred. Once the individual has formulated an attribution for

the outcome. the attribution is then processed according to its dimensional placcment

relating to locus of causality. stability. and controllability. Which dimensions the

attribution is classified under is dependent on the individual's own perception of the

attribution. Weiner purports that the causal dimensions influence expectancies for future

success and affective rcactions. which subsequently influence motivated behavior.

Expectancy for Future Success

Weiner has theorized that a predictable relationship exists between the stability

dimension and future performance expectancies. For instance. when an individual
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pcrc~ives a successful outcome to be the result of stable factors such as high ability. h~/she

will hav~ a great~r expcctancy for future succ~ss. Similarly. when an individual perceives

an unsuccessful outcome as the result of a stable factor. then there is a greater expectancy

for fUlure n~gative oUlcomes. On lhe olher hand. if the achievemenl outcome is ascribed to

unstable faclors. then there is a reduced expectancy of that outcome occurring in the future.

There has been a considerable amount of research 10 support this relationship (Duncan &

McAuley, 1987: Robinson & Howe. 1989: Singer & McCaughan. 1978: Spink. 1978:

Weiner, 1979, 1985),

Attribution-Dependenl Affects

ln addition to influencing expectancies for future success. causal dimensions are

believed to influence affective reactions. These affective reactions are known as attribution

dependent affects since the emotions that are elicited are determined by the causal

::lillu:nsions lhat are associaled with the attribution. Therefore, each causal dimension is

relaled to a set ofemotions. Weiner (1985) refers to this as the cognition-emotion process.

-These associations.just as the one between causal ascription and expectancy change. form

powerful and generallaws" (Weiner. 1985. p.561). The affective reactions are associated

with lhe three causal dimensions oflocus of causality. stability. and controllability.

Locus of causality. Weiner (1986) maintains that the locus of causality dimension is

related to self-esteem and pride. For example. successful outcomes which the individual

perceives as due to internai attributions such as ability or effort will result in greater self

esteem and pride than successful oUlcomes which are anributed to extemal factors (e.g..

ease of task. luck). This relationship has been empirically supported (Weiner. 1986:

Weiner et. al., 1978, 1979).

Stability. It bas been demonstrated that individuals who anribute negalive oulcomes to

stable. as opposed to unstable factors. experience hopelessness (Weiner et al., 1978,
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19791. For example. if an individual loses a golf game and allributes Ih:ll loss 10 sl:lble

abili:)'. then hopelessness for future success will be experienced. Therefore. attributing

successful outcomes to stable factors and unsuccessful outcomes to unstable factors should

influence motivation most effectively.

Controllability. According to Weiner (1985. 1986). the controllability dimension also

influences affective reactions. If an individual experiences an unsuccessful outcome and

attributes it to factors which are perceived to be comrollable by other people. then anger

will be elicited. On the other hand. pitY is elicited when an individual experiences a

negative outcome that is due to causes that are uncontrollable by others. Guilt is

experienced when the individual believes that he/she is personally responsible for the

negative outcome. The affective state of shame is experienced when an individual

pereeives a negative outcome as due to factors that are uneontrollable and self-related.

Finally. gratitude is believed to be elicited towards another person when the aet of the

benefactor was perceÏ\'ed as being controllable and voluntary. There has been considerable

empirical support for these relationships whieh link the eontrollability dimension with the

affective reaetions of anger. pity. guilt. and shame (Brown & Weiner. 1984: Covington &

Omelieh. 1984: Weiner. 1985. 1986).

Weiner"s daim that attributional dimensions influence different types of affect has

been empirically supported. Although the seven different emotions discussed above are not

the only emotions !hat exist. they are the most often reported and documented emotions

(Weiner. 1986). It is eautioned. however. that the attribution-emotion linkage does not

always result in a perfeet cause-effeet relationship (Weiner. 1986). As Weiner explains. an

individual may not have tried very hard in suceeeding at an important task (effort) and still

may not Ceel any guilt.
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Summarv

Weiner's attributional theOl')' of motivation and emotion suggests that after an

achievement outcome. an individual experiences positive or negative affect based on

whether the individual pcrceives the outcome as successful or unsuccessful. As weil. the

individual makes an altribution for the outcome. The causal dimensions associated with the

attribuùon are believed to influence expcctancies for future success and affective reactions.

ln tum. expcctancies for future success and affective reactions are assumed to influence

motivation. While the stability dimension is believed to influence expcctancies for future

succcss. ail three dimensions are related to affective reactions.

Assessing Attributions

Muchofthe attribution researchconducted in the 1970'sand early 198O's bas becn

criticized for having weakncsses relating to its methodology and assessment strategies.

Weiner (1983) believes sorne of the reasons for these weaknesses are an unclear

presentation of attribuùon thec!)' and researchers misunderstanding the theoretical concepts

behind his theo!)'.

Many researchers conducting attributional research prior to 1983 restricted the

attributions made by subjects to Weiner's four traditional attribuùonal elements (ability.

effort. luck, and task difficulty). This measurement strategy bas fundamental limitations as

the four attributions do not accurately reflect the total number of possible attributions that a

subject may actually make given a certain outcome (Weiner. 1979). As weil. these four

attributions may be completely unrelated to the eltperimental situation since they were

intended to be applicable only to achievement situations (Weiner. 1983). However. -even

within the achievement area. specific causes are associated with particular kinds of

achievement- (Weiner. 1983. p. 533). That is. different achievement conteltts may elicit

'different types of attributions. For eumple. results from a study conducted in a sports
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selting showed that the attributions subjects gave for their performance outcomes were very

different from the four traditional attributions (Roberts & Pascuzzi. 19ï9).

With the tendency for much of past attributional research to focus on the four

traditional altributiona1 e\ements. the dimensional significance of the clements has often

been completely neglected. This is a crucialtheoretical conccm since Weiner's (1985.

1986) attribution theory is based on the three dimensions of locus of causality. stability.

and controllability and not on the elements. Several researchers have agreed that the

attributional dimensions are the critical theoretical concern (Brawley. 1984; Brawley &

Roberts. 1984: Rejeski & Brawley. 1983). Although it is believed that researchers heavily

utilized the four main attributions for both pracùcal and empirical purposes. "an empirical

convenience must not be confused with theoreùcal relevance" (Roberts & Pascuzzi. 1979.

p.208).

Another serious deficiency in past attribuùonal research has been the failure of

experimenters to consider subjects as acùve participants in interpreùng their attributions in

terms of the underlying causal dimensions. Part of the reason for this is that many

researchers have erroneously assumed that they could accurately translate the subjects'

causal attributions along the three dimensions based on the "traditional" theoretical meaning

of the cause. In the attribuùon literalUre. this is referred to as ..the fundamental attribuùon

researchererror" (Russell. 1982. p. 1137). For example. suppose a student wins a tennis

match and attributes his/her success to personal ability. Based on "traditional" attribution

theory. many experimenters would automaùcally classify this attribuùon as internai. stable.

and uncontrollable. However. Russell suggests that the researcher does not always

perceive an attribution in the same way that the subject does. as attributions are often

difficult to interpret. Therefore. in this example. the student may perceive hislher ability

attribuùon as being internai. unstable. and uncontrollable. which is different from the

experimenter's interpretation. As such. research findings which have committed the
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fllndamental allribution researcher error may be questionable. There is presently wide

consensus among attribution researchers that a more accurate methodolcgy is to have the

subject be actively involved in the translation of attributions along causal dimensions

(Russell. McAuley. & Tarico. 1987).

The Causal Dimension Scale

Based on criticisms of previous attributional assessment strategies. Russell (1982)

developed the Causal Dimension Scale (CDS). Unlike many pas! measurc.nent scales

which used forced-choice methods.limiting subjects' attributions to ability. effort. luck.

and task difliculty. the CDS allows subjects to make an open-ended anributional Slatement

that rellects the perceived cause for the outcome. Furthennore. the CDS allows the

subjects to become active agents in c1assifying their causal attributional statements along the

three causal dimensions of locus of causality. stability. and controllability. Such a format

is alleged to reduce experimenter bias and. therefore. the potential for committing the

fundamental attribution researcher error (Russell. 1982). The three causal dimensions are

represented by a series of nine semantic differential scales (three items for each dimension).

The CDS has been used to assess attributions in general psychology (Herr.

Perkins. & Whitley. 1990; Shoeneman. VanUchelen. & Stonebrink. 1986). education

(Vallerand & Richer. 1988). sociology (Cole. 1991). and sport (McAuley. 1985; McAuley

& Gross. 1983; McAuley. Russell. & Gross. 1983). Many researchers agree with the

superiority and utility of the CDS over previous methods. particularIy regarding its ability

to involve the subject as an active agent in the assessment process (McAuley. 1985;

McAuley et al.. 1992; Russell et al.. 1987). More importantly. numerous studies have

shown the CDS to he a reliable and valid measurement tool (Mark. Mutrie. Brooks. &

Harris. 1984; McAuley. 1985; McAuley. Duncan. & McElroy. 1989; McAuley & Gross•

1983; McAuley et al.. 1983: Russell. 1982; Russell & McAuley. 1986: Russell et al..
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1985: Russell et al.. 1987: Tennenbaum & Furst. 1985: Tennenbaum. Fursl. &

Weingarten. 1984: Vallerand. 1987: Wilson & Linville. 1985\.

ln spite of advancements made in attribution rescarch with regard to the COS. sorne

researchers have e:'tpressed concern over the controllabilily dimensional subscale. for

example. the results of!Wo studies showed the CDS to have high reliability for the locus of

causality and stability dimensions. but less reliability for the controllability dimensil)n

(McAuley & Gross. 1983: Russell et al .. 1987\. McAuley and Gross (1983\. who

conducted their study in a sports setting. suggested that a possible explanation for the IClw

reliability scores on the controllability dimension could be the uncert.lin nature of sport.

where "control" may be more difficult to assess since it is not as weil defined as i. is in

academic settings. Biddle (1988) believes that the controllability subscale could be

improved by having it distinguish between perceptions of "actual" control and "possible

control" over the outcome.

Other researchers have reported low levels of internai consistency in the

controllability subscale (Biddle & Jamieson. 1988: Mark et al .• 1984: McAuley et al..

1983: Russell, 1982: Vallerand & Richer. 1988). This weakness is likely due to an unclear

definition of "controllability:' For instance. it has been suggested that the three items on

the COS's controllability subscale refer to three related but distinct concepts: intentionality,

responsibility. and controllability (Biddle & Jamieson, 1988). ln an allempt to improve the

reliability of the controllability subscale it has been recommended that additional items be

included in the subscale (Russell et al., 1987).

Lastly, researchers have found fault with the controllability subscale regarding the

wording of the items. Russell (1982) intended the wording of the controllability subscale

to represent a cause that is "controllable by you or other people" at one end and

"uncontrollable by you or other people" at the other end. However. it is possible that such

wording could result in dimensional assignments that disagree with the subject's
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perception. As Russell explains. a situation where a student tàils a test because the teacher

lold the sludent to read the wrong book could be perceived by the subject as being

controllable by the teacher or uncontrollable by the subject. depending on which cause is

more importantto the subject. The problem arises when the subject scores the attribution

along the control dimension as the subject is limited to deciding whether the cause is merely

controllable or uncontrollable. The CDS does not allow the subject to differentiate between

the two different sources of control. In realizing these weaknesses revisions were made to

the CDS.

The Causal Dimension Scale 1\

ln an attempt to improve the controllability subscale. McAuley et al. (1992) revised

the CDS (Russell. 1982) to have the controllability dimension differentiate between control

by the subject (personal control) and control by other people (external control). As such.

this revised version of the CDS. known as the Causal Dimension Scale Il (CDSII).

consists of four dimensions. The CDSII subscale items representing the locus of causality

and stability dimensions remain unchanged from the CDS; however. the personal control

and external control subscale items are new. The format of the improved CDSn is the

same as that of the CDS.

ln theirassessment of the CDSII. McAuley etaI. (l992) employed data from four

studies which took place in four different settings: a midterm examination. a one-on-one

basketbaIl game. motor performance in a laboratory exercise test. and performance on a

graded gymnastics routine. Results showed the four dimensions (locus of causality.

stability. personal control. extemal control) of the CDSII to have internaI consistency with

alpha coefficients of .66 (Iocùs of causality)•.68 (stability)•.79 (personal control). and .82

(external control). Due to concern regarding the discriminant validity of the four scales

(particularly with respect to the personal and external control scales). the authors tested a
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number of alternative models with various combinations of causal dimensions. lt W;IS

found that the four dimensional mode! is supcrior to olhcr mode!s. and that the four

subscales represent related but empirically distinct constructs.

Assessing Children's Attributions

One limitation of the COS and COSII is thatlhey are primarily restricted for use by

adults. This is likely due to the complexity of the dimensional concepts and the wording of

the items. Seeing that there has been no common method for assessing children's

attributions. few studies to date have assessed children's attributions (Bird & Williams.

1980; Bukowski & Moore. 1980; McAuley etai.• 1989; Roberts. 1978; Scanlan & Passer.

1981; Weiss. McAuley. Ebbeck. & Wiese. 1990). Of the few attributional studies which

have employed children as subjects. only two have focused on the causal dimensions and

included children as active agents in translating their attributions along the dimensions

(McAuleyet al.. 1989; Weiss et al., 1990). The other studies tended to use forced-choice

formats which were primarily focused on the four attributions of ability. effort. luck. and

task difficulty.

Realizing this shortage of attributional research involving children. Weiss ct al .•

(1990) developed an attributional measurement scale which is modeled after the CDS but is

at a more suitable level for children. Similar to the CDS. two of the mainstays of this

modified CDS are that it allows children to be active agents in the attribution process and it

focuses on the causal dimensions which underlie the subject's attributions. [n the study

conducted by Weiss et al. (1990) which employed this modified CDS, the attributions of

children 8 to 13 years of age, who were participating in a summer sports camp. were

assessed. The only revisions to the modified CDS involved simplification of the wording

and format of questions in order to improve children's comprehension of the items.

'Similar to the cosn. the authors separated the controllability dimension into personal
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control and external control. Finally. the scale was shortened from nine items ta four

items. sa that each of the four dimensions (personal control. locus of causality. stability.

and extcrnal control) is reprcsentcd by a sil;gle item. which best reflects that dimension.

An examplc of Weiss ct al.·s modified CDS can be found in Appendi.~ A. Although the

authors rcalized that utilizing only four items may decrcase the rcliability. they felt justified

in doing sa since liule rcscarch has been donc having ehildrcn code their own auributions.

ln this modified version of the CDS. ehildrcn first rate their overall performance on

a five-point Likert scale ("not good at ail." -not good:' "OK:' "good:' '"very good"). and

then provide an open-ended aUributional statement as ta why they rated themselves the way

they did. Subsequently. they express the degree ta which each of the four causal

dimensions (personal control. locus of causality. stability. extemal control) describes their

attributional statement using the "structured alternative format" developed by Harter (1982).

For :.:xample. the personal control item is: "This reason is something 1can control" OR

"This reason is something 1 cannot control:' ln rcsponse to this question children first

dccide which statement is more true for them. and then decide whether the statement they

chose is "sort of true" or -really true.- This type of question format has been shown to be

useful for children and for negating the tendency of subjects to give socially desirable

responses (Harter. 1982).

Summarv

Past attributional research has been recognized as having several weaknesses

including: (a) limiting subjecls' attributional choiees to ability. effort. luck. and task

dirticulty. (b) neglecting the attributional dimensions and therefore their theoretieal

rclevance. and (c) failing to include the subject as an active participant in translating his/her

attributions along the dimensions. The attributional assessment seale known as the Causal

Dimension Scale (CDS) was developed to alleviate sOrne of these problems. The CDS is
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an improvement over past techniques as il: (a) focuscs on the e:IUS:11 dimensions (locus or

causality. stability. controllabililyl. (bl allows the subjeet 10 make an open-enùed

attributional stalement. and (e) allows lhe subjeet to :Iclivcly transiale his/hcr :lllribulionai

slatemcnt along lhe dimcnsions_ Howcvcr. low rcliabilily and inlernal c-onsistenc'y wilh lhc'

controllability dimension lead 10 the devclopmcnt or thc CDSII. Thc CDSII. which rnrthcr

differentiates thc eontrollability subscale. now consisls or four dimcnsions: locus of

causality. stability. personal control. and extcrnal control. As lhc CDS and CDSII utili..:e

fairly complex concepts they arc unsuilable for use by ehildren. Realizing lhis. Weiss cl :11.

(1990) developcd a modified version of the COS which they used 10 assess the allribulions

of ehildren 8 to 13 years of age.

Funclional Attribulions and Molivalion

An understanding of the attribution process can have importanl implicalions for

individua1s involved in achievement sellings. such as lcachers and coaches. as il may hclp

to explain. predicl. and influence the motivational behavior of sludents. According 10

Weinc:r's (1986) theory of motivation and emotion. lhe thrcc causal dimensions: locus of

causality. stability. and controllability. influence expcctaneies for future success and affecl.

which in turn are believed to guide motivated behavior such as lask satisfaction.

persistence. activity ehoice. and intensity (Forsyth & McMiIlan. 1981; Roberts. 1978;

Weiner. 1985. 1986). Researchers have demonstraled sorne fairly consistent and

interesting findings with respect to attributions and motivation.

Academic Settings

Much of early attribution research. including Weiner's work. was conducted in

academic settings. Many of these studies have supported the use of internai. controllable.

and stable attributions after successful outcomes, and internai, conlrollable, and unstable
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allributions afler unsuccessful outcomes as they are believed to result in motivated behavior

and positive affect. Investigations performed in academic setlings have shown that effort

allributions (internaI. controllable) can result in positive affective reactions such as pride.

task satisfaction. and persistence after successful outcomes (Fowler & Peterson. 1981:

Nicholls. 1976. 1984: Weiner. 1986). and less shame after failure experiences (Nicholls.

1978).

Forsyth and McMillan (1981) conducted a study in which university students who

had performed weil or poorly on an examination attributed their performance. affective

reactions, and expectations for future performance along the three dimensions of locus of

causality. stability. and controllability. Results showed that students who attributed

succ<:ss to internai factors felt more relaxed. competent, calm, adequate. and good,

compared with students who made external attributions for their success. As weil, students

who attributed their success scores to internai. controllable. and stable factors experienced

more happiness than all other types of attributors. More importantly. the authors stressed.

was the finding that students who attributed their performance to controllable factors (e.g..

effort, amount of time studying) reported more positive affective reactions (e.g.. satisfied.

happy, delighted. fulfilled) than students who did not feel in control of the outcome.

Although these results tend to support Weiner's (1979) theory, the authors believe that the

controllability dimension may have a more significant influence on the attribution process

then Weiner's model suggests.

ln fac!, manyauthors contend that perceiving one's performance, in both academic

and physical activity settings, as due to controllable factors is especially critical for

motivated behavior (Abramson, Seligman, & Teasdale, 1978; Ames & Ames, 1981; Bird

& Cripe, 1986: Ouda. 1985; Forsyth & McMilIan, 1981; Harter, 1981; Weiner, 1986:

Worsley & Coonan, 1984). By attributing successful outcomes to controllable factors,

individuals feel responsible for the outcome, which is likely to increase their self-

"
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contidence and feelings of satisfaction. At the Silme time. 'lllribuling iln unsucl'Cssful

outcome to controllable tàctors will prevent feelings of helplessness or expectilncies thill the

same negative outcome will occur again in the future. Conversely. perceiving il c'lUse ilS

being uncontrollable can lead to motivational deticils (Weiner. IÇï~).

Motor Perfonnance Sellings

In the area of sports and motor ski Ils. rescarchers have shown similar support for

the use of internai and controllable attributions. Wraith and Biddle (1989) conducted iln

experiment to determine the effects of goal-selling and ability and effort instructions on the

behaviours and various cognitions of children. Il to 13 years of age. who were involved in

a bail throw for distance task. Among other findings. the results showed that the children

who made attributions to controllable effort. reported more task satisfaction than children

who attributed their performance to uncontrollable ability.

Grove and Pargman (1984) examined sorne of the behavioral consequences of

university students taking part in a competitive dart-throwing task under effort and ability

orientations. Findings showed that subjects who emphasized controllable effort

demonstrated improved performance at the task. Furthermore. subjects who were low in

achievement motivation showed greater persistence in their practice behavior when effort

was emphasized. In a similar study. Grove and Pargman (1986) examined the

performance scores and practice behaviorof81 male undergraduate students who took part

in a competitive dart throwing competition. Il was found that subjects showed enhanced

performance when the controllable attribution of effort was emphasized.

Robinson and Carron (1982) looked at the relationship between high school

football players who either dropped out or maintained involvement in football along with a

number of different motivational variables including attributions for performance outcomes.

Ninety-eight male football players were c1assified as starters. survivors. or dropouts. The
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n:sulls showcd Ihm after :, sueeessfui oUleome. lhe slarters and sun';vors made more

attributions to controllable personal effort than did lhe dropouis. FurlhernlOre. after a

f:.ilure experienee. lhe dropouts lended 10 place more emphasis on lheir own abilil)' lhan lhe

starters or survivors did.

Elre,ts of Allribulions l'nder Failure Condilions

Other attribulion resc:lrchers have looked al lhe mOlivational and bchavioml elTects

of different :lttributions under l'ail ure conditions. Singer. Grove. Cauraugh. and Rudisill

( 1985) looked at the effeets of different allributions for failure on a gross motor task.

Twenty-live male and 25 female uni"ersity students were oriented to perceive poor

pcrlonnanee on :1 balance task as the result of one of the following factors: lack of effort.

ineflèctive strategies. both of the above. low ability. or nothing in particular (control).

Results showed that subjects who attributed their poor perfonnance 10 a lack of controllable

eflort demonstrated less frustration and less anxiety than the other attributional orientations.

As weil. the effortlstrategy oriented group persisted at the task for a longer period of time

than the control group.

Rudisill (1989a) compared the influence of causal dimension orientations and

perceived competence on expectations. persistence. and perfonnance during pcrceived

failure on a motor task. Eighty-four junior high school students were oriented to perceive

their l'ail ure experience on the stabilometer balance task as due to one of the following

dimensionalorientations: (a) internaI. controllable. unstable factors (ICU). (b) internaI.

uneontrollable. stable factors (lUS). or (c) nothing in partieular (NDO). The findings

showed that the subjects who were given lCU attributiollal orientations persisted at the task

for a longer period of time. reported higher expeetations for future perfonnance. and

perlormed signifieantly bctter than the subjeelS in the other groups (lUS aod NOO)

regardless of their perceived competence level. Other investigations have also supported
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the use of internat controllable. and unstable attributions l1nder failure experiences in ooth

edl1cational and sport settings in order to enhanee expeelations of performance (Allden;oll.

1983: Rudisill. 1989b: Singer & McCaughan. 1978). pen;istence tFowler & Peten;on.

1981: Medway & Venino. 1982: Rudisill. 1989b: Singer et al.. 1985) and pertonllanœ

(Dweck. 1975: Kukla. 1972: Rudisill & Singer. 1988).

Summarv

An understanding of how attributions influence motivation is important for

teachers. coaches. and other individuals working in achievement contexts. as it can help

them to explain. predict. and increase the achievement motivation and behavior of students.

Substantial research in academic. sport. and motor skill settings has demonstrated that the

use of internai and contro!!able attributions by subjects after both successful and

unsuccessful achievement outcomes can result in increased motivation and positive affect.

Overall, the attribution literature suggeslS that individuals should attribute successful

achievement outcomes to internai. stable, and controllable factors. and unsuccessful

outcomes to internai. unstable. and controllable factors (Ames & Ames. 1981: Forsyth &

McMillan. 1981: Rudisill. 1989a, 1989b, 1989c; Singer et al., 1985: Weiss et al.. 1990).

It is believed that these functional attributions cao have a positive influence on motivation.

Children's Attributions in Physical Education

Considering that attributions influence motivation. an understanding of the

attribution process as it occurs in children within the elementary physical education context

seems extremely important since motivation plays such a crucial role in this setting.

Unfortunately, very little attributional research has been conducted in the elemental)'

physical education setting. One area in particular within the elemental)' physical education

curriculum which bas received very little attributional investigation is dance. Many dance
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advocates claim that participation in dance can have numerous positive effects on children

including development of the child physically. socially. emotionally. and intellectually. and

therefore lhat dance should be included as a mandalory component in elementary physical

education programs. However. with the shortage of research focusing on dance within the

physical education setting. the supposed benefits of dance are without a great deal of

empiricai support. Two of the most weil known forms of dance within the elementary

physical education curriculum are creative dance and folk dance. Numerous educators

believe that creative dance and folk dance can be extremely valuable and worthwhile

experiences for children.

Creative Dance

To create means "to bring into existence. to make something out of a word or an

idea for the first time or to produce along new or unconventional lines" (Gallahue. 1993. p.

543). The term creative dance often brings to mind words such as personal expression.

improvisation. spontaneity. and interpretation. MacDonald (1991) has defined creative

dance as "a nonthreatening. noncompetitive activity that recognizes and encourages

physical skiIls and aesthetic expression" (p. 158). Kirchner (1992) succinctly defines

creative dance as ..the expression of ideas and feelings through unstructured movement" (p.

644). According to Stinson (1988a). creative dance is "an art form that is based on natura!

movement rather !han movement of a particular style such as one might sec in tap dance or

ballet" (p. 2). MacDonald (1989) provides a more comprehensive definition: Creative

dance is "any activity exp:essed through the medium of the body that focuses on the child's

inner thoughts and feelings and enhances the expression of those thoughts and feelings.

The entire process emphasizes exploration. problem solving. and the interpretation of life

issues with the intention of enhancing the development of the whole child and encouraging

the expression of individual differences" (p. 10). Although definitions of creative dance



m:,y slightly vary l'rom :lUth"r to author. Im'st foc'us on aspc'c·ts sudl as c·xprc'ssion. natul'al

mO\'l:mcnl. CXplor:ltion. communication. acsthclics. and crcativity.

Crcative dancc is a uniquc comlx>ncnt of thc clcmcntary physical cduc'ation pro~r:nll

as it is onc of thc fcw arcas in which crcativity. r:lthc'r than functional nll'vc'mcnl. is a

primaI)' goal. ln crcativc dancc. childrcn arc cncoumgcd 10 cxpcrimcnt :md c'xplorc' with

movemcnts mthcr than lcarn spccitic ski Ils. Crcativc clancc cncour:lgcs individual "1'

pcrsonal cxprcssion, as childrcn usc movcmcnt to communicalc and cxprcss tlll'nghts.

ideas, feelings. concepts, and altitudcs. In crc:llivc dancc "individu:,l rcsponscs :"':

cncouragcd and divcrsity is \'alucd" (Graham. Holt·Halc, & Parkcr. 1993. l'. 47ïI,

Therefore. dance experiences wi Il be charactcrizcd by movemcnt rcsponsc's Ih:1l arc

spontancous, unique, and natuml to cach child (Barrel!. 1(84). Thcrc an: no ri~ht or

wrong answers in creative dance. provided the child is responding within thc movcmcnl

guidelines of the experience.

Content

Creative dance is oflen viewed as falling within lhe contines of movcmcnt

education. Movement education "is used to describe thc education approach used to

facilitate divergent movement responses" <Pangrazzi & Dauer. 1992. p. 273). Movemcnt

education is a concept that was developed and introduced into physical cducation progr.tIllS

in the 1950's (Barrelt. 1984). The ideas and work of Rudolph Laban havc had a

tremendous impact on the advancement of movement education. Laban is crcditcd for

having developed a "theoretical and practieal method for syslematieally analyzing and

recording movement both quantitativcly and qualitatively" (Penrod. 1987. p. 71 J.

Although there are many different ways of looking at movement. many movement

educators have based their work on the movement content and philosophy of Laban.

Although Laban's work applies to three areas of physical education: games.



• ~Ylllnaslics. and ùancc. "lhl' earliesl applicalion or 1~lhan's work to educalion was in the

lïeld or dance" (Harrelt. I~. p. l..l61. The dance component or moyement education is

orten refcrred 10 as dance education (Harrett. 19S4). Other more technical l'omIs or dance

sudl as ball<:l. tap. and jaa :Ire nol l'onsidcred as part or ùance eùucation since they have

ùil'ferent philosophies. As the emphasis or moyement in ùance education is on exprcssion

and acsthetics. "this communication aspcct givcs dance its uniqueness and separates it l'rom

games anù gymnastics" (Barrel!. I~. p. 1-14).

According 10 I~,han. ail movement can be describcd by l'our major clements: body.

Space. d'fort. and rclationships (Barrel!. I~). Other authors have also utilizcù a four

raclor structure to deline creative dance (Kirchner. 1992: Pangrazzi & Dauer. 1992).

Although the temlinology ma)' be different. the meaning and content behind the clements

arc generally th:: same. For example. the Canadian Association for Health. Physical

Education. and Recreation (CAHPER. 1988) has identified four common clements of

creative dance which arc body. space. dynamics. and rclationships.

The component known as "body" can be divided into actions. parts. and shapes.

Actions refers to the many different actions the body can perforrn as a whole unit. such as

walking. running. jumping. sliding. twisting. and bending. Body parts refers to the

various ways in which body parts can move including: (a) in isolation (body parts can bc

moved in isolation). (b) supporting weight (different body parts or combinations of body

parts can take weight). (c) leading (different body parts can lead the body or initiate the

body movemenl). and (d) gesturing (one or more specific body parts can communicate a

message). Finally. the body can make shapes. cîther stationary or in motion. sorne

exam;>les of which arc stretched. curled. and twisted.

"Space" (CAHPER. 1988) refers to the differenees in levels. directions. pathways.

and the size of space that is used in exploring movement. Levels involves the various

levcls that the whole body or individual body parts ean move through spaee (e.g.. low.
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medium. highl. Regarding dir"ctions. the body can he moved through space in llifferent

directions such as forwards. backwards. and sideways. The body C:1l1 :llso take differenl

pathways through space such as straight. cur..y. or zIg zag. Lastly. various sizes or

amounls of space can be used through movement.

"Dynamics" (CAHPER. 1988) which involves the inter-reiationships hetween tillle.

enel'~Y. and flow. refers to the feding or the sensation of movements. For example.

movemenl can be performed somewhere on a continuum between fasl and slow. aud

sudden to sustained. Movement can also be performed using various levels of energy.

which can he descrihed using a continuum comprised of the \WO faclors of muscular force

(strong-light) and weight (heavy-light). Aow refers 10 the degree 10 which Ihe body can

move freely. and can range l'rom feeling totally l'ree to feeling resisled or highly conlrolled.

Therefore. dynamics is the "how" of moving. By having children experiment and explore

changes in dynamics. they learn how to control and use skilful movement. which lcads to

the development of aesthetic awareness and expressive abilities (CAHPER. 1988).

ln creative dance. many different types of "relationships" (CAHPER. 1988) can he

formed be\Ween people. Relationships can vary with respect to: (a) the number of people

involved (individual. partner. group): (b) whether the relationship(s) are identical

(shadowing. mirroring. echoing) or contrasting (opposites. near/far. differing. etc.): and

whether (c) interactions (meeting. meetinglparting. actionlreaction. sequential etc.). contact

(connecting. supporting). and formations (scattered. lines. squares. circles. groups. etc.)

are usee!. These different relationships are formed within the existing structure of the other

dance elements. For example, children can mirror one another. act in sequence. or make a

type of connected formation using various body actions, shapes. and dynamics. The

relationships component is often not incorporated into creative dance lessons until children

have had a considerable amount of time experimenting and exploring various movemcnt

ideas on their own (CAHPER. 1988).
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These four clements arc employed in the teaching of creative dance 10 hclp children

"uevelop skill :ll1U invcntivcncss in movcmcnt"· (CAHPER. 1988. p. 6). The fourciemenL~

are c10sely related in thm cvcry hodyaction can consist of different clements of sp<lce and

dyn<lmic's :IS wcll :IS diff<:rcnt typcs of n:lationships. Usc of thc four clements and their

eomponcnts individu<llly or in combination adds variety to a dance composition and

enhanccs its quality.

Stmcture

Individuals with liule or no knowledge about creativc dance oftcn wrongly assumc

that creative dancc lessons are unstructured. frenzied. and without purpose. Although

creative dance lessons ma)" not be as structured as ballet. tap. or folk dance lessons. they

arc de\'c1oped with goals in mind and arc carried out with specilic task requiremcnts.

limitations. guidelines. and progressions. Goals need to be clearly defined with

appropriate activitics and qucstions to hclp children develop the lesson material. Sorne

limitations and guidelines which might bc used are the numbcr of persons in a group. the

minimum number of movements to be included. and content requirements such as

directions. pathways. levels. and formations. Children are encouraged to be expressive.

creativc. and innovative in their movement experienees. within the given framework.

ln creative dance the tcacher will often provide ehildren with a stimulus. sueh as a

movement idea or movement problem. which children are to respond to by giving their

own response or interpretation. For example. the theme for one creative dance lesson

might bc stretching and curling. Children are free to experiment and explore the various

movement possibilities of stretching and curling within the confines of the instructional

guidelines. In addition to basic movement concepts. ideas for movement themes may stem

from ideas. songs. pictures. poetry. and music.
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).3cnctils of Cre:ltivc Danec

Many aulhors bclicvc thal ,'rcalivc dancc ean havc a posilivc inl1u"ncc' ,'n lh,' lolal

dcvclopmcnt of thc child - physically. soci:llIy. '·l11otionally. :\Ild illldlcctnally It;rahal11.

198..':;: M:lcDonald. 1%'9: Riley. 19841. Slinson ( 1988b) ,,-'ntends lhat ,·n.·alin- ,kll1cc ,'an

improvc thc ehild's body :lw:lreness and kincsthctic a\Varencss. bolh of whidl are cnlcial in

thc dcvclopmcn, of motor ski Ils. Humphrcy (1987) suggcsls thal "a \Vcll bal:\Ilccd creativc

dance program ean help childrcn gain strcngth. cndurancc. abilily. co-ordination.

llcxibility. and balance commcnsuralc \Vith thc cncrgy rcquired for a succcssfui and happy

prescnt and future lifc" (1'.20). Emotionally. creativc dancc is belicvcd 10 havc a positivc

impact on the deyclopmcnt of thought. cxpression. and self. aS weil aS on Ihc dcyclopmclll

of conlidcnee and sclf-worth (Humphrcy. 1%'7: MacDonald. 1%'9: Riley. 1984). Crc:llivc

dance is :llso bclieved to be etlèctivc in thc soei:l) dcvclopmcnt of childrcn. :lS l11uch of lhc

creativc d:lncc cxpcricncc involvcs communic:ltion. intcracting. and co-opcralion wilh

othcrs. Fin:llly. participation in creative d:lnee is thoughtlo dcvclop :md cnhancc sueh

inlcllcelual skills:JS problem sol ,oing. conecntration. scqucneing. eatcgorizing. :lI1d crc:lling

(Hanson. 1979: Haselbaeh. 1978).

It is unfortunate that the majority of thcse daims rcgarding thc positive cITeels that

creative dance can have on children have nol been supported with empirieal researeh and

arc mostly the opinions of authors. In facto to date there is very little reported research on

creative dance. In particular. no investigations h:lve becn found which huve looked ut the

influence of creative dance on children's motiv:ltion within thc physicul educution selting.

Journal articles and books about creative dance tend to foeus on lesson ideas :lnd content

rather than rcscarch. One exception was a study conducted by Riley (1984). which looked

at the effects of creative dance on the physical self-esteem. body image. and problem

solving abilities of grade 4 children. Thirty students completed three questionnuires bcfore

and aftcr participating in a six week creative dance program. He found that aCter
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participaling in lhe crealive dance progmm. the whole class showed posilive inereases in

physical sclf-esleem. Sludcnls also showed inereases in tolal body awareness and the

abilily 10 provide movemenl retleclive of feeling.

Jenner (1985) performed an invl.'Sligalion 10 delennine whelher lhe soeial sludies

curriculum could be laughl 10 a group of firth grade childrcn by means of creative

movemenl mther than through traditional classroom leaching methods. The subjects were a

class of 33. len and clevcn ycar old childrcn (18 M. 15 F). who were dividcd into an

Experimental Group (EG) and a Control Group (CG). The program lasted ovcr nine

wecks. during which time the EG reccived seventeen. 45 minutc ereativc movemcnt

lessons in which an altempl was made to leach the social sludies curriculum lhrough

crealive movemenl. The CG received an equal number of lessons and were laughl the same

social studics scctions using traditional classroom teaching methods. Three achievement

sublests which wcre adminislered at lhree week intervals throughout the program revealed

highly significant treatment effccts for ail three tests. A post-test given four weeks after the

program also showed lhe EG 10 perform significantly better than the CG. Based on the

results. Jenner concluded that cognitive leaming was occurring and more readily grasped

and retained for thc movemcnt group than for the group that was taught the same material

through traditional classroom methods.

Creative Dance in the Phvsical Education Program

There are many dance advocates and educators who agree that creative dance

receives the lcast amount of exposure in elementary school physical education programs

(Condello-Vitko. 1988: Hoad. 1991: MacDonald. 1989: Nichols, 1994: Riley. 1984:

Siedentrop, 1994). ln facto a study by MacDonald (1989) which looked at elementary

school tcachers' attitudes and practices regarding creative dance. found that ail twenty of

the tcachers interviewed in the study reported they had never taught creative dance as part
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of their c1assroom program. It seems that when dance is taught in physical education.

teachers tend to focus on structured dancc forms such as folk dancc and social dance.

Riley (1984) suggests that one reason for this is thal teachcrs are more comfortable with

these types of dance and because struclured dance forms such as folk dance are more e:lsily

translated into lesson plans. A second possibility is that structured dances ma)' be more

easy to teach "since the subject malter is prescribcd and the learning situation entirely

teacher-directed" (Burton. 1977. p. 403).

Folk Dance

The term folk dance can be defined in a number of different ways. Snider ( 1980)

defines folk dance as a form of dance done by ordinary people to meet a variety of personal

and social needs. Nichols (1990) offers a more traditional definition of folk dance: "a

traditional dance of the people. handed down from generation to generation" (p. 6).

Kirchner (1992) simply defines folk dance as "dance patterns ofpast cultures" (p. 644). In

her dissertation. Silver (981) suggests that three important distinctions can be drawn from

the folk dance research with regard to usage of the term "folk dance" which are religious

ethnic dances, secular ethnic dances. and international folk dances. Religions ethnic dances

are "ritually significant. functionally integral to the culture. and performed solely by

members of the culture. Secular ethnie dances tend not to have a strong ritual component.

are often important for participants in terms of cultural identification. and are performed

solely by members of the culture. International folk dances are done by people of diverse

backgrounds and enjoyed for reasons apparently apart from religions ritual or a secular

identification with one's own culture" (Silver, 1981. p. 7). In this review, folk dance will

refer to intemational folk dance as defined by Sïlver.
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Conlent

Folk dance is generally comprised of four elements: (al dance steps. (b)

awareness of the use of space. (c) time. energy. and tlow. and (d) relationships

(CAHPER. 1980). There are a number of different dance steps involved in folk dance.

some of which are the walk, jump. hop, gallop. bleking. stamp. brush. schonishe. two

step. and polka. The second element "awareness of the use of space" refers to the fact that

folk dance involves the use of general space. personal space. and formations such as circle.

line. and scatter. Time. energy. and tlow. suggests that movement can be either fast or

slow (time). differ with respect to museular tension (energy). and should be smooth when

linki'lg movements together (tlow). Finally. relationships suggests that folk dance

involves performing in various combinations of partners and groups.

Structure

Folk dance entaiIs the acquisition of a number of specifie and predesigned dance

steps. patterns, formations, and routines. [t is often taught in a formai manner with the

prescribed steps. patterns. formations, and gestures introduced in a systematic manner.

Folk dances are often broken down into parts. and then progressively taught step by step.

Most of the movements and steps have standard or preferred techniques. For example.

there is a correct or ideal way to perform the schottishe, the b[eking step. and the gallop.

Moreover. not only do the steps have to be performed correctly and with the proper

technique, but they have to be executed with the proper rhythm and in time to the music.

since music is an integral element of folk dance.

Body awareness is an important aspect of folk dance which involves an emphasis

on footwork, body carriage. and use of specific body parts (Stanley. 1977). Another

integral component is spatial awareness in which an emphasis is placed on tloor patterns•

and relationships with partners and other group members. Therefore. Mchildren must be
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able to adjust their movements to those of othcr danccrs to move effcctivel)' with a partncr.

and to maintain appropriale relationships wilh othcrs whilc moving in diffcrent fommtions"

(Nichols. 1994. p. 385).

Folk dancc is genernlly a tcacher-directcd activity which is taught in an imitativc

style. For examp\e. the teacher performs the step while the studcnts attcmpt to copy or

follow the tcacher as c10sely as possible. As such. memorizing the stcps and being able 10

repeat them back correctly is an integra\ aspect of leaming folk dance. Teaching folk dance

involves ensuring that students are executing the steps and patterns correctly. As a result.

evaluating a child in folk dance is often done by comparing a child's performance to the

performances of other children and deciding whether the child has executed the dance up to

the proper standards.

Benefits of Folk Dance

Within the physical education context. folk dance strives to meet a number of

objectives which fall under three categories: psychomotor. cognitive. and affective

(Snider. 1980). With regard to psychomotor objectives. folk dance aims to achieve

mastery of fundamental forms of locomotion. mastery of a graded series of traditional step

patterns and dance sequences, and enhanced body control, coordination, rhythmic skills.

and physical filness. ln terms of cognitive objectives, folk dance aims to provide students

with an understanding of other cultural backgrounds. an understanding of the basic

principles of human motion, and a better comprehension of specific dance terminology.

Lastly. sorne affective objectives of folk dance are to interact cooperative!y with others,

develop confidence in one's own movement skill and ability, and to experience folk dance

as a source of enjoyment.

. The amount of folk dance research which has been conducted to date is minimal.

Silver (1981) looked at the effects of participation in folk dance on various psychological
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and therapeutic functions. It was hypothesized that participation in international folk dance

would lead to: (a) improved self concept and body concept. (b) more positive altitudes

about classmates. and (c) reduced distancing of both studied and non-studicd ethnie

groups. Subjects in this study were comprised of three university folk dance classes. three

exercise classes. and three academic classes. The average age of subjects was 24.1 years.

Results showed that both the folk dance and exercise groups were significantly more

positive about their self concept and body concept than the control group both at posttest

and at a follow up meeting. As weil. the folk dance group. when cornpared with the

exercise and control groups. were more willing to physically approach many other ethnie

groups during conversation <ll. < .005) and were also more willing to be socially intimate

with those ethnic groups whose dances they had studied. compared with groups they had

not studied.

[n her paper Silver (1981) discusses other investigations in which folk dance was

employed for therapeutic reasons. Three of the studies cited used folk dance with

therapeutic referrals, psychiatric patients in hospital settings, and severely disturbed

hospitalized adults. Silver stresses the lack of empirical investigations on folk dance.

According to Silver. "most of the available literature directiy dealing with folk dance and

education falls into !wo categories: (a) instruction manuals by dance speciaiists and

teachers, and (b) rapturous and soporific joumaiistic articles" (p. 27). Of the limited

number of folk dance studies which exist, very few have employed children as subjects. ln

facl, no research studies to date have been found which have examined the effects of folk

dance on motivationai factors of children within the physical education contex!. This lack

of dance research is somewhat surprising considering the push for the inclusion of dance

and arts in elementary schools which began during the late 198O's and early 1990's

(Siedentrop. l~).
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Comparing Creative Dance and Folk Dance

Important distinctions between creative dance :md folk dance can be m:lde with

respect to the type of movement involved. lesson content and objectives. and instmclional

style. One of the most noticeable differences is the type of movement u..;cd. Creative d:mce

involves natural. unstructured. often improvised movement whereas folk dance is

comprised of a number of prescribed dance steps. patterns. fonnations. and routines. As

such, folk dance appears to be a more structured and technical dance fonn than cre:ltive

dance. In creative dance, children are encouraged to give their own individual movement

responses through improvisation, exploration, and discovery processes. Since divergent

movement responses are encouraged there are no standardized right or wrong movements.

That is, even though each child could be perfonning a different movement. they are ail

correct if they are within the movement boundaries. In contrast. children participating in

folk dance are encouraged to execute prescribed steps and pattems correctly as detined by

the dance and to a standard of perfonnance.

One of the primary goals of creative dance is to encourage personal expression,

creativity. and aesthetic awareness in children. On the other hand, one of the primary

objectives of folk dance is the mastery of fundamentai movement skills and techniques.

For instance, in folk dance students are encouraged to (eam how to perfonn the steps

correctly sc that group synchronization is achieved with respect to technique, executing the

steps, and rhythm. Therefore, folk dance does not provide children the same opportunity

to develop individual expression and creativity as does creative dance. Although

expression may be encouraged in folk dance. it is usually not the same form of creative

expression that is promoted in creative dance. As weil. expression in folk dance is usually

not encouraged until the students can elCecute ail of the steps in the dance to a certain degree

of proficiency.

The instructional style used in teaching creative dance is primarily a student-
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centered approach. where much of the content must emerge l'rom within each chi Id.

Although the teacher provides the students with stimuli. guidelines. and boundaries for

movement. children are encouraged to explore and respond freely within the limitations of

the task or challenges posed by the tcacher. The role of the creative dance teacher is to

guide students and to stimulate them to use their own movement ideas. Regarding

evaluation in creative dance. children's "creative work is evaluated with respect to

individual growth. not in comparison to others" (CAHPER. 1988. p. 10).

ln contrast. the instructional style used in folk dance tends to be more tcacher

directed. Folk dance is usually taught in an imitative style. where the tcacher demonstrates

the steps for the students and then the students try to copy or follow the tcacher as closely

as possible. Since folk dance involves the learning of prescribed steps. it is the tcacher's

role to ensure that students are executing the steps properly. which often involves

corrective feedback. Folk dance is usually taught in a systematic manner. where the dance

is broken down into parts and then progressively each part is taught until the dance is

complete. Therefore. sorne of the important skiIls required in learning folk dance include

observing. copying. following. memorizing. and repeating. Although these skills may be

required of students participating in creative dance. they are often not as salient

One final contrast between creative dance and folk dance involves the role of music.

ln folk dance. students have to be familiar with the music and know how the steps and

patterns of the dance fit the phrases of the music. Creative dance on the other band is often

performed with no accompanying sound at ail. Still. it is not uncommon for creative dance

to be done to music or other sources of accompaniment such as drums. However. when

music is used in the creative dance process. children are often a110wed to move freely to the

musk :nterpreting it as they perceive it
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Cr~ativ~ dan~~ ;lIld folk danc~ ar~ two of th~ nwst popular danc'c forms taught

within c1~mentary physical education progmms. Some prominent dilTer~nces e,isl hC'lwcc'n

thesc two dance fonns with respectto the type of moyement in\'llived. les.'on content ami

objectives. and instruction:!1 style. Crcative danc~. which is bas~d on natural mov~nll·nt.

emphasiz~s personal ~xpr~ssion. ~r~atiyity. ;lIld moY~m~nt ~xplor.ttion. Sinœ il is stlld~nt·

~ent~r~d. th~ t~a~her provid~s moY~m~nt gllidclin~s and slimuli wh~r~upon sludellls m~

encoumged to frecly explore movement within the impos~d houndari~s. Th~r~fore.

individual responses and diversity arc encoumged. In contmst. folk d;lnc~ inYol\'~s the

acquisition of functional movement. as students arc encouraged to leam a numb~r of

prescribed movement skills. steps. pallems. and techniques associated with the specilïc

dance. Il tends to be tcacher directed and taught in an imitative style whereby studcnts copy

the tcacher's movements. Dances are broken down in parts and taught progressivcly. with

the goal being for students to leam the steps up to a certain standard of perfommnœ.

Although many authors purport that participation in creative dance and folk dance can have

positive effects on children. unfortunately there is extremc~y little empirical evidcnce to

support these daims.

ln concentrating on the differences bctween creative dance and folk dance. the

question arises as to whether these differenccs manifest themsclves in other areas. ror

instance. it has been suggested that the nature or type of activity may influence the types of

attributions an individual adopts (Duncan & McAuley. 1987: Gill & Martens. 1977: Rejeski

& Lowe. 1980: Tennenbaum & Furst. 1985: Weiner. 1983).

Nature!fvpe ofTask

ln a study conducted by McAuley (1985),52 female intercollegiate gymnasL,

participating in the Midwestern University Invitational Gymnastics Meet gave attributions
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for their performance after competing in four different Olympie gymnastic events: the vault.

balance heam. uneven parallel bars. and 1100r exercise. It was found that the females who

perceived themselves as succcssfui in vaulting tended to attribute their performance to

stable effort. McAuley suggests this linding could he explained by focusing on the nature

of the event. For instance, not only is the vault a very stable and consistent piece of

~'quipment but athletes are in contact with it for only a very short period of time. ln

contrast, the beam. bars. and 1100r exercise are longerevents (approximately two minutes).

ln his concluding remarks. McAuley suggested that future attribution research investigate

differences in task type.

Frieze and Snyder (1980) conducted an investigation which looked at children's

attributions for success and failure in four different situations. Childrell in grades 1.3. and

5 were interviewed in order to determine what types of attributions they gave for their

performance in the following four situations: a school testing situation. doing weil or

poorly in an art project for the classroom. playing football. and catching frogs. Results

showed that the open-ended attributional statements the children gave for performance were

significantly different across the four different settings. Students made more internai

attributions during the testing situation. while catching frogs was attributed most often to

extemal factors. The authors suggest that each specifie achievement setting "may be

controlled by its own specific causa! mechanism" (p. 194).

Rejeski and Lowe (1980) examined 120 male undergraduate students and the

relationship of attitudes and varying rest intervals to performance on a bicycle ergometer

task. Subjects were asked to attribute the cause of their increased or decreased performance

on the bicycle ergometer to ability. effort. luck. and/or task difficulty. It was found that

successful outcomes were attributed to both ability and effort, while unsuccessful outcomes

were attributed to a lack of ability but not a lack of effort. As Carron (1980) explains. in

intellectual achievement tasks. successful outcomes tend to be attributed to ability while in
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unsuccessful outcomes. abilit)' is uSl:all)' not considered a primaI) factor. Howcvcr. in

strength or lïtness-related tasks. such as the bicycle ergometer. individuals tend to attributc

successful outcomes to both ability and effort. :md unsuccessful outcomes tl' a lack of

ability only. In explaining their results. Rejeski :md Lowe suggest thnt titnes.'-rclnted

ability is probably seen as relatively unstable and therefore individuals tend to be less

defensive about ascribing unsuccessful outcomes to personal abilit)'. The)' also reasoned

that in comparison to intellectual tasks. sport-related effort ma)' be more salient and

quantifiable and may have a greater influence on attributions. The authors suggest that

these results "support a situationally specific conceptualization of sport achievemenf' (p.

233).

Although various investigations have suggested that the nature or type of task may

influence causal attributions. there is an insufficient amount of research to makc any solid

conclusions. [n particular. no investigations have yet been found which have focused on

different types of dance and the attribution process. [n reviewing the attribution research

which has been reported to date. it is apparent that many other important variables have al50

becn overlooked. sorne of which will now he described.

Demands for Future Attribution Research

Although many attributional studies to date have employed physical activities. the

focus of these studies has been primarily on sports. With the abundance of sport-related

attribution research. Brawley and Roberts ([984) reviewed the attribution research that was

conducted in sports settings between [974 and 1980. They found that muc" of the

research possessed the following common characteristics: (a) most of the subjects were

ath[etes. (b) tcam sports were often used (e.g.• baseball. basketball. football. soccer). (c)

the majority of subjects were university students. and (d) outcoml: (win/loss) of a

competition was often used as an independent variable.
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Since 1980. ;luribution research which has been conducted in physical acùvity

sCllings has still been heavily focused on sports (Auvercnge. 1983: Biddle & Jamieson.

1988: Burton & Martens. 1986: Carron & Spink. 1980: Furst. 1989: Leith & Prapavessi.

1989: Mark etai.. 1984: McAuley. 1985: McAuley & Duncan. 1990: McAuley et al .. 1983:

Scanlan & Passer. 1980: Spink & Roberts. 1980: Zientek& Breakwell. 1991). As weil.

much of the sport attribution research conducted in the last 15 years has employed

university students as subjects (Anshel & Hoosmia. 1989: Biddle & Jamieson. 1988:

Duncan & McAuley. 1987: Forsyth & McMilIan. 1981: Furst. 1989: McAuley. 1985:

McAuley & Duncan. 1989. 1990: McAuley et al.. 1983: Rejeski & Lowe. 1980).

With the tendency for past attribuùon researchers to focus on sports and to employ

university subjects. other peronent areas have been neglected. For instance. very few

investigations in the area of sport and physical activity have involved children (Bird &

Williams. 1980: Bukowski & Moore. 1980: McAuley et al.• 1989: Roberts. 1978: Scanlan

& Passer. 1981: Weiss et al.. 1990). Even more significant is the fact that only two of

these studies focused on the causal dimensions and a110wed children to be actively involved

in translating their attributior.s a10ng the dimensions.

There is a serious need for future attribution research to look at physical activities

within the physical educaùon setting (Worsley Or. Coonan. 1984). Two areas in parùcular

within the physical education context which have been void of anyattribution study are

creative dance and folk dance. Motivation plays a crucial raie in the lives of children in the

etementary physical education c1ass. as it is here where many children develop life-Iong

attitudes and practices conceming physical activity. Research focused on attributions with

respect to creative dance and folk dance in the elementary physical education setting may

provide educators with some important insights into the motivational effects of dance on

children.
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(~ond lISil)ll

Of th.: many th.:ori.:s of motivation whkh hav.: ['.:.:n d.:vd\"p.:d lH.:id.:r. 19:'.":

Jon.:s & D:1\'is. 1965: Kdky. 1973) B.:rnard W.:in.:r·s ll9n. 1979. 19S5. 19Sbl

attribution th.:ory is th.: most wdl known and h.::\\'ily utili/..:u. \vein.:r·s th.:ory has b':l'n

.:xt.:nsivdy .:mploy.:d by r.:s.:arch.:rs in th.: dom:lins of .:ducation. psychology. and sport.

Th.: ":lttributional thcory of motivation and cmotion" is Wciner's mllst R'Ccnt ucvdllpmcnt

(1986). This modd. which is speeilically conccmed with aehicvement sellings. assumes

that following an achicyement outeome. inuividuals give attributions for thcir perfonnancc

outcome. Weiner's (1979. 1985. 1986) theOl'y is fundamentally b:lscu on the Ilu'CC causal

dimensions of locus of causalit)'. stability. :md controllability. Once an inuiviuualmakes

an attribution for his/her outcome. such as an ascription maue to ability or effllrt. the

attribution is automatically categorized along the thrce causal dimensions baseu on how the

individual perceives the attribution.

Weiner emphasizes that the three causal dimensions arc the crucial thl'Orctical

concem and not the attributions. According to Weiner. the causal dimensions influence

expectaneies for future suecess and affective reactions. More speeifieally. the stability

dimension is believed to be related to expectancies for future success. while ail three causal

dimensions influence affective rcactions. In tum. these expectancies and affective reaetions

are believed to influence motivation.

A large portion of carly attribution research contained various methodological

weaknesses. Of particular concem were the strategies employed :0 assess causal

attributions. Sorne ofthese drawbacks have included: (a) restricting subjects' attributions

to Weiner's four traditional attributional clements (ability. effort. luck. task difficulty). (b)

employing forced-choice formats where subjecls have 10 choosc between a limiled numbcr

of attributions. (c) negl<lcting the theoretical significance of the causal dimensions. (d)

failing to include subjects as active participants in c1assifying their attributions along the
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c:lUsal dim.:nsions. and (e) wrongly assuming thatthe experimenter can accurately translate

the subject's attributions along th.: three dimensions.

ln an attemfltto rectify sorne of these problems. Russell (1982) developed a more

accurate method for assessing causal attributions. This scale. known as the Causal

Dimension Scale (CDS) allows the subject to make an open-ended attributional statement

after an outcome and then translate that statement along the three dimensions. Overall the

COS has been shown to be a reliable and valid instrument However. based on reportings

of low reliability and low internai consistency for the controllability dimension. revisions

were made to the controllability subscale. This revised version of the CDS. known as the

Causal Dimension Scale Il (COSIl). now distinguishes between personal control and

external control.

One unfortunate drawback of the CDS and COSII is that they are unsuitable for

children. since the concepts behind the questions are quite complex. Realizing this, Weiss

et al. (1990) developed a simp1ified version of the CDS in order to make it more

comprehensible for children. As yet, few attributional studies involving children have becn

found.

Weiner's theory maintains that the causal dimensions associated with the

attributions one adopts can influence motivation. It is believed that certain types of

attributions, often referred to as functional attributions, can have a positive effect on

motivat.ion. For instance, it has been shown that internai, stable, and controllable

attributions can result in increased motivation and positive affect after a successful

outcome. However, after an unsuccessful outcome it is more beneficial to make internai,

unstable, and controllable attributions.

One experimental setting which has received very little attributional investigation is

the elementary physical education context Within the physical education context there is

one area in particular in which attribution research is virtually non-existent: dance.
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Although there are many dance advocates who daim that d:mce can have various positive

effects on the total development ,,1' childrcn. these daims have 1:lrgely yel to be empirically

supported. Two of the most weil known forms of dance within the e1emenlary physic:1I

education curriculum are creative dancc and folk dance.

Creative dance and folk dance are two very different dance forms. They ,'an he

easily distinguished with respect to the type of movement used. lesson content :md

objectives. and instructional style. Considering the differences inhercnt in thesc two l'omIs

of dance. the question arises as to whether these differences might inlluence the types of

attributions one adopts. Although some authors have suggested that the type or nature of

the task may have an effect on the attribution process. this notion has yet to he extensively

tested.

Considering the important role motivation plays in the lives of children. especially

in the physical education setting where many of their attitudes and practices regarding

participation in physical activity are formed, further attribution research is warranted in this

area. As weil. with the recent push for dance in the schools and the many daims made

about the positive impact that dance can have on children. there is a need to investigate the

area of dance with respect to attributions and children's motivation.
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CHAPTER Il

INTRODUCfION TO THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Attribution theory has been widely used as a theory of motivation in various fields

including education. psychology. and sport. Bernard Weiner's (1972. 1979. 1985. 1986)

attribution theory has been extensively employed in attribution research. His most recently

formulated "attributional theory of motivation and emotion" (1986) was designed

specifically for use in achievement settings. According to Weiner. the attributions an

individual adopts after an achievement outcome can influence future motivation. An

understanding of the attribution process and its influence on motivation may provide

individuals working in achievement settings. such as teachers. with significant practical

insights into achievement motivation and behavior.

Motivation plays a critical role within the physical education setting. An

understanding of motivation in the elementary school physical education context is

particularly important. as it is here where children often develop Iifelong attitudes and

plllctices regarding physical activity. Unfortunately there is a severe shortage of attribution

research which has been conducted in physical education settings.. As weIl. very few

attributional investigations to date have employed children as subjects.

Dance is one specific area of physical education in which attribution research is

virtually non-existent.. Considering the efforts of many dance advocates to have dance

included as a mandatory component of physical education programs. as weIl as the

movement for the inclusion of arts in education. it is surprising that this area bas received

50 little attention with respect to motivation research. Creative dance and folk dance are

two of the most popular dance forms found in elementary schoal physical education

programs. These two dance forros possess inherent differences in the type of movement

involved. lesson objectives and content. and instructional style. Considering these

differences. the question arises as to whether children participating in, creative dance and
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folk dancc makc diffcrcnt attributions for lhcir pcrform:lIlccs. Il sccms possihle' thatthl'Y

may ha\'c diffcrcnt c1Tccts on thc moti\'ation of dlildrcn to dancl'. T:lking intl' acconni li",

Short:l:;C of attribution rcscarch which has in\'o!\'cd dlildrl'n :lIld has hccn conducll'd in

physica!l'duc:tlion :md danl'l'l'ontcxts, thc PUrpOSl' of Ihis sludy was 10 in\'l'stigall'lhl'sl'

areas.

Wcincr's Attribution:l! Thcor)' of Moti\':ltiun and Emotion

Attributions arc thc cxplanations, intcrprc!<ltions, or pcrcci\'cd C:llISCS an imli\'idual

gi\'cs for pcrformance or achicvcmcnt outcomcs. Attribution thcury is a cogniti\'c approach

to motivation which assumcs that individuals activcly takc in scnsory information which

thcy usc to cxplain causality. The most widcly used approach to thc study of attributions is

Bcrnard Wcincr's (1972. 1979, 1985. 1986) attribution theory. Weiner's (1986) most

recently formulated "attributional theory of motivation and cmotion" was dcvcloped

spccifically for use in achievcment settings. His model has becn extensi\'c1y used in thc

areas of education. psychology, soeiology. sports, and motor ski Ils. Thc basic prcmise

underlying Weiner's theory is that the attributions individuals give 10 explain achievcmcnt

outcomes influence future motivation.

Weiner's allributional model IS fundamelllally bascd on thrcc main causal

dimensions known as locus of causality, stabilily. and conlrollabilily (Weincr. 1979,

1986). Locus of causalily refers lo whelher individuals perceive lhe cause for lhe

achievement outcome as within themselves (internaI) or in lhe environmenl (exlernal). The

stability dimension refers lo whelher the causal factor is perceived as being variable over

time (Le.• stable versus unstable), and conlrollability refers to whelher lhe cause is

perceived to be controllable or uncontrollable by the individual or olher people.

Some of Weiner's (1972) earlier work suggested lhat in achicvcmcnl scttings,

individuals tend to attribute their performance to four faclors: ability, cffort,luck, and task
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difticulty. In facto a large number of past attributional studies have been rigidly focused on

the assessment of these four traditional attributions. However. Weiner (1 '179. 1985. 1986)

has emphasized that it is the causal dimensions and not the specific attributions that are the

cntical theoretical factors since the dimensions are believed to intluence motivation.

According to Weiner. -the discovery of these bases for comparison. which are referred to

as causal dimensions. has proven to be the key step in the construction of this attributional

theory of achievement motivation and emotion" (1984. p. 20). Weiner proposes his

attributional model to proceed in the following manner. Immediately following an

achievement outcome. based on whether the individual perceives the outcome as successful

or unsuccessful. either positive or negative affect is experienced. Following these outcome

dependent affects. the individual makes an attribution for the outcome. That attribution is

automatically classified along the three causal dimensions of locus of causality. stability.

and controllability. Which causal dimensions the attribution falls under are determined by

the individual's perception of the attribution. These dimensional orientations influence the

individual's expectancy for future success and attribution-dependent affects. While the

stability dimension is related to future performance expectancies. ail three dimensions are

believed to influence affect. Subsequently. expectancies for future success and affective

reactions are believed to influence various motivational behaviors such as persistence.

performance. task choice. and intensity.

Assessing Attributions

The assessment of causal attributions has been a major concern among attribution

researchers. Past attributional investigations have generally shown an uncritical acceptance

ofWeiner's (1'172) attributional taxonomy by Iimitingthe subject'sattributional choices to

the four traditional elements: ability. effort. luck. and task difficulty. However. Weiner

(1983) has cautioned that this restricted classification scheme may not accurately refiect the
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subject"s attributions. as the number of possible attributions an individual could nmke givcn

a certain outcome greatly exceeds the four conventional attributions. \Veiner intended for

thcse four traditional elements to be employcd specitically in academic :lchievement settings

as dilTerent achievcment contexts are likely to clicit different attributions. For cxmnple.

Roberts and Pascuzzi (1979) demonstrated that in a sports setting subjects gavc attributions

that were related specifically to sports and therefore different l'rom the tr.lditional four

attributions.

Because past attribution research was often focused specifically on the attributions

of ability. effort. luck. and task difficulty. the causal dimensions were frequently ignored.

Since Weiner's attributional model is theoretically based on the three causal dimensions and

not on the attributional elements. researchers agree that the attributional dimensions should

be of critieal concem (Brawley. 1984: Brawley & Roberts. 1984: Rejeski & Brawley.

1983; Weiner. 1983).

Another methodological limitation inherent in many studies is the failure of

researchers to involve the subject as an active participant in translating his/her own

.• attribution along the causal dimensions. Researchers who translate the subject's

attributions a10ng the causal dimensions are committing what is known as "the fundamental

attribution researcher error" (Russell. 1982. p. 1137). as it has been shown that the

researcher does not a1ways perceive the attribution in the same way that the subject does.

The Causal Dimension Scale

Russell (1982) proposed a method for measuring causal attributions which includes

the subjects as active participants in classifying their attributions a10ng the dimensions and

focuses on the causal dimensions rather than the attributional elements. This attributional

seale. known as the Causal Dimension Scale (CDS) allows the subject to make an open

imded attributionai statement that ref1ects the perceived cause for an outeome. The subject
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then classifies hislher statcment along a series of nine differential scales which representthe

lhree causal dimensions. Russell believed that an open-ended format reduces experimenter

bias by allowing subjects to describe their own attributions for the outcome. The COS has

been used to assess attributions in general psychology (Herr. Perkins. & Whitley. 1990:

Schoeneman. VanUchelen. & Stonebrink. 1986). education (Vallerand & Richer. 1988).

sociology (Cole. 1991). and sport (McAuley. 1985: McAuley & Gross. 1983: McAuley et

al .. 1983). Researchers maintain that the CDS is a superior method for assessing

attributions over previous measures (McAuley. 1985: McAuley et al.. 1992: Russell et a\..

1987). and that it is both reliable and valid (McAuley & Gross. 1983: Russell. 1982:

Russell et al.• 1987).

McAuley et a\. (1992) modified the COS in response to criticism that the

controllability subscale seemed to have low reliability and low intemal consistency scores

(McAuley & Gross. 1983: Russell et al., (987). The revised scale. known as the Causal

Dimension Scale Il (COSlI) (McAuley et al.. 1992), differentiates between personal control

and extemal control. The COSII has been shown to be an improvement from the CDS. as

weil as a reliable and valid tool for assessing causal attributions.

Assessing Children's Attributions

One major drawback of bath the CDS (Russell, (982) and COSII (McAuleyet a\..

(992) is that they were not developed with the intention of being used by children.

Realizing tbis, Weiss et al. (1990) developed a mlldified version of the CDS specifically for

use by cbildren 8-13 years of age. Revisions to the CDS involved changes in the wording

and format of questions 50 that cbildren could better comprehend the questions. As weil,

the controllability dimension was separated into personal control and extemal control.

Finally, Weiss et al. shortened the original CDS from nine items to four items, so that each

of the four dimensions (personal control, locus of causality, stability, extemal control) is
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represented by a single item which best retlects that dimension. The anthors IcH thal these

modifications could be rationali:led since very tiltle research has been ùone regarùing

children's coding of their own auributions.

ln this modified version of the CDS. children are tirst asked to rate their lwemll

pelfonnance on a live·point Likelt scale r'not good at ail:' "not good:' "OK:' "gooù:'

"very good"). and then provide an open-ended attributional statement as to why they r.lleù

themselves the way they did. Subsequently. they express the degree 10 which each of the

four dimensions describes their attributional statement. The four causal ùimension

questions. one each for locus of causality. stability. personal control. and extemal control.

use the "structured alternative format" developed by Halter (1982). For example, the

personal control item is - '"This reason is something [ can control" OR "This reason is

something [ cannot control:' ln response to this question children first decide which

statement is more true for them and then decide whether the statement they chose is "soit of

true" or -really true." This type of question format is believed to be elTective in negating

the tendency for children to give socially desirable responses (Halter. 1982).

Functional Attributions and Motivation

Research suggests that the adoption of certain types of attributions. sometimes

referred to as functional attributions. can have the most positive influence on motivation

(Horn. 1987; Rudisill. 1989a, 1989b. 1989c; Weiner. 1986). [n general. the attribution

literature suggests that making functional attributions includes attributing perceived

successful outeomes to internai. stable. and personally controllable factors. and attributing

perceived unsuccessfu[ outcomes to internai. unstable. and personally controllable factors.

Studies conducted in academic. sport. and motor skill settings demonstrated tbat

individuals who adopted internai. controllable. and stable attributions after a successful

outcome showed increased performance. task satisfaction. persistence. positive affect. and
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l'ride (Fowler & Peterson. 1981: Grove & Pargman. 198-+. 1986: Nicholls. 1976. 198-+:

Weiller. 1986: Wrailh & Biddle. 1989). In parlicular there seems 10 be lremendous

ugreemenl among aulhors lhal allribuling bolh successful and unsuccessful oulcomes 10

faclors lhal are personally conlrollable is crilical for molivaled behavior (Abramson el al ..

1978: Ames & Ames. 1981: Bird & Cripe. 1986: Duda. 1985: Harter. 1981: Rudisill.

1989a. 1989b: Singer el al.. 1985: Weiner. 1986: Worsley & Coonan. 1984).

A number of invesligalors have examined the influence of altribulions on various

molivalional elements after failure oulcomes. Rudisill (l989a) found that subjects who

used inlernal. unslable. and conlrollable attributional orientations showed grealer

persistence at a motor task. reported higher expectations for future performance. and

performed significantly better than the subjects who were given different dimensional

orientations. Other researchers have shown support for these findings in both educational

and sport settings (Anderson. 1983: Dweck. 1975: Fowler & Peterson. 1981: Singer et al..

1985: Kukla. 1972: Medway & Venino. 1982: Rudisill & Singer, 1988: Singer &

McCaughan. 1978).

Attributions in Physical Education

Considering that the adoption of certain attributions can have a positive effect on

motivation. the study of attributions in the physical education setting seems very important

The physical education setting is where many children develop life-long attitudes and

practices concerning physical activity. Therefore. it is important that physical education

leachers understand and show a sensitivity towards the motivational needs of children.

Within the physical education context, one area in particular which has been void of

anyattributional study is dance. For years, dance advocates have made efforts to have

dance included as a mandatory component of elementary physical education programs.

Many believe that participation in dance can have positive effects on children including
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increased self-esteem. body awarencss. co-ordination. and physicallilness (Graham. 198..<;:

Humphrey. 1987: MacDonald. 1989: Riley. 1984: Stinson. 1988:1). As such. it is

important that children are encouraged and motivated 10 particip:lle in d:lIlce.

Unfortunately. with the lack of research on dance within the elemenl:llY physi.·al education

context. the majority of daims made about the benelits of dance have not yet heen

empirically supported.

Dance in Phvsical Education

Two of the most popular forms of dance taught within the elementary physical

edu:ation program are creative dance and folk dance. They offer children related but

different dance experiences and may affect the motivation to dance in dirferent ways.

Creative Dance

MacDonald (1989) defines creative dance as -any activity expressed through the

medium of the body that focuses on the child's inner thoughts and feelings and enhances

the expression of those thoughts and feelings. The enlire process emphasizes exploration.

problem solving, and the interpretation of life issues with the intention of enhancing the

development of the whole child and encouraging the expression of individual differences"

(p. 10).

Stïnson (1988a) emphasizes that creative dance is an art form that is based on

natural movement, unlike dance forms such as tap dance. ballet, and folk dance which are

based on movement of a particular style. Often seen as a component of movement

education, creative dance is based on the four fundamental movement elements: body,

space, dynamics, and relationships (CAHPER, 1988). Through mcvement exploration

which is guided by the teacher, children are able to expand their movement repertoire and

develop strength. agility, co-ordination, balance, and flexibility (Humphrey, 1987).
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Although a number of authors have suggested that creative dance can positively

affcct the total dcvelopment of the child. including devclopment of the child physically.

socially. cmotionally. and intellectually. the majority of these claims have yet to be

empirically tested. However. in one investigation Riley ( 1984) examined the effects of

creative dance on the physical self-esteem. body image. and problem solving abilities of

grade four children. The results showed that the creative dance program provided positive

increases in physical self-esteem for the whole class. No dance studies have yet been

found which have examined the effects of participation in creative dance within the

elementary physical education setting on children's motivation.

Numerous educators agree that creative dance gets the lcast amount of attention in

the elementary school physical education program (Condello-Vitko. 1988: Hoad. 1991:

MacDonald. 1989: Riley. 1984). It appears that when dance is covered in physical

education programs. the tendency is for the tcacher to focus on more structured dance

forros such as folk dance and social dance. Most likely this is because the tcacher is more

comfortable with these types of dance. and because structured dance forms such as folk

dance can be more casily translated into lesson plans (Riley. 1984).

Folk Dance

The term folk dance has several different mcanings. In its simplest terms folk

dance is a form of dance done by ordinary people to mect a variety of personal and social

needs (Snider. 1980). Silver (1981) distinguishes between three different types of folk

dance: religious ethnie dances, secular ethnie dances. and international folk dances. Of

these three types of folk dance, this paper will consider international folk dance which is a

dance form that is ~done by people of diverse backgrounds and enjoyed for reasons

apparently apart l'rom religious ritual or a secular identification with one's own culture~

lSilver. 1981. p. 7).
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Folk dance is generally comprised of four clements: (al d;lIlCl' sleps (e.g. walk.

jump. hop. gallop. brushl. (bl awareness of the use of space. (cl lime. energy. and Il,)w.

and (dl rclalionships with olhers (CAHPER. 1980l. Through the use of lhese four

e\emenls. folk dance involves lhe acquisilion of a number of prescribed sleps. p;1l1erns. anù

routines. Wilhin the physical education context. folk dance strives to meet a nllmber l)f

objectives which fall llnder thrce categories: psychomolor. cognitive. ;lIld affeclive

($nider.198O). Unfortunatcly. there has been a paucity ofresearch that has looked ;It the

effects of participation in folk dance on motivational variables. particularly wilhin the

physical education setting.

Comparing Creative Dance and Folk Dance

A comparison of creative dance and folk dance in lerms of the type of movement

used. lesson content and objectives. and instructional style demonstrates sorne import.·mt

characteristics which distinguish these two dance forros from one another. Firstly. creative

dance is based on natural. often improvised movement which originates from the chiId.

while folk dance is comprised of a number of prescribed steps. patterns. and dance

sequences which have preferred or standardized techniques.

$econd1y, the creative dance tcacher guides children by setting certain boundaries

and movement limitations. and then encourages children to improvise, explore. discover,

and problem solve within the movement guidelines. As such. ail children may be doing

completely different movements, however they may ail be correct if the movements were

achieved within the established boundaries. The instructional method used in the tcaching

of folk dance ten"s to be more directional and structured. Generally. the folk dance tcacher

will have planned a developmental series of lessons including a variety of steps, patterns,

and dance sequences. The dance steps and patterns are usually taught in an imitative style

where the tcacher first performs the step. and then the class imitates the tcacher.
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One of the primary goals of creative dance is to encourage personal expn:ssion and

creatÎvity in c·hildrcn. Although thcre is room for sorne individuality and expressiveness in

folk dance. it tends to be a more structured dance fonn whcre group synchronization in

terms of stcps. rhythm. style. and technique is one of ilS primary objectives.

Nature and Scope of the Problem

The study of attributions is very important when ilS implications to the elementary

physicaleducation selting are considered. as evidence suggests that the adoption of certain

attributions can lead to increased motivation. Therefore. an understanding of the attribution

process might help teachers to explain. predict. or even increase students' motivation in

physical education.

The vast majority of past attributional research conducted in physical activity

settings has been focused on sport. Brawleyand Roberts (1984) reviewed the attribution

research that was conducted in sports settings between 1974 and 1980. They found that

much of the research possessed the following common characteristics: (a) most of the

subjects were athletes. (b) team sports were often used (e.g., baseball. basketball.

football. soccer). and (c) the majority of subjects were university studenlS.

Attributional investigations conducted in physical activity settings since 1980 still

remain largely focused on sports (Auverenge. 1983; Biddle & Jamieson. 1988; Burton &

Martens. 1986; Carron & Spink, 1980; Furst, 1989; Leith & Prapavessi. i989: Mark et al.•

1984: McAuley. 1985: McAuley & Duncan, 1990: McAuley et al.• 1983; Scanlan &

Passer. 1980: Spink. 1978; Zientek & Breakwell, 1991). As weil. the employment of

university subjects also remained characteristic of sport attribution research l'rom the 198O's

(Anshel & Hoosmia. 1989; Biddle & Jamieson, 1988: Duncan & McAuley. 198:7; Forsyth

& McMilIan. 1981; McAuley, 1985; McAuley & Duncan, 1989. 1990: McAuley et al.,

1983; Rejeski & Lowe, 1980).
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Therc have been very few attributional investigatÏl'ns ·:onducted in the arc;l of sport

and physical activity that have employect children as subjects (3ird & Williams. 1%0:

Bukowski & Moore. 1980: McAuley et al.. 1989: Roberts. 19i8: Scanlan & Passer. 1981:

Weiss et al .• 1990). Furthel"i.,ore. of these limi:ed attribuliona! sludies involving children.

only two (McAule:.' et al .• 1"39: Weiss et al.. 1990) have focused on the ass,"sment of

causal dimensions and allowed children to actively translate their attributions along the

causal dimensions. Many of the other investigations have utilized Ihe four traditional

attributions in SOhle type of forced·choice format. Authors have expressed the need for
.

furtherresearch in the area of,~ildren's attributions (LeUnes& Nation. 1989: McAuley.

1992: Weiss et al.• 1990). In addition. an insignificant amount of attributional rcsearch has

been conducted in the elementary physical education context (Worsley & Coonan. 1984).

ln particular. the examination of creative dance and folk dance within the elementary

physical education context has becn overlooked in attribution rcsearch.

Considering sorne of the fundamental differences which exist between crcatiw

dance and folk dance with respect ta the type of movement. lesson content and objectives.

and instructional style. the question arises as to whether these differences manifest

themselves in other ways. It has been suggested that the type or nature of the experimental

activity may influence the types of attributions that an individual adopts (Biddle. 1984:

Brawley & Roberts. 1984: Bukowski & Moore. 1980: McAuley. 1985: Rejeski &

Brawley. 1983; Ross. 1977: Tennenbaum & Furst. 1985). One may question whether

individuals participating in two different dance forms. specifically creative dance and folk.

dance. make different types of attributions for their performance. Another question is

whether males and females have different attitudes and feelings regarding their participation
..

in dance. as the gender stereotype that dance is an inapprôpriate activity for males still

seems apparent in today's society.

By investigating children's attributions for their performance in creative and folk
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dance. ,1 bctter understanding of children's motivation with respect to dance as it occurs in

the physical education context. will be gained. This insight might help teachers better

understand and even increasc the motivation of students. Finally. examining the types of

attributions childrcn make after panicipating in creative and folk dance may contribute to the

understandi ng of the effect of the type or nature of the activity on causal attributions.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study was to examine the attributions children make after

panicipating in a creative dance unit and a folk dance unit in a regular elementary school

physical education program. As very liule empirical research has been conducted in this

area. this investigation was of an exploratory nature. Questions guiding the study were:

1. How succcssful do children perceive their performance to he in creative

dance and folk dance?

(a) Are there diiferences in perceived success in creative and folk dance?

(b) Does the child's gender affect perceived success in creative and folk

dance?

2. What attributions do children make for their performance in creative dance

and folk dance?

(a) Does dance type affect children's responses to the four causal

dimensions?

(bl For each dance type, what is the relationship among perceived success

and responses to the four causal dimensions?

(cl Do children participating in creative and folk dance make functionai

attributions?

(d) What types of open-ended attributional statements do cbildren give for

their performances in creative dance and folk dance?
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(dl What typo:s of opo:n-cnded attributional stato:ments do childrcn gi"e fN

their performances in creati"e dance and folk dance'!

3. What teacher beha"iors are exhibited in creati"c dance and folk dance

lessons'?

Delimitations

The delimitations of this study were as follows:

1. Eghty-six elemental)' school students in grades 5 and 6 from a school on

the South Shore in Montreal were the subjects in the study.

2. Students participated in five creative dance lessons and live folk dance

lessons. which may not have been a long enough period oftime to fully familiarizc students

with each dance form.

3. Thirteen dance lessons were videotaped by the experimenter which may

have caused children to respond differently on the questionnaire.

4. The results of this study can only be generalized to physical education

classes similar to those employed in the study.

Limitations

The limitations of this study were:

1. The modified Causal Dimension Scale (Weiss et al., 1990) bas not yet becn

extensively employed or tested, and therefore its reliability is unknown.

2. Sorne of the questionnaire administration took place in a large carpeted area

with no school desks, which could have affected the concentration of sorne students or

served as a distraction.

3. In the videotaping of the dance lessons the tcacher did not use a remote

microphone, whichmay have affected the nature of the observational recordings.
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Definitions

Thc following dciinitions apply to this study:

1. Creativc dance. Creativc dancc is defined as "any activity expressed through the

medium of the body that focuses on the chilci's inner thoughts and feelings and enhances

the expression of thosc thoughts and feelings. The entire process emphasizes exploration,

problem solving, and the interpretation of life issues with the intention of enhancing the

dcvelopment of the whole child and encouraging the expression of individual differences"

(MacDonald. 1989. p. 10).

2. Folk dance. Folk dance "is done by people of diverse backgrounds and enjoyed for

reasons apparently apart l'rom religious ritual or a secu1ar identification with one's own

culture" (Silver. 1981. p. 7). 1t "involves sequences of movements. formations. and

rhythmic patterns which have been created by people of different cultures" (Seaton et al..

1992. p. 107). [t often involves working together in "partners and small and large groups.

where children must be able to adjust their movements to those of other dancers to move

effectively with a partner and maintain appropriate relationsmps with others while moving

in different formations" (Nichols. 1990. p. 333).
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CHAPTER III

MEfHODS AND PROCEDURES

The purpose of this study \Vas to examine children's :Ittributions for their

perfonnance after participating in creative dance and folk dance \Vithin the physical

education context. Detailed below is a discussion of the methodologyand procedures that

\Vere employed in this study which are grouped under the follo\Ving headings: 1) Subjects

and Setting. 2) Assessment of Attributions. 3) Procedure. and 4) Treatment of the Data.

SubiecL~ and Setting

There \Vere a total 01'86 male and female subjects in this study in grades 5 (M = 23.

F = 28) and 6 (M = 15. F = 20) from a suburban elementary school on the Southshore in

Montreal. The school selected offered both creative dance and folk dance as part of the

regular physical education program. The physical education/dance tcacher l'rom the school

\Vas familiar with and experienced in tcaching bath creative dance and folk dance. Subjects

participated in their regularly scheduled physical education classes and therefore no extra

dance lessons had to be constructed for the study. The tcacher completed detailed wriUen

lesson plans for ail of the creative dance and folk dance lessons which can be found in

Appendices Band C respectively. An analysis of the lesson plans showed that the content

was appropriate to be classified as creative dance and folk dance. Thirteen of the dance

lessons (seven creative dance lessons, six folk dance lessons) were videotaped and the

teacher's behavior was observed as it was thought that such infonnation might be helpful in

the analysis of results.

Assessment of Attributions

The modified CDS developed by Weiss et al. (1990) was used to assess the

attributions clüldren made for their perfonnance in creative dance and folk dance. The only
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change made to the moditied CDS was to relate each questionnaire specitically to creative

dance and folk dance. For example. in the Weiss et al. study. the tirst question asked

children "How good would you rate your overall performance this summer at Sport;

Camp'?"" This question was modified in the creative dance questionnaire to: "How good

would you rate your overall performance in creative dance?" and in the folk dance

questionnaire to "How good would you rate your overall performance in folk dance?" This

question was scored on a live-point Likert scale with responses ranging from "not good al

ail." which corresponds to a score of one (minimum). to "very good;' representing a

maximum possible score of live. Question 2 from the questionnaire which asked children

to provide an attributional statement for their performance (e.g. -What is the most important

reason for why you rated your performance the way you did?") was left unchanged from

Weiss et al:s modified CDS. An example of the creative dance and folk dance

questionnaires can be found in Appendices D and E respectively.

The four questions (123, b, c, and d) assessing the causal dimensions, which relate

to the open-ended attributional question (#2), were the same as in Weiss et aL's study.

Children received a score ranging from one to four for each of the four causal dimension

items: personal control, locus of causality, stability; and extema! control. For instance, in

response to the persona! control item which stated "This reason is something 1can control"

OR "This reason is something 1 cannot control," children first chose the statement which

was more true for them, and then decided whether that statement was "sort of true" or

-really true." The scoring for this question was as follows: ''This reason is something 1

can control" and "really true" represented a score offour (maximum), while "This reason is

something 1can control" and -sort of true" represented a score of three; "This reason is

something 1cannot control" and "sort of true" received a score of two, and "This reason is

something 1cannot control" and "really true" corresponded to a score of one (minimum)•

According to attribution research, functional types of attributions are when an
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individual perceives an outcome as being sllccessful and allributes it 10 faclms lhat are

internai. personally controllable. stable. and not under the control of olher people (external

control). and attributes unsuccessful outcomes to factors that are internaI. personally

controllable. unstable and not under the control of other people (Rudisill. 1%'9:1: Weis.~ ~'l

al. 1990). As such. a higher score on the three causal dimensions: personal control, locus

of causality. and external control represented functional attributions regardless of how

subjects perceived their overall performance in creative dance or folk dance (e.g. "not good

at ail:' "not good:' "OK:' "good." or "very good"). However. for subjects who perceived

their performance as "not good." or "not good at ail." a higher score on personal control.

locus of causality. and external control represented functional attributions while a lower

score on the stability dimension represc!lted a more functional attribution.

Procedure

To conduct the study. pennission was oh:ained from the Principal of the

Elementary School. In addition. consent fonns were completed by the subjects' parents

(see Appendix F).

Ali subjects completed IWO questionnaires. The creative dance questionnaire was

completed after subjeets had participated in five creative dance lessons and the folk dance

questionnaire was completed after subjects had participated in five folk dance lessons.

Subjects participated in dancelphysica1 education every other day and therefore the creative

and folk dance units lasted approximately IWO weeks each. To control for the effeet of

order. the physica1 education schedule was set up so that half of the subjects participated in

creative d..mce first followed by folk dance. while the other half participated in folk dance

first and èreâtive dance second. Seven of the creative dance and six of the folk dance

lessons were videotaped so that the teacher's behaviors could be systematica1ly assessed at

a later time.
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Administration of the questionnaires took place l\Vice in a kindergarten classroom

and two times in a large carpeted area. Only the experimenter was present during the

questionnaire administration. A brief introduction and explanation of the study was given

10 the subjects by the experimenter. On the first page of the questionnaire. children were

asked to write down what past dance expcriences they had including extra-curricular

activities as weil as experiences outside of the school (e.g.• private dance school.

community dance group) (see Appendices D and E). The administration and instructions

for Ihe questionnaires were taken from Harter's Manual for the Self-Perception Profile for

Children (Harter. 1985) since the manual provided detailed instructions on how to use the

structured alternative format with children (see Appendix G). Ali questions from the

questionnaire were read aloud to the subjects and examples 0: .:ach question were also

provided to ensure better comprehension. Students were encouraged to ask for help ifthey

required it while completing the questionnaire. Upon completion of the questionnaires. the

ehildren were thanked for their participation in the study.

Treatment of the Data

Descriptive statistics Y/ere considered for ail students who completed at lcast one

questionnaire (creative dance or folk dance). lnferential results refiected only those

students who completed both questionnaires (N= 79). Significance levels for ail tests were

set at Il < .05. The variables of grade and order (creative danee or folk dance lessons

firstlsecond) were included in the analysis to ensure that they did not influence the results.

Gender was also entered as a variable due to societal beliefs lhat dance is an inappropriate

activity for males.

Erfeet of Grade. Gender. arder. and Dance Type on Perceived Success

A repeated mcasures factorial ANOVA was pcrformed to determine if there were
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differences in subjects' pcrceived success ratings for creative dance and folk dance (i.e.

Question 1 from questionnaire - "How good would you rate your over.I\l pcrfonmm"'e :lt

creative dancclfolk dance?"). This involved using a Grade(2) by Gcnder(2) by Order(~) by

Dance Typc(2) repeated measures factorial design with repeated measures on the 1:lst factor.

Effect of Grade. Gender. and Dance Type on the Four Causal Dimensions

To determine whether children made different types of attributions (i.e. Questions

13. b. c. and d from questionnaires) for their performances in creative dance and folk

dance, four separate repeated measures factorial ANOVA's were performed. one for each

of the four causal dimensions (personal control. locus of causality, stability. eltternal

control). The design was a Grade(2) by Gender(2) by Dance Type(2) rcpeated measures

factorial ANOVA with repcated measures on the last factor. arder was not included as a

variable since it did not have a significant ~ffect in the first analysis which eltamined

subjects' perceived success (see Results). It was felt that gender should be kept as a

variable in the analysis since its influence was one of the questions guiding the study.

Relationship Among Perceived Success and the Four Causal Dimensions

Two separate multiple regression analyses were performed. one each for creative

dance and folk dance. to determine the relationship among perceived success, grade, and

the four causal dimensions. Specifically, the five predictor (independent) variables; grade,

personal control, locus of causality, stability, and external control, were used to predict

perceived success in creative dance and folk dance (criterionldependent variable). To find

the best fitting regression model, for each analysis, ail five predictor v3riables were first

entered into the equation, and then those variables that were of no help in predicting

perceived success (Le. variables with the smallést partial F-value) were deleted from the

equation one at a time, providing the partial F-values were not significanL This reduced
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modd method is belicvcd to providc a morc parsimonious rcgrcssion cquation (Klcinballm.

KlIppcr. & Muller. 1988).

Description of Causal Dimension Rc..ponsc.. and Perceived Success

Subjccts' perccivcd success ratings for creative dance and folk dance were

comparcd to scores on the four causal dimension items to determine the e:ttent to which

subjects made functional attributions for their pelformance. Atttibutions were considered

to be functional when the subject perceived his/her performance as either successful or

unsuccessful (e.g.. "not good at ail:' "not good:' "OK." "good:' or "very good") and

attributed his/her performance to tàctors that were personally controllable. internai. and not

under external control. and when the subject perceived his/her performance in creative or

folk dance as unsuccessful (e.g., "not good at ail" or "not good") and attributed his/her

performance to factors that were unstable.

Examination of Children's Attributional Statements for Perceived Success

The open-ended attributional statements children made for their performance

(Question 2 l'rom questionnaire - "What is the most important reason for why you rated

your performance the way you did?") were analyzed to determine if there were any

differences between subjects' responses for creative dance and folk dance. Each statement

was c1assified according to the content of the statement. The categories used to c1assify

subjects' responses for creative dance .... ere; 1) Ability.2) Effort,3) Teacher,4) Like

itlFun. 5) Creative Dance Related. and 6) Other. while the categories for folk dance were;

1) Ability.2) Effort. 3) Teacher.4) Like itlFun. 5) Folk Dance Related. and 6) Other.

As such. the categories for both creative dance and folk dance were similar with the

exception of the fil'th category. which dealt with those responses that were specifically

related to the particular dance type. The category "Other" was used for those attributional
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statements which did not fall undcr any of the other categories. In cases where suhjects

gave two or more responses. classitication of the statement was hased on the sllbject's tirst

response. However, if the subject's tirst response seemed irrelevant or amhigllolls, then

the subject's second response was used (providing it scemed appropriate), ln inst:mccs

where the subject's response could be categorized lInder either the Creative/Folk Dance

Related categories and another category, the Creative Dance and Folk Dance categories

were given priority so that if any differences between the two dance forros did exist, they

would be more apparent.

Observational Analvsis ofTeacher's Behaviors

Observational recordings of seven creative dance (three grade 5, four grade 6) and

six folk dance (four grade 5, two grade 6) videotaped lessons were conducted to analyze

the teacher's behaviors, An "interval recording" method was used in which the teacher's

most dominant behaviors were recorded every six seconds (one interval equals six

seconds). Since it was possible for more than one behavior to be recorded in one interval,

the total number ofbehaviors for one lesson did nottotal 100%. It was felt that coding ail

dominant behaviors during an interval rather thanjust one single behavior would provide a

more accurate description of the teacher's overall behavior.

The teacher's behaviors were c1assified according to 16 different ""tegories for the

creative dance lessons and 17 different categories for the folk dance lessons. The general

categories for both dance types included: Acceptance, Behavior, Enthusiasm, Feedback,

Instruction, Interaction, Management, Praise or Encouragement, Student Demonstration,

Student Observation, and Questioning, Definitions for each of these categories can be

found in Appendix H,

ln testing the observational recordings for reliability. an "intraobserver agreement"

method was used in which each dance lesson was observed by the same experimenter on
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two separate occasions. The time span between the two observations was at least one week

which has been recognized as being an appropriate length of lime (Darst. Zakrajsek. &

Mancini. 1989). ln obtaining agreement scores for the two independent recordings. an

"interval-by-interval" mcthod wa~ used in which cach six second interval for the two sets

of data were compared (Darst et al.. (989). An agreement was coullted for those intervals

in which the recorded observations were identical. A pereentage of agreement score for the

two separate observations was then calculated using the following formula: the total

number of interval agreements was divided by the total number of interva1 agreements and

disagreements and then mulliplied by \00. The pereentages of agreement scores between

the two observations for the thirteen dance lessons ranged from 72% to 89% with an

average agreement score of81.9%. It has been suggested that levels of agreement between

80-85% are sufficiently high (Darst et al.• 1989).

For the primary analysis of the 13 videotaped dance lessons. the data which was

recorded on the second observation for each of the lessons was ulilized, as it was believed

to provide a more accurate representation of the teacher's actual behavior. For each dance

lesson, the total number of intervals of each tcacher behavior was expressed as a pereentage

of the total amount of the recorded lesson time. These percentages were then summed and

expressed as both the range and an average over ail lessons of the particular dance type (Le.

creative or folk). For example. during one creative dance tesson the "management"

behavior was recorded for 47 out of 245 intervals. accounting for approximately 19% of

the totallesson time. For the remaining six creative dance tessons the teacher was involved

in management in the following proportions: 14%. 16%, 22%. 20%, 13%, and 4%.

Therefore. the average amount of time spent in management was 15.4% and the range was

4-22%.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

The purpose of this study was to examine children's anributions for lheir

performance in creative dance and folk dance. The three main questions guiding the sludy

included: 1) How successful do children perceive their performance to bc in creative dance

and folk dance? 2) What attributions do children make for their performance in creative

dance and folk dance? and 3) What tcacher bchaviors are exhibited in creative dance and

folk dance classes? Gender differences were also explored in certain analyses. These

questions will provide the framework for the following presentation of results.

Perceived Success in Creative Dance and Folk Dance

Of the 84 subjects who completed the questionnaire after the creative dance iessons.

71% (n=6O) perceived their performance as either -very good" or "good:' while 94%

(n=79) of subjects perceived their performance in creative dance as either "very good:'

-good," or -OK." For folk dance. 63% (n=5l) of subjects perceived their performance in

folk dance as ""very good- or ~good:' while 95% (n=77) of subjects perceived their

performance in folk dance as either ""very good:' -good.- or -OK:' These results can bc

secn in Table 1.

Results of the Grade(2) by Gender(2) by Order(2) by Dance Type(2) repcated

measures factorial ANOVA with repeated measures on the last factor showed significance

only for the grade effeet œo, 71) = 5.09, 2 < 0.051. The results of this analysis can bc

found in Table 2. The grade S's reported higher perceived success than the grade 6'5 in

both creative dance and folk dance. For creative dance, mean perceived success ratings for

the grade 5'5 and grade 6'5 were 3.97 (S.E. = 0.13) and 3.84 (S.E. = 0.25) respectively.

For folk dance the mean perceived success ratings were 4.17 (S.E. = 0.14) for the grade

S's, and 3.22 (S.E. = 0.26) for the grade 6'5. Means and standard eITors for perceived
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sllccess across grade. gender. and dance lype arc shawn in Table 3. As no significant

grade effect was ~xDected. sorne possible explanations for this will be described in the

section titled Disclls.,ion.

T:tble 1

Fregllencies of Responses for Perceived SlICCe.'S in Creative Dance and Folk Dance

Nurnber of Subjects

•

1) "not good at all"

2) "not oood"
'"Perceived

Success 3) "OK"

4) ·"goodn

5) "very good"

Creative Dance

4

19

41

19

84

Folk Dance

3

1

26

26

25

81
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Table 2

Analvsis of Variance of Effecls of Grade, Gender, Order. and Dance Tvpe on l'crcei\'ed

Success

Source of Sums of OF Mean F P
Variation Squares Square

Between Subjects

Grade 5,62. 5,62 5,09 0,027

Gender Q,04 0,04 0,03 0,855

Order 1.97 1.97 1.78 0,\86

Error 7831 71 1.10

Within Subjects

OanceType 0,86 0,86 1.78 0,187

Error 34,19 71 0,48

Nole. N=79 for subjects who completed both the creative dance and folk dance

questionnaires,

•
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Tablc3

Means and Standard F.rrors for Perceived Success Across Grade, Gender, and Dance Tvpe

Grade Gender Creative Dance Folk Dance

n Mean SE n Mean SE

M 20 3,73 0,20 20 4,06 0.21
5

F 25 4.21 0.18 25 4.28 0.18

Total 45 3.97 0.13 45 4.17 0.14

M 15 4.00 0.46 15 332 0.50
6

F 19 3.70 0.20 19 3.11 0.21

Total 34 3.84 0.25 34 3.22 0.26

Children's Attributions for Perceived Success

Four separate analyses were carried out to examine the types of attributions children

make for their performance in creative dance and folk dance.

•

Effeet of Grade. Gender. and Dance Type on the Four Causal Dimensions

"Order" was not included as a variable in the analysis since it was shawn ta be non

significant in the previous ANOVA. Grade was entered as a variable since it had a

significant effeet on perceived suceess in the first ANOVA. It was felt that gender should

remain as a variable since its influence on children's responses was one of the questions

guiding the study.

Results of the four separate Grade(2) by Gender(2) by Dance Type(2) repeated
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measures faetorial ANOVA 's with repeated measurcs on thc last factor showcd that the

effects of dance type and gender \Vere not significant for an)' of the four eaus:11 dimensions.

Results of the four separate ANOVA's for thc four causal dimensions C:1ll bl' found in

Appcndix I. Mean scores for the four causal dimensions for creativc danee :lIld folk ù:IIlCC

can be seen in Table 4.

Table 4

Mean Scores for the Four Causal Dimensions for Creativc Dance and Folk Dallcc

Causal
Dimension

Personal Control

Locus of Causality

Stability

Extemai Control

Creative Dance

3.50

338

2.27

3.40

Folk Dancc

3.37

3.25

2.23

3.29

The effect of grade was significant only for the extemal control dimcnsion lB 1. 73)

= 9.70. 2 < .051. The grade S's scored higher on the extemal control dimcnsion than thc

grade 6's for bath creative and folk dance. For creat; ve dance. mean scores on the extemal

control dimension for the grade S's and grade 6's were 3.64 (S.E. =0.13) and 3.09 (S.E.

= 0.15) respectively. For folk dance, mean scores for the grade S's and grade 6's were

3.49 (S.E. = 0.14) and 3.00 (S.E. = 0.15) respectively. Generally, the grade 6's

perceived their performance in both creative dance and folk dance as being more under the

control of other people than the grade S's, as a lower score represents grealer extemal

control.
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Rclationship Among Perceived Success and the Four Causal Dimensions

Two separate multiple regression analyses. one each for creative dance and folk

dance. were pelforrned to determine how weil the dependent (criterion) variable. perceived

sucees$. could be predicted by the live independent (predictor) variables of grade. personal

control. locus of causality. stabi!ity. and external control.

Results from the multiple regression analysis for creativt" dance showed that two of

the live independent variables contributed signiticantly to the prediction of ~eived

success. The two variables which signiticantly helped to predict perceived success in

creative dance were grade (Q < .05) and personal control (2 < .05). while locus of control

was approaching significance (2 < .10). Results ofthis analysis can be secn in Table 5.

Results from the multiple regression analysis for folk dance showed that the three

independent variables of persona! control (Q < .05). external control (2 < .05), and stability

(2 < .05) most accurately predicted perceived success (see Table 6).

TableS

Multiple Regression of Grade and Personal Control Variable on Perceived Success for

Creative Dance

Variables

Grade

Persona!
Control

Coefficient

0.29

0.66

STDError

0.07

0.11

STD COEF Tolerance T

0.40 0.06 3.97

0.59 0.06 5.93

P(2 Tai!)

0.00

0.00

•
N: 84
Multiple R: 0.977
Squared Multiple R: 0.954
Adjusted Multiple R: 0.953
Standard Error of Estimate: 0.857
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Table 6

Multiple Regression of Personal Control. Stability. and Extemal Control Variahles on

Perceived SlIccess for Folk Dance

Variables Coefficient STD Error STDCOEF Tolerance T 1'(2 T;liI)

Personal 0.58 0.08 0.52 0.13 7.05 0.00
Control

Stability 0.21 0.10 0.13 0.19 2.11 0.04

External 0.42 0.09 036 O. Il 4.49 0.00
Control

N: 80
Multiple R: 0.972
Squared Multiple R: 0.946
Adjusted Multiple R: 0.944
Standard Error of Estimate: 0.946

Description of Causal Dimension Responses and Perceived Success

The relationship between children's causal dimension responses and their perceivcd

success were investigated to determine whether children made functional attributions for

their performance in creative and folk dance. Attributior.s were regarded as functional

when a child perceived bis/her performance as successful and attributed the performance to

factors !hat were either internai, personally controllable, stable, and not under the control of

other people, and when a child perceived his/her performance as unsuccessful and

attributed it to factors that were either internai, personally controllable, unstable, and not

under the control of other people. For each dance type the four causal dimensions were

examined in the fol1owing arder: personal control. locus of causality, stability, and

external control. These results can be seen in Tables 7 and 8 for creative dance and folk

dance respectively.
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Creative dar.ce. For the personal control dimension. 76 out of 83 (92%) subjeclS

allribuled their performance in creative dance to factors they per.:eived as bcing personally

controllable (i.e. functional attributions). For the locus of causality dimension. 70 out of

83 subjects (84%) made functional types of attributions as they attributed thcir overall

performance in creative dance to internaI factors.

Regarding the stability dimension. 31 out of84 subjeclS who perceived their overall

performance in creative dance as successful (e.g.• "very good:' "gooc!:' or ~OK~)

attributed their performance to stable factors and therefore made functional types of

attributions. However. with respect to the stability dimension. when an individual

perceives his/her performance as unsuccessful. attributing the unsuccessful performance to

unstable factors is considered a functional type of attribution. Therefore. of the live

subjeclS who perceived their performance in creative dance as unsuccessful (e.g.• "not

good" or ~lJot good at all~). four subjeclS attributed their performance to unstable factors

thus making functional types of attributions. O·~erall. 42% of subjeclS made functional

attributions in terms of the stability dimension.

With respect to the extemal control dimension. 66 out of 83 subjeclS (&~) made

functional attributions as they attributed their performance to factors they believed were not

under the control of other people (i.e. not under extemal control).
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Table 7

Freguencv of Responses Relating to Perceived Success and the Four Causal Dimensions

for Creative Dance

Dimension Pcrceivcd Success

2 3 -1 5

0 0 0

Personal 2 0 0 3 2 0
Control

3 \* 0* Il * 9* S*

4 \* 1* 4* 30* 14*

\ 3* \* 6 16 5

Stability 2 0* 0* 6 Il 4

3 0 0 5* 7* 4*

4 0 2* 7* 6*

\ \ 0 2 0 0

Locus of 2 \ 0 7
Causality

3 0* 0* Il * 11 * 4*

4 2* 1* 5* 23* .J3*~

1 2 0 0 2

External Z 0 0 5 5 2
Control

3 0* 0* 4* 7* 5*

4 2* 1* 10* 27* 10*

Note. * denotes those cells which represent functional attributions.

•
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Folk. dance. Regarding the personal control dimension. 85% of subjects (n=68)

atlribuled their performance to personally controllable factors. thereby mak.ing functional

types of attributions. Fonhe locus ofcausality dimension. 85% ofsubjects (n=68) made

functionallypes of allributions by attributing their performance to internai faclors.

Regal'ding the stability dimension. of the 76 subjects who perceived their

performance in folk dance as successful (e.g.. "very good:' -good." or "OK"). 22 subjects

made functional types of attributions by attributing their performance to stable factors. Of

the four subjects who perceived their performance as unsuccessful (e.g.. "not good" or

"not good at ail"). one subject gave a functional type of attribution by allributing his/her

performance to an unstable factor. ln total. 29% (n=23) of subjects made functional

allributions for their performance in folk dance with respect to the stability dimension.

Concerning the extemal control dimension. 79% of subjects (n=63) gave functional

types of attributions for their performance in folk dance as they attributed their performance

to factors they perceived as being not under the control cf other people.
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Freguencv of Responses Relating ta Percei"ed Success and the Four C:lus:l1 Dimensions

for Folk Dance

Dimension Percei"cd Suecess

2 3 5

3 .,

Pcrsonal 2 0 0 3 0
Control

3 2* 0* S* 6'" 1*

4 0* 0* 12* 17* 22*

0* 0* 10 8 3

Stability 2 0* 1* 12 10 11

3 2 0 3* 4* 2*

4 0 1* 3* 9*

0 2 2 2

Locus of 2 0 0 2 3 0
Causality

3 0* 1* 13* 8* 6*

4 2* 0* 9* 12* 17*

1 0

Extemal 2 0 0 8 3 2
Control

3 0* 1* 5* 11* 3*

4 2* 0* 12* 10* 19*

• Note. * denotes those ceUs which represent functional attributions.
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Childrcn's Attributional Stalemcnls for Perceived Success

Childrcn's open-ended attribulional statements for their pert'ormance in creativc and

folk dance wcre categorizcd based on the content of the response to determine whether

there were any differences between creative and folk dance. Thc categories included:

Ability. Effort. Teacher. Uke il/Fun. Creative Dance Related. Folk Dance Relaled. and

Other. A categorization was completed for creativc dance and folk dance which can be

found in Appendices 1and J respectively.

The frequencies of responses for each category for creative and folk dance can be

seen in Table 9. Overall. it appears that the number of responses to each category were

very similar for creative dance and folk dance. A relativelyequal number of subjects in

creative dance and folk dance made attributional statements for their performance that were

related to effort:

1tried really hard.
1try my best at everything.
Because 1concentrate.

and ability:

1have very good balance and can move fast
because 1think l'm pretty good at it.
because l'm agile.

Five subjects in creative dance, and three subjects in folk dance gave attributional

statements that were related to the teacher. such as:

Because the teacher said tbat my performance is good
1don't like it but the teacher says l'm not bad.
The teacher also tells me l'm okay.

The number of subjects who gave attributional statements for their performance relating to

the Like Il/Fun category was also similar for creative dance and folk dance:

because 1like dance.
1really enjoyed it
because ifs fun.

Nineteen subjects in creative dance and 20 subjects in folk dance gave attributional
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statements that were specilically related to eilher creative dance or folk dance. Some of lhe

open-ended statements c1assilied under the Creative Dance Related category were:

because 1am a good creator.
Weil. 1have a lot of imagination.
Because 1can think of really good ideas for a dance step.
because 1didn 't reaIly have any ideas.
because 1enjoy movements and making things up.

For folk dance, some of the attributional statements subjects made regarding their

performance were:

Because 1could pick up the steps very casily.
Because 1can find my mistakes when 1 make them.
Because sometimes 1 panic because 1 don"t know what comes next and 1 mcss up
and because 1can"t do the polka.
Because it is hard to remember the steps.
1am able to control the way 1move and am able to follow (go with) the music.
1made alot of mistakes.

Finally" there were 12 attributional statements for creative dance and 10 attributional

statements for folk dance which were assigned to the "Other" category.
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Table 9

Frcguency of Attributional Statements Across Categories for Creative Dance and Folk

Dance

Creative Dance Folk Dance

Category n Category n

Effort 16 Effort 15

Ability 15 Ability 21

Tcacher 5 Tcacher ~

.:>

Like Il/Fun 19 Like Il/Fun 15

Creative Dance Related 19 Folk Dance Related 20

Other 12 Other 10

Observational Analysis ofTcacher's Behaviors

The percentage of the total recorded lesson time that the tcacher was engaged in

each teacher hehavior category was calculated for both the creative dance and folk dance

lessons. The highest raking categories for creative dance and folk dance will now he

discussed. The averages and the range for these values are presented in Tables 10 and Il

for the seven creative dance lessons and six folk dance lessons respectively.

For both the creative and folk dance lessons. the tcacher spent the greatest average

amount of time involved in Instruction (Total): 53.3% for creative dance and 62.0% for

folk dance. The Instruction (Total) category was comprised of three specifie types of

instruction for creative dance and four specifie types of instruction for folk dance. For

creative dance, the teacher spent 33.3% of the time in InstructionIVerbal and Nonverbal,

13.2% in InstructionlClass Performance, and 6.1% in Demonstration. The breakdown for
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the Instruction (Total) category in folk dance was 22.2% for Leading the AClivity. Ib.?%

for InstructionlVerbal and Nonverbal. 13.0% for Instruclion/Simultaneous C1:lss

Perfonnance. and 10.7% for Demonstration.

The teacher spent the second greatest average amount of time for both Cre.1tivc

dance and folk dance in Management: 15.4% for creative dance and 28.2% for folk dance.

The range of values for the creative dance lessons were 4-22%. while the range for the folk

dance lessons were 22-35%. The average amount of time the tcacher spent giving Praise or

Encouragement was very similar for creative dance and folk dance: 12.6% for <.:reative

dance and 14.0% for folk dance.

For creative dance, the teacher was engaged in Interaction for an average of 12.4%

of the lesson time, and spent an average of Il.6% of the lime showing Acceptance. For

folk dance, an average of 9.8% of the lesson time was allotted to the Behavior category.

Regarding the teacher's use of Acceptance and Student Demonstration in folk dance. an

average of35% of the time was spent showing acceptance and 3.5% of the time was spent

observing student demonstrations.
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Table 10

The Average Percentage and Range of C1ass l'ime Srcnt Iw the l'cacher in Vari"lls

Behavioral Categories for Creative Dance Lessons

Category Avcragc <;~ Range 0/('

Instruction (Total) 53.3 30-86
• (Iv/nv + 0 + I/P)

• Instruction: Verbal 33..3 23-38
and Nonverbal (lv/nv)

• Demonstration (0) 6.1 0-17

• Instruction/Perfonnance (I/P) 13.2 6-31

Management 15.4 4-22

Praise or Encouragement 12.6 8-21

Interaction 12.4 0-30

Acceptance 11.6 4-18

Behavior 9.0 3-14

Student Demonstration 5.6 1-12

Student Observation 53 1-12

Enthusiasm 3.7 2-5

Question 3.6 \-9

Question/Clarification lA 0-4

Feedback 0.7 0-1

Note. The categories are not mutuai!y exclusive and therefore the total for aIl categories

does not equal 100%.
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Table 11

The Average Percentage and Range of Gass l'ime Soent bv the l'cacher in Variolls

Behaviornl Categories for Folk Dance Lessons

Category Average % Range %

Instruction (Total) 62.0 58-64
o (Iv/nv + 0 + I/S + LA)

o Instruction: Verbal 16.7 9-37
and Nonverbal (IV/DV)

o Demonstration (0) 10.7 3-15

o Instruction/Simultaneous 13.0 3-33
Class Performance (ilS)

o Leading Activity (LA) 22.2 3-40

Management 28.2 22-35

Praise or Encouragement 14.0 6-23

Behavior 9.8 4-20

Acceptance 3.5 2-5

Student Demonstration 3.5 0-12

Feedback 3.2 2-5

Enthusiasm 2.5 1-6

Question 2.2 1-5

Interaction 0.8 0-2

Student Observation 0.8 0-2

Question/Clarification 0.7 û-4

Note. The categories are not mutually exclusive and therefore the total for all categories

does not equal 100%.
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CHAPTERV

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to examine children's attributions for thcir

performance in creative dance and folk dance. This study was conducted for exploratory

purposes and therefore no hypotheses wcre proposed. This chapter will discllss the

following questions: 1) How successful do childrcn perceive their performancc to bc in

creative dance and folk dance?, 2) What types of attributions do childrcn make for thcir

perceived success in creative dance and folk dance?, and 3) What typcs of tcacher

behaviors are exhibited in creative dance and folk dance lessons?

Perceived Success in Creative Dance and Folk Dance

One of the main questions guiding the study was how successful do children

perceive their performance to be in creative dance and folk dance. Subjects' perceptions of

their perceived success revealed positive findings which support the inclusion of dance in

elementary physical education programs. Ninety-four percent of subjects perceived their

performance in creative dance as -OK" or better, while 71% perceived their performance as

-very good" or -good,- ln folk dance, 95% of subjects rated their performance as at least

-OK," while 63% perceived their performance as either -very good- or -good:' Thcse

findings seem very positive with respect to the influence that creative and folk dance can

have on children's perceptions of success, since Weiner's (1979, 1985) theory suggests

that perceiving one's performance as successful can lead to functional attributions. which

can increase motivation,

Duda (1985) has suggested that children need to feel that they can successfully

demonstrate competence in an activity in order for the experience to be a positive one.

Feelings of competence and perceived success, as measured in this study. seem c10sely

related, Therefore. the large number of children having high perceived success ratings,
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suggesLs thattheir expcricnccs in creative dance and folk dance \Vere positivc. Considcring

that one objective ur most c1ementary physical education programs is to provide children

with positive and succcssfui cxpericnccs.these rcsults scem vcry optimistic. Howevcr. it

is not certain whatthc cause"S wcre that rcsulted in these gellcmlly high levcls of pcrccivcd

success.

One possible explanation may he that subjccts already possessed fairly high lcvcls

of sclf-estccm prior to their participation in the dance lessons. Weiss ct al. (1990)

cxamined self-esteem and various motivational variables of children participating in a

summer sports program and found that subjects with high physical self-esteem rated

themselves as more successfulthan subjects with low physical sclf-esteem.

A second explanation may he related to the teacher's behavior. The teacher in the

study may have demonstrated teaching behaviors that influenced students' pcrceived

success ratings. Randall (1992) states that tcacher enthusiasm. encouragement of student

ideas. praise. feedback. and questioning are ail components of effective teaching. The

teacher in this study demonstrated these behaviors in both the creative and folk dance

lessons. Results from the observational analysis of the teacher's behaviors showed that

she included praise. encouragement. acceptance. enthusiasm. questioning. student

demonstrations. and feedback in both types of lessons. These teacher hehaviors may have

enhanced the children's feelings of success.

A third possibility for the generally high perceived success scores relates to the

instructional strategy which the tcacher employed. Feltz aud Weiss (1982) identified four

instructional strategies which they suggest contribute to a performer's confidence of

success: (a) sequencing activities according to developmental patterns. (b) breaking

skillslactivities into meaningful units for practice. (c) using performance aids when

appropriate. and (d) providing physical guidance or cues when appropriate. Based on the

observational analysis of the teacher's behaviors. as weil as her written lesson plans, the
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teacher in [his study appeared [0 ineorpor:lte these instructional strategies into hoth the

creative and folk dance lessons.

For exampte, thc ereativc dance lessons cmployed in the study showcd a

dcvclopmental sequencc of acti\'iti~'S which is cvident in the following brief description of

the lirst four creative dancc Icssons:

lesson onc: discovcring different ways to run. slidc. :Illd turn. and movement
based on action words.

tesson two: using action words l'rom Icsson onc and pUlling together a sequence
of movcments with a partncr.

(esson three: exploring the movement conccpts "stretch" and "curl" whilc also
incorporating balance and tevel.

lesson four: using movement concepts l'rom tesson threc but working in groups
of three. and incorporating heats (time). levels. and thc dancc idca
of "IWO against one.-

Similarly. the folk dances were broken down into parts and were then taught part by part in

a sequentiaI manner. More difficult steps. such as the polka. were not introduced until

approximately the third lesson. The tcacher also provided performance aids and cucs. In

the creative dance lessons the tcacher used a drum to help the students kecp heat. provided

many demonstrations and verbal and nonverbal cues. and helped students by using

physical guidance. Similarly. in folk dance she provided students with many verbal and

nonverbal cUes and used physical guidance for students who required il.

Finally, itseems reasonable to suggest that children's perceptions of success will

have the best chances of increasing when they are in an atmosphere which is positive.

comfortable, and supportive. Such an atmosphere can likely be fostered through the use of

effective teaching behaviors and instructional strategies. As the teacher in the study has

taught physical education for many years and is knowledgeable about and comfortable with

teaching creative and folk dance, these factors likely contributed to her use of effective

.behaviors and instructional strategies, which in turn probably helped to foster a positive
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cnvironmcnt. Ovcrall. it secms reasonable to suggest thatthe teacher"s effective behaviors

and instruetional stratcgies ooth playcd a role in int1uencing subjects' perccived succeS5 in

crcativc and folk dance.

Erfcct of Dance Tvpe on Perceived Success

Anothcr question guiding the study was whether there were any differences in

children's perceived success in creative and folk dance. since these dance forms appear to

be very different from one another. It had been thought that because creative dance

encourages indi\'iduality and creativity and is more t1exible in terms of whether a movement

is correct or not. children might tend to perceive their performance as more successful than

in folk dance. Folk dance is concerned with the acquisition of prescribed steps and

techniques, and, therefore, there is generally a right and a wrong way of performing steps.

It is very obvious whether one is doing the step correctly or not. as participants perform the

dance steps together at the same time. However, results showed no significant effect for

dance type on subjects' perceived success ratings, as the majority of subjects participating

in both creative dance and folk dance tended to perceive their performance as successful.

One explanation for the lack of a dance type effect may be related to the teacher's

behavior. It is possible that the teacher made students feel good about their performance in

both the creative dance and folk dance lessons, which may have int1uenced their perceived

success. Results from the observational analysis of the teacher's behaviors showed that the

teacher demonstrated many positive teaching behaviors in both the creative and folk dance

lessons. including praise. encouragement. acceptance, and enthusiasm. These positive

behaviors a1so may have helped to increase children's self-esteem. which bas been shown

to increase perceptions of success (Weiss et al.. 1990).
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Erfecl of Gender on Percei"ed Success

Based on lhe slen.'ol)'pical belicflhal "dance is a female aCli"il)':' the queslion ma)'

arisc as 10 whelher boys percei,,~ lheir dance pert'ormance as less successfullh:m girls. In

lhis sludy. no significanl gender effecls were found wilh respecl 10 subjecls' percci"ed

success in crealive and folk dance. One e"planalion for lhis Jack of a gender effecl ma)' l'le

thal the teacher has included dance as part of the ph)'sical education program al lhe school

for a number of years. The boys (as weil as the girls). therefore. may have lx-cn

comfortable with the idea of participating in àance. If the subjects had altended lhe

elementary school since grade one. then they would have had five or si" years of

e"perience in dance which would be a considerable amount of time with which 10 hecomc

comfortable with dance.

A second e"planation for no gender effect may he the nature of creative dance and

folk dance. Creative and folk dance are very different l'rom some other dance forms thal

are typically viewed as -feminine:' Folk dance is a traditional dance form usually

involving the participation of both males and females in partners and in groups. Perhaps

this image that folk dance is suitable for both males and fcmales influenced the boys'

attitudes regarding folk dance. A review of the leacher's written creative dance lessons

revealed that very Iittle emphasis was put on personal feelings and emolions as the lessons

were primarily focused on movement ideas. concepts. and images. with which the boys

may have becn very comfortable. Overall. these more positive perceptions of males and

dance may have affected lhe boys' perceived success in creative and folk dance.

However. according to Pool (1986) there is yet -no comprehensive study that

proves that males like dance any less than females. or are more apprehensive about it. or do

it less weil than females- (p. 176). In facl. research has demonstrated that boys can henefit

l'rom creative dance as much as girls cati. A study by Riley (1984) looked at the effects of

a creative dance program on a class of 30 grade four students (16 males. 14 females) with
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respect to variables such as attitudes towards dance and body image. The program

enc'ouraged çhildren to use movement to express ideas and fedings. Following the six

week ( 12 lesson) creative dance program it was found that the whole c1ass demonstrated

positive increases in physieal self-esteem. Results from the interview data showed that

subjects also made significant increases in body image and problem solving. As weil. boys

and girls evidenced improvements in expressive behavior as they were belter able to

provide movements showing feeling. Regarding attitudes towards creative dance. although

boy~ cxpressed nervousness and hesitancy about the program in the beginning, they

c1aimcd that once the) started in the program they had fun. Based on the results of his

study. Riley suggested that creative dance may reduce sex-role stereotyping and should be

an integral part of elementaty school programming. As Riley (1987) states. -regular

creative dance at and before the grade four level may contribute to the breaking down of

traditional sex-role stereotypes. Boys may lcarn that creative dance is a strenuous physical

activity, appropriate and fun for both sexes.-

Effect of Grade on Perceived Success

Grade had a significant effect on perceived success as the grade S's reportcd higher

perceived success than the grade 6's for both creative and folk dance. This was not

expectcd as it was thought that including only IWO simultaneous grade levels (grades 5 and

6) wouId prohibit any type of effec!. The possibility that the grade S's had more dance

experience was investigated. No differences in dance experience were found and this

explanation was discounted. Aiso investigated was the possibility that the teaeher

unknowingly gave more ;,raise, encouragement. feedback, acceptance, and enthusiasm to

the grade 5 children. A review of the observational analysis of the teacher's behaviors

showed no significant differences in behavior between the IWO grades•

It is possible that certain cognitive-developmental factors influenced subjects'
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perccivcd success. Nicholls (1978. 1984) argues that the ,'riteria individuals use '"

dcterminc their lcvcl of competence vary according to age. Prior ln approximatc!y 12 ycars

of age. childrcn gencrally cannol distinguish hem'ccn effort :lnd ability as c"uses for

performance outcomes. As such. effort tends to he viewed as the primaI')' ùctemlin.ant for

performance outcomes and ability is secn as a constant across ail participan:s. As" result

these children do not recognize personal weaknesses in ability and will often partici(Xlte in

physical activity in spite of low ability Icvcls. It is not until around 12 yeaTS of age th:ll

children become sensitive to the influence that ability has on performance. At this more

advanced stage. ability and effort are completely differentiated. where ability is seen as a

capacity which limits the effect of effort on performance. For :nost 12 year olds. one's

ability level also involves the comparison of one's performance outcomes with those of

others.

Considering that the grade S's in the study were primarily 10 and II years of age.

while the majority of grade 6 subjects were 12 years of age. the cognitive-developmental

differences be!Ween the!Wo grade levels may have influenced their perceived success. It is

possible the grade 5's tended not to see any inadequacies regarding personal ability and

were more indined to base their performance on effort. This may have resulted in the

higher perceived success scores among the grade S's. On the other hand, the grade 6

subjects may have been more able to perceive deficiencies in ability and more able to

compare their own ability level with that of their peers which may explain their tendency to

perceive their performances as less successful than the grade S's.

A second cognitive-developmentaI variable which may have influenced children's

responses regarding perceived success is related to the psychological characteristics and the

criteria children use for self-evaluation. It has been demonstrated that children show an

increasing tendency over the elementary school years to evaluate their own competence

against the performance of their peers (Hom & Hasbrook, 1986). Harter (1981) examined
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children from the third to the ninth grades performing various classroom tasks. It was

round that the children showed an increasing tendenc)" from the third to the ninth grades to

make their own judgements regarding their performance and to rely less on external

information such as tcacher feedback. In a physical skills setting, Weiss. Bredemeier. and

Shewchuk (1985) also found children's tendency to use internai criteria to evaluate their

performance and to rely less on external information increased with age. Other research

has also shown that younger children. around 8 and 9 years of age, prefer to use adult

information and feedback in evaluating personal ability (Hom & Hasbrook, 1986, 1987:

Hom & Weiss, 1991).

It is possible that the grade 5 subjects in this study had greater perceptions of

success in creative dance and folk dance because the teacher's informaticr. and feedback

lead them to believe they were successful. The observational analysis of the teacher's

behaviors revealed that the tcacher gave the students praise. feedback and encouragement

While this praise and feedback may have becn meaningful to the grade 5's in judging their

level of perceived success. the grade 6's may have relied more on their own persona!

evaluation criteria and peer comparisons, perhaps giving them more occasion to rate their

performance lower.

A third cognitive-developmental factor which may help to explain the grade effect

for perceived success is related to the fact that as children grow older they develop

increased awareness, feelings, and decision-making abilities regarding physical activity

involvement As children develop cognitively. they show an increasing ability to weigh the

pros and cons of participating in various physical activities (Fox, 1991). How children

perceive an activity will determine their level of motivation in the activity. Fox has

developed an equation for this known as the ~effort-benefit~ratio (Fox, 1991; Fox &

Biddle. 1989). According to the effort-benefit ratio. if the benefits of participating in the

activity outweigh the efforts of participating. then the individual will be motivated to take
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part in the activity. Sorne examples of bcnefits might bc fun. social reasons. exercisc. M

excitement, while examples of efforts might be the possibility of failurc, too much work. ,'r

the activity is not perceived as bcing "cool" by peer relations. While childrcn under the :Ige

of 10 tend to find most activities fun as long as lhey arc actively involved. :IS childrcn

approach adolescence they bcgin to use a more sophisticated personal cost-hcnelil analysis.

As Fox suggests, motivating adolescent children in physical activity is more complcx as the

tcacher has to deal with the various positive and ncgative factors that adolescent childrcn

might perceive to be associated with the activity.

[t is possible that the grade 6's in the study had a more advanced cost-benetil

ana[ysis than the grade SOs regarding participation in creative and folk dance, Therefore.

the grade 6's may have perceived more negative aspects associated with participating in

dance than the grade S's, For instance. the gender stereotype which is oftcn associatcd

with dance. and the beliefthat dance is not a -cool- activity, may have been more salient to

the grade 6's. who are at the age when social acceptance and peer pressure are critical social

processes, These perceptions of dance. if viewed negatively. may partly explain the grade

6's lower perceived success scores in creative dance and folk dance. This third possibility,

however. was not apparent in observable lack of effort.. inappropriate behavior, or obvious

dislike for the classes in the grade 6 dance lessons which were observed by the

experimenter.

Summary

Ninety-four percent of children in creative dance and 95% of chi[dren in folk dance

perceived their performance as successful. These results are very positive as Weiner

(1979, 1985) bas theorized that perceived success can increase motivation, and Ouda

(1985) believes that children need to fee[ that they can achieve success in an activity for it to

be a positive experience, Chi[dren feeling successfu[ in dance wou[d be expected to find it
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a positive expcrience and he motivated to continue to dance. Two possible explanations for

these generally high perceived success scores include: (a) children entered the study

possessing high levcls of sclf-esteem, and (b) the tcachcr used effective tcaching bchaviors

and instructional strategies.

Although it was questioned whether the differences between creative dance and folk

dance would lead to differences in children 's perceived success. no dance type eITect was

found. One explanation given for this was that the teacher made children feel they werc

successful in both types of dance. Gender, also did not influence children 's perceptions of

success. This finding could be attributed to the fact that: (a) the tcacher had been tcaching

dance at the schoal for many years and therefore the boys were comfortable with dance and

with her, (b) creative dance and folk dance are less feminine types of dance than other

dance forms such as ballet. and (c) there is yet no study which suggests that males like

dance less than females, or do it less weil than females (pool, 1986).

The grade S's perceived their performance in creative and folk dance as more

successful than the grade 6'5 which may be explained by focusing on three cognitive

developmental factors. Firstly, the grade S's may have tended to perceive fewer

deficiencies in their personal ability. adopt more effort orientations regarding their

performance. and make fewer peer comparisons than the grade 6's. Secondly, when

evaluating personal ability, the grade 5'5 may have tended to rely more on the positive

feedback and praisc given to them by the tcacher, and Icss on making their ownjudgements

or deriving information from peer comparisons than the grade 6'5, Finally, the grade 5'5,

perhaps having a less sophisticated -cost-benefif' analysis than the grade 6'5. may have

perceived fewer negative aspects associated with participating in dance,
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Children's Attrihutions for Per.:ci\'t·d Sl.e.:css

The sceond main question guiding this sludy asked about the types "f attrihulÎons

children make for thdr pcrfonnanee in creative dan.:c and folk dan.:c.

Considering the major ditTe~enccs between creative dan.:c and folk d,mec. one

question was whether children would m:tke differenttypcs of attributions in the two dance

types, Although dancc type showed no signifieant effeet on ehildren's attributions for any

of the four causal dimensions (pl:rsonal control. locus of eausality. stability. extemal

control). the qucstion is still important and deserves sorne discussion,

There were sorne striking differences which clearly distinguished the creative mmce

lessons from the folk dance lessons employed in the ,tudy, The creative dance lessons

encouraged movement exploration and discovery. as weil as creativity and individual

movement responses and ideas. For instance. in the creative dance lessons children were

often given a movement idca such as ~stretchand curl~ and then they were allowed 10 frecly

explore the concept with tcacher guidance. Considering the nature of these lessons. it was

believed èlat children participating in creative dance might tend to make attributions that

were more internai. personally controllable. and less under the control of othcr peoplc than

children participating in folk dance.

ln contrast. in the folk dance lessons the children were infiuenced by el(ternal

factors which seemed to have a controlling function. For instance. children participating in

folk dance were encouraged to learn a number of prescribed steps. sequences and

techniques which were taught by the teacher. Therefore. the children had to closcly attend

to the tcacher and imitate her as closely as possible. Children often had to respond to the

tcacher's verbal and nonverbal cues in order to perform the dances correctly and in time

with the music. Another controlling factor may have been fellow classmates, as children

had to perform the dances while working togethe;r in partners and groups. Finally, musié

may have served as a controlling variable since children had to perforrn the dances in time
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wilh lhe music. This considered. il was thought lhat the folk dance expcricnce might lcad

<:hildren to make altribulions lhal wcrc undcr lcss personal conlrol. more exlernal in nature.

and undcr greater external control.

Howe\'er. rcsponscs for each of lhe four causal dimensions were very similar for

crealive dance and folk dance. ln general. after participating in the two dance forms the

majorily of children made altribulions for their performances that were pcrsonally

controllable. internai. and not under lhe control of olhers. These results seem 10 be quile

posilive wilh regards 10 lhe benefits of participation in crealive and folk dance on the

mOlivation <Jf children to dance since lhe attribulion literalure identifies inlernal and

personally conlrollable allribulions as funclional lypes of attribulions. The nOlion of

funcùonal altribuùons will be discussed laler.

Erfecl of Grade on lhe Four Causal Dimensions

The effeet of grade was significant for lhe external control dimension but nol for lhe

other three dimensions. Overall.lhe grade 6's perceived their performance in both creaùve

dance and folk dance as being more under lhe conlrol of olher people than the grade 5's

did. As lhis finding was not anticipaled, sorne possible explanations for it will be

suggested. Firstly. it is possible lhat this grade difference was the result of an incomplele

or erroneous understanding of the dimensional item (question). The dimensional item

asked the subjects whether the reason for their overall performance was -under lhe control

of other people-or -nol under the control of olher people." Students in grades 5 and 6 may

have had a difficult lime comprehending the queslion. They may aise have had difficulties

in lrying 10 delermine the relationship between lheir open-ended altribulional responses and

the dimensional ilem. For example, one subject who compleled the creative dance

queslionnaire gave the open-ended attributional stalemenl; -Because 1 do what 1 am lold"

and scored this statemenl as being under the control of olher people. This same studenl
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provided a similar open-ended allributional statement after participaling in folk d:mce which

was "Becausc 1 listened to the gym teacher and 1did what she said:' however Ihis lime the

student rated this stalement as being not under the control of other people. Although it is

possible that the student understood the question and the concepts behind it and could

justify his/her responses if asked to. it is also possible that the student did not fully

comprehend the question and therefore did not provide reliable responscs.

A second explanation for thesc grade differences on the extemal control dimension

is related to subjects' perceived success in creative dance and folk dance. Research has

shown that children with high levels of perceived physical competence. a variable which is

likely very similar to perceived success. also have higher perceptions of internai control

than children with lower levels of perceived competence (Feltz & Petlichkoff. 1983:

Roberts. Kleiber. & Ouda. 1981; Weiss. Bredemeier. & Shewchuk. 1986). The

significance here is that the grade 5'5 had higher perceived success scores tbail the grade

6'5 for creative dance and folk dance. which mayexplain why the grade 5'5 reported their

performance as being less under the control of other people than the grade 6'5.

Examining children's open-ended attributionai responscs for their perceived success

mayaiso provide sorne insight into the grade effect. Sorne of the grade 6 subjects' open

ended attributionai statements were as follows: ~Becausc 1 do what I"m told to do.~

~Becausc of my gym teacher.~ ~1 don't find it interesting but the teacher says I"m not bad:'

and ~I don't like the music.~ Overall. the grade 6'5 gave more attributional responscs that

were reIated to the teacher, and more specificaIly, to the idea of following the instructions

given to them by the teacher. An important consideration here is the number of cognitive

developmentai changes which occur throughout childhood and adolescence. While young

chi1dren tend to be very task oriented and concerned with the present, as children grow

older their ability to think independently, and to question andjudge the people and events in

their environmen: increases. This considered, it is possible that the grade 6 subjects were
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more aware of the role of teaeher and the influence that a teacher can have on students

conceming subjecl conlenl. evalualion. discipline. and teaching styles. etc. This may help

to explain the grade 6's tendency to perceive their perfonnance as being more under the

control of others.

Relationship Among Perceived Success and the Four Causal Dimensions

The multiple regression analysis for creative dance. which was perfonned to

detennine the rclationship among perceived success and the four causal dimensions.

suggested thattherc is a significant relationship between the !wo criterion variables grade

and personal control. and children's perceived success. It might be inferred from these

results that the grade 5 subjects who perceived the reasons for their success as being

personally controllable also tended to perceive their perfonnance in creative dance as

successful. However. there is very good reason to speculate that this relationship is

bidirectional. That is. it is possible that children who perceived their perfonnance as

successfultended to make more controllable attributions for their perfonnance.

According to Bandura (1986). efficacy cognitions. which are likely c10sely related

to perccived success. provide infonnation that is used to fonnulate causal attributions

which. in turn. influence competence cognitions (i.e. perceived success). Research has

also shown that children higher in physical self-esteem tend to make causal attributions for

their perceived success that are more personally controllable. internai. and stable than

children with low physical self-esteem (Ames. 1978; Weiss et al•• 1990). Again. physical

self-esteem seems c10sely related to perceived success. Moreover. Weiner (1979) has

theorized that children who perceive themselves as successful tend to make more ;:-='

controllable and stable attributions. Weiner contends that not only are there consequence

variables which are influeneed by attributions. there are various antecedent variables. such

as perceivt:d success. which can influence the types of attributions one adopts. However.
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regardless of which direction the causation falls. the fact that chiidren perccived their

performance as successful and attributed their perfornlance to personally controllablc

factors. independent of one another. will positively infiuence motivation. Although the

personal control dimension was the only attributional dimension that signilie;lI\tly predietcd

perceived success. this finding is very meaningful. Many researehers contend that

perceived personal control is the most important factor rclating to achievement motivation

and behavior(Abrnmson et al.. 1978: Ames & Ames. 1981: Bird & Cripc. 1986: Duda.

1985: Harter. 1981: Weiner. 1986: Worsley & Coonan. 1984).

The multiple regression analysis for folk dance revealed that of the five criterioll

variables. personal control. stability. and external control significantly hclped to predicl

perceived success in folk dance. Overall. subjects who made attributions that were

personally controllable. stable. and not under the control of other people tended to have

high perceptions of success in folk dance. Once again. therc may bc sorne question as to

the direction of causaIity. Assuming this relationship is bidirectional. these rcsults lend

sorne support to the self-consistency bclief which suggests that childrcn with high levcls or

(physical) self-esteem. or in this case perceived success. tend to make attributions for

successful performances that arc internai. stable. and personally controllable (Weiss et al..

1990). Of greatest importance, however. is the fact that children perceived their

performance in folk dance as successful and made functional attributions for their

performance (e.g.. personally controllable. stable. and not under the control of other

people). Perceived success and functional attributions. independent of one another. arc

believed to have a positive influence on motivation.

Causal Dimension Responses and Perceived Success

ChiIdren's ratings of the four causal dimensions were compared to their perceived

success ratings to determine whether children made functional types of attributions for their
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performance in creative dance and folk dance. as functional attributions are bclieved to have

a positive influence on motivation. Rcscarch has shown that attributing successful

outcomes to factors that are personally controllable. internai. and stable. and attributing

unsucccssfui outcomes to factors that are personally controllable. internaI. and unstable can

incrcasc various motivational bchaviors (Ames & Ames. 1981: Forsyth & McMiIlan. 1981:

Rudisill. 1989a. 1989b: Singer et al .. 1985: Weiss et al.• 1990). This discussion will Iirst

bc focuscd on creative dance followed by folk dance.

Creative dance. Results of children's ratings on the personal control dimension for

creative dance seem very positive. Overall. 92% of children attributed their performance to

personally controllable factors and therefore made functional types of attributions. The

literature emphasizes the importance of making attributions that are personally controllable.

under bath successful and unsuccessful conditions. to incrcase motivation (Abramson.

Seligman. & Teasdale. 1978: Ames & Ames. 1981: Bird & Cripe. 1986: Duda. 1985:

Forsyth & McMillan. 1981: Weiner. 1986: Worsley & Coonan. 1984). Considering that in

creative dance most of the movement content stems from the child. and children are

encouraged to develop their own individual movements. it seems rcasonable that children

would perceive their performance as bcing persona!ly controllable.

Regarding the locus of causality dimension. 84% of subjects attributed their

performance in creative dance to internai factors. and therefore made functional types of

attributions. Again. this result seem rational considering the nature of creative dance.

Crcatïve dance allows children to explore movement for themselves. Although the teaeher

provides movement baundaries. ehildren are encouraged to create movements that are

uniquely their own. Since the focus is prirnarily on the child. and the child is responsible

for the majority of the movement content. it seems rcasonable that children would make

internaI. rather than external. types of attributions for their performances.

These Iindings regarding the children's use of personally controllable and internai
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attributions are promising as invcstigations conductcd in academic scttings n,••" shown th"t

attributing successful performances to controllable and intemal factors can have :\ positive

influencc on motivation by increasing onc's sclf-cstccm and persistence at an act;vit)'. "nd

eliciting positivc affective reactions such as pridc. happiness. and t."lsk satisfaction (Fors)'th

& McMilIan. 1981: Fow:e. & Peterson. 1981: Nicholls. 1976. 1984: Weiner. 1986).

Rescarch in motor performancc ~.::t:ings has shown that thc adoption of controllable and

intemal attributions can increase task satisfaction. persistence. and performance (Grove &

Pargman. 1984. 1986: Wraith & Biddle. 1989).

For the stability dimension. 42% of children made functional attributions by

attributing successful performances to stable factors and unsuccessful performanccs to

unstable factors. Attributing successful performances to stable factors can increase

expectancies for future success. while attributing unsuccessful outcomes to unstable factors

can reduce expectancies for future negative outcomes. These types of causal ascriptions are

also believed to have a positive influence on motivation (Robinson & Howe. 1989: Spink.

1978: Weiner et al.. 1978. 1979).

With respect to the extemal control dimension. 80% of children made functional

attributions as they attributed their performance to factors they believed were not under the

control of other people. This seems to be a positive finding since many authors

recommend the adoption of personally controllable attributions (i.e. attributions that are not

under extemal control) in order to increase motivated behavior (Ames & Ames. 1981:

Duda, 1985: Forsyth & McMilIan. 1981: Weiner. 1986; Worsley & Caonan. 1984).

Folk dance. For folk dance. 85% of subjects anributed their performance to factors

they perceived as being personally controllable. and 85% of subjects made internai

attributions. As weil. 29% of subjects made functional anributions with respect to the

stability dimension and 79% of subjects attributed their performance to factors they

perceived as being not under the control of other people. These results are very
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encouraging with respect to the positive influence that functional attributions can have on

motivation which was discusscd in more detail in the previous section on creative dance.

Overall. children participating in both the creative dance and folk dance lessons

made functional types of attributions for their perfonnances. This is promising considering

that functional attributions have been shown to have a positive influence on numerous

motivational behaviors including self-esteem. perfonnance expectancies. affect. task

satisfaction. persistence. task intensity. and perfonnance. As such. these fi:;dings lend

some support to the notion that creative dance and folk dance can have a positive influence

on children's motivation to dance and. therefore. that cr.:ative and folk dance should be

included in elementary physica! education programs.

Children's Anributional Statements for Perceived Success

Results from the content categorization of subjects' open-ended attributional

responses revealed some interesting findings. Firstly. for creative dance more grade 5

subjects gave attributional responses which were related to effort than did grade 6 subjects.

This finding seems to support Nicholls' (1984) work. As was suggested previously.

younger children below the age of 12 do not easily recognize deficiencies in persona! ability

levels and as such their perfonnance is often effort related (Nicholls. 1984). The grade 5

subjects were primarily lO and 11 years of age which may explain their tendency to give

attributiona! responses that were related to effort.

Some prominent differences were found in subjects' open-ended attributional

statements with respect to creative dance and folk danee (see Appendices 1 and J).

Responses for their perfonnance in creative dance were often related to imagination.

creativity. and having movement ide2s. On the other hand. subjects' anributionaJ

s~tements for their perfonnance in folk danee showed sorne very different ideas related to
,~".-

i:le ability to do the steps. remembering the dance sequences. doing the steps accurately.
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and dancing with their peers.

Interestingl)'. sorne of the more negative attributional statements subjects made \Vere

also different for creative and folk dance. For instance, sorne of the negative responses

regarding participation in creative dance referred to not having an)' movement ideas or not

being creative. On the other hand. negative statements for folk dance \Vere most often

concemed wita making mistakes. forgetting the steps. and having to dance with pt:ers the

subject was not fond of. Once again. these differences seem to reflect the uniqueness of

creative dance and folk dance. Overall. these findings seem to support the contention that

causal attributions are situationally specifie. as research suggests that the types of

attributions one adopts may be influenced by the nature or type of the task (Frieze &

Snyder. 1980; McAuley. 1985: Rejeski & Lowe. 1980: Roberts & Pascuzzi. 1979).

Although Weiner's (1985) attribution theory is fundamentally based on the causal

dimensions. the differences obtained in children's attributional statements for creative dance

and folk dance should not be overlooked. Although these findings regarding the

differences between the two dance types may not be pivotai to the progress of dance

research. they do provide sorne descriptive support for the notion that creative and folk

dance are two unique forros of dance.

Summary

In bath types of dance. the children anributed their performance to attributions that

are believed to enhance motivation. The grade 6's made more extemally controllable

attributions than the grade S's. Three possible explanations for this finding include: (a)

subjects may have had misunderstood the extemal control item on the questionnaire. Cb)

the fact that the grade S's had higher perceived success scores titan the grade 6's, which

has been shown to lead to increased perceptions of internaI control. and (e) possible

eognitive-developmental differenees between the grade 5 and grade 6 subjeets whieh may
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have lead the grade 6's to perceive their performance as being under the cop::':)1 of the

lcacher.

ln creative dance. the grade 5 subjects who made anributions that were personally

controllable tended to perceive their performances as successful. For folk <lance. results

showed that children who llttributed their performance to factors that were personally

comrollable. stable, and not under the control of other people tended to perceive their

performances as successful. The fact that children pepceived their performances as

succcssful and made attributions that were personally controllable. stable, and not under the

control of other people should have a positive effect on the children 's motivation to dance.

The analysis of children 's causal dimension responses as related to pcPCCived

success showed that for creative dance and folk dance the majority of children made

functional attributions by attributing their performances to factors that were personally

c,:mtrollable, internaI. and not under external control. These results seem very promising

regarding the benefits of creative dance and folk dance on the motivation of children to

dance.

More grade S's gave attributional statements related to effort than grade 6's, which

may be explained by the notion that younger children tend to base their performance

primarily on effort. A number of children 's anributional statements were unique to the

specific danceform involved (e.g., creative dance or folk dance) which supports =h

which bas shown that the nature or the type of task can elicit different types of attributions.

Observational Analysis ofTeacher's Behaviors

The observational analysis of the teacher's behaviors was originally intended to be

used only as supplementary information to help in the analysis of the data. However, the

:findings also reinfopced some of the primary differences that exist between creative dance

and folk dance and deserve some discussion.
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For both creative dance and folk dance. the teacher spent the greatest avemge

amount of lesson time involved in Instruction (533% for creative dance. 62<;(. for folk

dance). However. when the specifie types of instruction arc examined. the diffcrenccs

between these two dance forms become very apparent. One instructional stylc that was

unique to creative dance was Instruction/Performance (I/P). which was when thc tcachcr

gave instructions to the children while the children were actively involved in creat;vc

movement exploration. That is. each child was independently exploring movcment in

response to the teacher's signais. This emphasizes the natural type of movement that is

encouraged in the creative dance experience, as weil as the student-centcred instructional

approach it involves.

Two instructional styles that were unique to folk dance were

Instruction/Simultaneous Oass Performance (115) and Leading Activity (LA). The 115 folk

dance categolj' referred to the teacher instructing the c1ass and the whole c1ass performing

the same dance steps together at the same time. The 115 folk dance categolj' was velj'

similar to the I1P creative dance categolj', the only difference being that in folk dance the

children were performing the same dance together at the same time, while in creative dance

the children were creating their own individual movements. The LA folk dance

instructional categolj' was used for those instances when the teacher was performing the

dance steps while the students were simultaneously imitating oer. The teacher's use of

these two instructional categories reinforces the teacher-directed style often used in teaching

folk dance and the standardized steps and techniques it involves.

Other differences between creative dance and folk dance appeared in the

Acceptance, Feedback, and Interaction categories. During the creative dance lessons. the

teacher spent an average of 11.6% of the time showing sorne type of acceptance. while in

folk dance the teacher spent an average of only 3.5% of the lesson time showing

acceptance. One explanation for this may be the fact that in the creative dance lessons a
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large amount oftime involved having the childrcn working either independently. in pairs.

or in groups to explore movement ideas. During this time the teacher interacted with

various children. which is when the tcacher tended to show acceptance. A second very

plausible rcason is that because children were encouraged to create their own unique

movements in creative dance. the tcacher may have been more inclined to show acceptance

of their movement ideas. In folk dance. where there is a correct and an incorrect way of

perfonning dances. therc may have been less opportunity to show acceptance.

Regarding the Feedback category. the observational recordings showed that the

tcacher spent an average of 3.2% of the lesson time giving feedback during the folk dance

lessons. but only 0.7% of the lesson time during the creative dance lessons. This

difTercnce is Iikely the result of a wcakness in the video recording method. The tcacher did

not wear a wircless microphone during the (essons. and many of her comments could not

be hcard on the videotape. This was especially true for the creative dance lessons when she

was working with individual children and groups of children. as the noise level from the

rest of the class made it very difficult to hear the teacher. Although her nonverbal

behaviors often suggested that she was giving feedback to the subjects. it could not be

detennined for certain. Thereforc. it was recorded as another behavior.

The tcacher spent an average of 12.4% of the lesson time interacting with students

during the creative dance lessons and only 0.8% of the time interacting with students

during the folk dance lessons. Again. this difference was most likely due to the

instructional style employed in each dance fonn. ln the creative dance lessons, subjects

were given time to explore various movement ideas individuallyand in groups, which was

often the lime when the tcacher interacted with the children. In the folk dance lessons the

teacher spent a great deal of time demonstrating the dance steps for the children and

standing in front of the class providing verbal and nonverbal cues, which probablyallowed

her less lime to interact.
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ln summary. the analysis of the teacher's behaviors revealed sorne differences

between creative dance and folk dance in the Instruction. Acceptance. and (nter:lction

categories. These findings were attributed to differences hetween creative dance and folk

dance with respect to the type of movement involved. instructional style. and lesson

content. objectives. and structure.

Conclusions

The questions addressed in this study were concemed with: (a) how successful do

children perceive their performance to he in creative dance and folk dance. (b) what types

of attributions do children make for their perceived success in creative dance and folk

dance. and (c) what teacher behaviors are exhibited in creative dance and folk dance

lessons.

Ninety-four percent of children participating in creative dance and 95% of children

participating in folk dance perceived their performance as successful. Since one of the

main objectives of most elementary physical education programs is to provide children with

successful experiences, these results support the inclusion of dance in elementary physical

education programs. Furthermore. it seems Iikely that the teacher can have a positive

influence on children's perceived success for their performance in both types of dance.

No gender differences were found in the children's perceptions of success. The

boys' previous dance experience with the same teacher may have helped them feel

comfortable about participating in dance. lt was aise noted that creative and folk d.,nce tend

not to be gender stereotyped the way other more -feminine" types of dance are, such as

banet. The results lend support to the helief that there is yet no comprehensive study which

shows that males Iike dance any less than females, or do it less wen than females (Pool,

1986). ln fac!, it has been suggested that creative dance may reduce sex-role stereotyping

and therefore should be an integral component of elementary physical education programs
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(Riley. 1984).

The unexpecled significanl effecl of grade on the children's perceived success

scores may have resulted from differing cognilive developmental levels belween lhe grade

S's and 6 ·s. Distinguishing belween effort and ability as causes for performance oulcome,

an increasing tendency la make personal judgements regarding one's level of performance.

and an increasing abilily 10 judge the pros and cons of participating in an activily may help

explain lhis.

The second main question guiding lhe study was what types of attributions do

children make for their performance in creative dance and folk dance. [t was thought that

children might adopl different dimensional orientations in creative and folk dance since they

are two very differenl dance types. However. no differences were found as children

participating in both creative and folk dance attributed their performances to factors that

were personally controllable. internaI. and not under the control of other people.

For creative dance. the grade S's who attributed their performance to personally

controllable factors tended to perceive their performance as successful. and for folk dance.

the children who attributed their performance to factors that were personally controllable.

stable. and nol under the control of other people tended to have higher perceptions of

suecess. The fact that children perceived their performances as successful and made

functional types of attributions for their performances, independent of one another. should

lead to increased motivation.

The majority of chi[dren participating in both creative dance and folk dance tended

to make functional attributions by attributing their performances to factors that were

personally controllable. internai. and not under the control of other people. These results

are promising as the adoption offunctional attributions can lead to increased self-esteem.

positive affect. performance expectancies. task satisfaction. persistence. performance. and

other motivational behaviors. These results lend support to the idea that creative and folk
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dance can benetit children and should therefore be induded as mandator)' compOlll'llts in

e1ementary physical education programs.

The analysis of children 's open-ended attributional respollses showed that lIlore

grade S's than grade 6's gave statements that \Vere relatcd to effort, whi<:h lIla)' he

explained by the tendency for younger ehildren to adopt primaril)' effort orielll:ltiolls.

Differences in attributional respollses relating to dance type \Vere found whieh supports the

notion that creative dance and folk dance are two unique types of dance, as well as the

belief that attributions may be influenced by the nature or type of the task (Roberts &

Pascuzzi, 1979).

The observational analysis of the teacher's behaviors reinforced the bclief that

creative dance and folk dance are two distinct forros of dance. For instance, the teacher's

inslrUctional style was different for creative and folk dance, and she tended to show more

acceptance and interaction in the creative dance tessons, These findings were attributt.'<I to

differences between creative and folk dance in the type of movement involved. instructional

style, and lesson content. objectives. and structure.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS. AND RECOMME."lDATIaNS

Attribution theory is a cognitive approach 10 the study of motivation. Attributions

arc :hc c~planations. interpretations or causes individuals use to c~plain cvery day

outcomes. One of the most widely used attribution theorics is Bernard Weiner's (1986)

"attributional theory of motivation and emotion:' which was developed specifically for use

in achievement scttings. Weiner proposes that after an achievement outcome. an individual

will make an attribution for the outcome. The attribution is automaticaily classified along

the three dimensions - locus of causality. stability. and controllability - based on lhe

individual"s perception of the attribution. Research has demonstrated that attributing

successful outcomes to factors that are internaI. stable. and controllable. and anributing

unsuccessful outcomcs to factors that are internaI. unstable. and controllabIe can influence

motivation positively. Thesc motivating attributions are termed functional attributions.

Very Iittle attribution research has becn conducted in lhe physical education setting.

employing children as subjects. The study of motivation in the elementary physicaI

education setting seems especially crucial as it is here where children often form opinions.

attitudes. and practices regarding lifetime participation in physicaI activity. Attribution

research in this area may provide teachers with a greater sensitivity and awareness of

chiIdren's motivation. and more importantly may heIp them to understand. explain. predict.

and even increase children's motivation.

One specific area within the physical education domain which bas becn void of any

attributionai research is dance. Dance advocates claim !bat patticipation in dance is a very

worthwhiIe e~perience lhat can have numerous positive effects on chiIdren. Unfortunately.

research in this area is severely Iimited. particularly within the elementary physical

education setting.

Two of the most common types of dance in the elementary physical education
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curriculum are creative dance :ind folk dance. Creative d..mce is bascd on natural movemenl

which originates from the chi Id. It is a dance fonn which encourages creativily.

individuality. and diversily. The instructional style used in creative dance is student

centered. as children are free to explore movement concepts and ideas within paramelers

provided by the teacher. Folk dance is concerned with the acquisition of standardized

dance steps. techniques. and patterns. Children arc encouraged to learn the dance slCps and

patterns to a certain standard of pcrfonnance. Its instructional style is teacher directcd in

that the teacher demonstrates a step or pattern which children imitate. The question :lriSCS

whether these IWO dance fonns influence motivation and the attribution process differently.

Research in this area may further the understanding of children's motivation within

the physical education context as it relates specilically to creative dance and folk dance.

Therefore. the purpose of this study was to examine children's attributions for their

pcrfonnance in creative dance and folk dance within the physical education setting.

SummaT\' of Procedures

Eghty-six male and female elementary school students in grades 5 (M=23. F=28)

and 6 (M=15. F=20) participated in the study. Creative dance and folk dance were part of

the regular physical education program. and the physical education teacher was experienced

in teaching both dance fonns. Detailed written lesson plans showed that the content was

appropriate to he c1assified as creative dance and folk dance.

The modified Causal Dimension Scale (CDS) (Weiss et al.. 1990) was adapted to

assess children's attributions for their pcrfonnance in creative dance and folk dance. The

children rated their overall pcrfonnance at creative dance/folk dance on a live-point Likert

scale from -not good at all- to -very good- and then gave the most important reason for

why they rated themselves the way they did (i.e. an open-ended attributional statement).

Finally. subjects scored their attributional statements according to each of the four causal
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dimensions (personal control. locus of causality. Slability. and extemal control) using the

structured alternative question format (Harter. 1985). High scores (e.g. 4 or 3) on the four

causal dimension items represenled functional (ideal) types of attributions. with one

exception. For the stability dimensional item. a lower score (1 or 2) represented a

functional attribution if the subject perceived his/her perfonnance as unsuccessful (e.g. "not

good at ail" or "not good"). An example of the creative dance and folk dance

questionnaires can be found in Appendices 0 ar.d E respectively.

Ali subjecls participated in five creative dance lessons and five folk dance lessons.

The physical education schedule was designed so that half of the subjecls participated in

creative dance first followed by folk dance. while the other half participated in folk dance

first followed by creative dance. All subjecls completed two questionnaires: one after

participating in the five creative dance lessons. and the other after participating in the five

folk dance lessons. Only the experimenter was present for the administration of the

questionnaire. To ensure better comprehension. each question was read aloud. examples

of each question were given. and studenls were encouraged to ask any questions.

Seven creative dance lessons and six folk dance lessons were videolaped to analyze

the teacher's dominant behaviors. Using six second interval recording. the behaviors were

recordedaccording to 16 categories for creative dance and 17 categories for folk dance. It

was felt that identifying the teacher's behaviors might be helpful in analyzing the data.

Definitions for each of the categories can be found in Appendix H.

A Grade (2) by Gender (2) by Order (2) by Dance Type (2) repeated measures

factorial ANOVA with repeated measures on the last factor was conducted to detennine if

there were differences between creative dance and folk dance with respect to perceived

success. To detennine whether subjecls made different types of attributions for their

perfonnance in creative and folk dance. a Grade (2) by Gender (2) by Dance Type (2)

repeated measures factorial ANOVA with repeated measures on the last factor was
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performed. Next. two multiple regression analyses were conducted to delermine lhe

relationship among perceived suceess and the four causal dimensions for creative dance and

folk dance. Then. children's ratings of the four causal dimensions \Vere eompared to their

perceived succ~'Ss scores to determine the extent to which subjects made iunctional

attributions for their performance in creative dance and folk dance. As weil. their open,

ended attributional statements were compared to determine if there were any differences

between statements made for creative dance and folk dance. Finall}'. an observational

analysis was conducted to determine the teacher's most dominant behaviors.

Summary of Results and Discussion

One of the questions guiding the study was how successful children perceive their

performance in creative dance and folk dance. Results showed that 94% of children in

creative dance and 95% of children in folk dance perceived their performance as -vcry

good. ~ -good:' or -OK.~ Weiner contends that perceiving one's performance as

suecessful can lead to increased motivation. while Duda (1985) suggests tbat children need

to feel that they can perform successfully in order to have a positive experience. These

positive findings regarding the effects of dance on children's perceived success and

motivation support the inclusion of dance in elementary schools. Three possible

explanations for the high perceived success scores ar~: (a) subjects may have already

possessed high levels of self-esteem which bas been shown to lead to increased perceptions

of success. (b) the teacher's demonstration of positive teaching behaviors (e.g.• praise.

encouragement). and (c) the teacher's use of effective instructional strategies.

Considering how very different creative dance and folk dance are. the second

question guiding the study was whether there were any differences in subjects' perceived

suecess ratings for the two dance types. Results showed that there were no differences in

how subjects rated their performances in the two different dance forms. One possible
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explanatioll was that the tcacher made subjects feel thal they performed successfully in both

types of dance. Considering the negative stereotypes often associated with males

participating in dance. another question guiding the study was whether boys and girls

would have different perceptions of success. Results showed no gender effects for

perceived success in both creative dance and folk dance. One explanation for this was that

the tcacher had taught creative and folk dance at the elementary school for many years and

thercforc the boys may have been comfortable with dance. A second expJanation was that

creative and folk dance tend to be Jess feminine danee forms than other types of dance such

as ballet which may have diminished the boys' negative îeelings regarding creative and folk

dance. This finding supports poors (1986) contention that there is yet no study that

proves that males like dance any less, or do it lcss weil than females.

An unexpected finding was that the grade S's perceived their performance in both

creative dance and folk dance as more successful than the grade 6's. Three possible

explanations for this grade effect are concemed with potential cognitive-developmental

differences between the two grades. Firstly, the grade 6 subjects in evaluating their

pereeived suceess may have been more able to determine weaknesses in personal ability

than the grade S's, while the grade S's may have relied more on effort orientations in

judging their performance. Secondly, the grade S subjects may have relied primarily on

praisc and feedback given by the teacher which may have increased their perceptions of

success. However, the grade 6 subjects may have relied more on their own personal

judgements and peer eomparisons, thus giving them more opportunity to perceive their

performance as less successful. Finally, the grade 6's rnay have been more socially aware

and more able to decipher the pros and cons of participating in an activity, which may have

lcad them to perceive more negative factors associated with participating in dance than the

grade S's. The grade S's, however, may have been more concemed with the activity itself.

The third question guiding the study was whether children would make different
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attributions for their performance in creative dance and folk dance. since these two dance

forms are very different with respectto the type of movement involved. instructional style.

and lesson content and objectives. However. no differences were found belween the two

dance types for the four causal dimensions. Overall. subjects in both creative dance :md

folk dance made attributions that were personally controllable. internai. and not under the

control of other people. Une:..pectedly, grade was found significant for the e:..ternal control

dimension as the grade 6's perceived their performance in both creative and folk dance as

being more under the control of other people than the grade S's. Three possible

explanations were given for this finding. Firstly, it is possible that subjects did not fully

comprehend the dimensional item on the questionnaire. Secondly, the grade S's perceived

their performance in both dance forms as more successful than the grade 6's, which may

have also lead them to make attributions that were less under external control. It has becn

shown that children with high levels of physical self-esteem, which is Iikely closely related

to perceived success, tend to have higher levels of internai control. Finally, the gr.lde 6

subjects, perhaps being more advanced cognitively may have perceived the teacher as a

source of external control.

The relationship among perceived success and the four causal dimensions for

creative dance suggested that the grade 5 subjects who attributed their performance to

personally controllable factors tended to perceive their performance as successful. For folk

dance, children who attributed their performance to factors that were personally

controUable, stable, and not under the control of other people tended to perceive their

performance as successfuI. Research suggests this causal relationship may be bi

directional, as Weiner (1'Tl9, 1985) has theorized !hat perceptions of success can inlluence

causal attributions. As weil, research has shown that children with high levels of physical

self-esteem, which is Iikely very similar to perceived success, tend to make attributions for

their performance !hat are personally controllable, internaI, and stable (Weiss et al., 1990).
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Other variables. such as perceived competence and self-efficacy cognitions. which also

appear to be interchangeable with perceived success. have also been deemed to influence

the attribution process. However. most significant here is the fact that children perceived

their performances as successful. and made attributions that were personally controllable.

stable. and not under external control. Functional attributions and perceived success.

independent of one another. are believed to increase motivation.

Regarding the description of children's causal dimension responses as related to

perceived success. it was found that children made functional attributions for their

performance in creative dance with respect to the four dimensions in the following

proportions: 92% for personal control. 84% for locus of causality. 42% for the stability

dimension. and 80% for the externa! control dimension. For folk dance. subjects gave

functional attributions for their performance in the proportions of: 85% for persona!

control. 85% for locus of causality. 29% for the stability dimension. and 79% for the

external control dimension. Overall. the majority of subjects made functional types of

attributions with respect to the personal control. locus of causality. and externa! control

dimensions. These results are quite positive as research suggests that functiona!

attributions can lead to increased positive affect. self-esteem, performance expectancies.

task satisfaction, performance. persistence. and other types of motivated behaviors. These

lindings help support the belief that creative and folk dance can have positive effects on

children with respect to motivation, and therefore that they shouid be included in

elementary physical education programs.

Regarding children's open-ended attributional statements for their perceived

success, the grade S's made more attributions to effort than the grade 6's. One possible

explanation for this is that children below the age of 12 Ce.g. grade 5) generally do not

recognize persona! deliciencies in ability and tend to use effort orientations to describe their

performance. The open-ended attributiona! statements revealed sorne important differences
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beIWeen creative and folk dance. as sorne of the responses for creative dance were relall-d

to imagination. creativity. and having ideas or not having ideas. while responses for folk

dance were concemed with having the ability to do the steps. remembering the dance

sequences. performing the steps accurately. and dancing with their peers. These

differences reinforce the fact that creative dance and folk dance are IWo very distinguishable

types of dance.

The observational analysis of the teacher"s behavior emph:lSized sorne of the

differences beIWeen creative and folk dance. For instance. the teacher used different

hstructional styles in teaching creative dance and folk dance and showed more acceplance

and interaction in the creative dance lessons. These findings. which were attributed to

differences beIWeen the IWO dance types with respect to the type of movement involved.

instructional style. and the lesson content. objectives. and structure. therefore support the

notion that creative dance and folk dance are IWo very distinctive forms of dance.
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Concl usions

Based on the tindings and within the contines and limitations of the present study.

the following conclusions may be drawn:

At the upper elcmentary level.

children tend to perceive their performances in creative dance and folk dance

as succcssfui.

younger children tend to perceive their performances in creative dance and

folk dance as more successful than older children.

boys and girls rate their perceived success similarly for creative dance and

folk dance.

children have similar dimensional orientations regarding their attributions

for performance in creative dance and folk dance.

older children tend to attribute their performance in creative dance and folk

dance to factors that are under the control of other people (e.g. extemal

control).

the majority of children tend to make functional attributions for their

performances in creative dance and folk dance by attributing their performances to

factors that are personally controllable. internai. and not under the control of other

people.

children give open-ended attributionai statements for their performance in

creative dance and folk dance that are related to the specifie dance type.

Teachers use different instructionai styles and behaviors when teaching creative

dance and folk dance•
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The results of this study suggest sorne helpful ideas and tcaching strategies whieh

can he employed when teaching creative dance and folk dance: in the c1ementary schocl.

Many researchers have suggested that teachers ne, d to become sensitive to

attribution theory as a means of increasing the motivation of thcir students (Hom. 1987:

Robinson. 1990: Rudisill. 1989a: Weiss et al.. 1990). Regarding anributional orient:ltions.

when participating in physical education. children should leam to altribute thcir successful

performances to factors which are personally controllable. internai. stable. and l'lot under

the control of other people. However. if children perceive an outcome to he unsuecessful.

they should lcarn to attribute that outcome to factors that are personally controllable.

internaI. unstable. and not under the control of other people. Physical education teachers

can achieve this by providing children with proper feedback that will help them adopt

funetional types of attributions. Feedbaek which helps children fecl that they have personal

control over the outcome. that the outcome is the result of factors that reside within them

(internai) and not in the environment (external). and that other people are not in control of

the outcome will be most effective. Such attributional orientations will provide children

with increased feelings of responsibility. control. positive affect. and expectancies for

future success. which will in turn lead to increased self-esteem and motivation. In

particular. it is vital that students with low self-esteem. or students who perceive

themselves as belpless and witbout control in cbanging or improving their performance are

retrained to perceive their unsuccessful performances as due to factors tbat are within tbeir

control and tbat can be cbanged. Tbis study suggested that batb creative dance and folk

dance, wben taught weil. can increase functional attributions, which in turn may lead te

increased perceived success, self-esteem, and motivation.

Based on children 's open-ended attributional responses for creative dance sorne

important points need to be empbasized. Firstly, when children are exploring movement

possibilities and crcating their own movement sequences, it is important for the teachl."T te
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possibilities and creating their own movement sequences. it is important for the teacher to

show acceptance of the student's ideas. and to provide them with praise and

encouragement. so that students are motivated and have the confidence to continue to

expand their movement repertoire. The tL'acher must be sensitive to each child's needs and

be ready to attend to a child who requires help in solving a movement problem or in

developing a movement idea. [n particular. chi[dren who are shy or who have low self

esteem may have difficulty creating their own movements. The teacher should provide

these students with ideas and suggestions until they are able to do so. Lastly. the teacher

must try to maintain a positive. nonthreatening. and comfortable environment.

When teaching folk dance the teacher must remember that not al[ chi[dren will have

the ability (e.g.• co-ordination. rhythm. etc.) to acquire ail of the steps and dances. As

such. employing a proper instructiona[ style which optimizes chi[dren's acquisition of the

dance steps is crucial. Having developmental[y sequenced [essons will a[so he[p facilitate

student progress. Teachers shou[d use lots of verbal and nonverba[ cues to he[p students

remember the order of dance steps. timing. and technique. etc. to provide children with the

maximum opportunity for success. [n addition. providing verbal and nonverbal cues will

allow children to fee[ more relaxed and comfortable during the acquisition and performance

of dances. which should make the experience more non-threatening. enjoyable. and

positive. The teacher must be readily avai[able to help a student who is having difficulty

leaming a particu[ar dance step. as it is important for children to feel that they can perform

skills and tasks successfully. Fee[ing that one can perform a skill successfully willlead to

increased motivation.

When creative dance and folk dance are taught in e[ementary schoo[s it is important

that the teacher is knowledgeable about dance and fee[s comfortable teaching il. Weil

constructed lesson plans with proper dance content and [esson progressions are critical.

Appropriate short term and long term goals must also be set for the dance unit. rather than
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teaching dance lessons haphazardly throughout the year. Employing the propcr

instructional style to suit differcnt forms of dance. such as crc:ltive dance and folk dance. is

also critical. Finally. bcing motivated and enthusiastic about teaching dance is vital. :IS

children will only become motivated when they sec that the teacher. their raie modcl. is

excited about dance as weil.

As the creative and folk dance lessons in the study appcared to bc benetieial 10

children in terms of motivation. they hc1p support the bclief that dance should bc includ.-d

as a mandatory component in elementary school programs. The primary goal of most

physical education programs is to provide children with positive. successful expcriences.

which will increase motivation. The majority of children in the study perccived thdr

performances as successful. and. furthermore. made functional attributions for thcir

performance. Both of these findings should have a positive influence on motivation.

Schools which offel' successful dance programs should bc the impctus for other schoois 10

follow suit. Teachers of dance must make a concerted effort to communicate their idcas

and knowledge about da."lce to other teachers in the education system. Physical education

consultants need to become more aware and knowledgeable about dance. and ta strive for

the mandatory inclusion of dance programs in elementary schools. Finally. boards of

education must begin to offer mandatory dance workshops for c1ementary physical

education teachers. so that they have the necessary knowledge to provide and implement

effective dance programs in our schools.
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Recommendations for Further Research

ln view of lhc findings of the present study. recommendations for further research

includc:

1. Conduct a sludy which examines the suitability of the modified COS with respecllo

comprehension of the questions by children 8 - 13 years of age.

2. Conducl a similar study bUI. in addition. assess subjects levels of self-esteem and

perceived competence in creative dance and folk dance.

3. Examine the self-esteem and perceived competence of children participating in

creative dance and folk dance at various levels of participation and experience by focusing

on elementary physieal education and private dance schoal seuings.

4. Conduct a similar study but. in addition. assess subjects expectancies for future

success and affective reactions (according to Weiner's theory) following participation in

creative dance and folk dance lessons.

5. Conducl a similar study but. in addition. assess other consequence variables. such

as task satisfaction. persistence. performance. and intensity. after children have participated

in crealive dance and folk dance.

6. Employing elementary schoals where creative dance and folk dance is taught on a

regular basis and schools where it is not taught very often or not taught at ail. conduct a

study which focuses on student's attitudes and feelings regarding participation in creative

danee and folk dance.

7. Conduct a similar study but focus on developmental differences by employing

children within a wider age range.

8. Conduct a similar study that focuses on the feedback the tcacher gives to students

and its influence on the attributions the students adopt

9. Conduct a similar study but incorporate a qualitative assessment strategy. such as

audiotaped interviews with the children and the tcacher. to determine differences belWeen
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creative dance and folk dance. the teacher's beliefs and perceptions regarding various

aspects of the dance lessons. and the children's perceptions of thcir perfonn:m<:c :md

success.

In conclusion. the open-ended attributional statements made by the children for their

performance in creative dance and folk dance seem to support the bclief that attributions

may be situationally specifie. Ho\Vever. \Vhen the children's attributional sL:ltelllenlS \Vere

analyzed according to their underlying causal dimensions. no significant differences

appcared beIWeen the IWO dance forms. Children participating in both creative dance and

folk dance tended to make functional types of attributions. which arc believed to have a

positive influence on motivation. It was suggested that the effectiveness of the teacher's

behaviors and her experience in teaching dance may have influenced the children's

attributions. In general. the results appear to have positive implications regarding the

influence of creative dance and folk dance on children's motivation to dance.
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APPENDIXA

MODIAED CAUSAL DIMENSION SCALE

1 • How good would you rate your o\'crall performance this summer at
Sports Camp?

not good at ail
1

notgood
2

OK
3

good
4.

\'cry "OOÙ• <='

S

2 • What is thc most important reason for why you ratcd )'our
performance the \Va)' you did?

a) This rcason is somcthing OR This rC2son is
1 can control. somcthing 1

cannot control.

ReallvTrue Sort ofTrue Sort ofTruc RcallyTruc
Forme Forme Forme Forme

0 D 0 D
b) This reason is something OR This reason is

lbat can be changed. somcthing that
cannot be changed.

ReallyTrue Sort ofTrue Sort of l'rue Rcally Truc
Forme Forme Forme Forme

D 0 0 0
c) This reaSOD is because OR This reason is Dot

of me. because of me.

ReallyTrue Sort of l'rue Sort ofTrue Really Truc
Forme Forme Forme Forme

0 D D D
d) This reason is ander the OR This reason is not under

control of other people. the control of other people.

ReallyTrue SortofTrue Sort ofTrue Really l'rue'
Forme Forme Forme Forme

0 0 D 0

•
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APPENDIX B

CREATIVE DANCE LESSON PLANS

Creative Dance Lesson One

Introduction

Find a space on the f100r by yourself not close to anyone.
Let's sec how m:iny different ways you can find to move on the f1oor.
When 1tap the drum you must change the way that you move.

How many different ways can you find to RUN? (i.e. forward. backward. sideward. on
heels. on tocs etc.)
10 SLIDE? to TURN?
Everyone RISE up slowly from a position on the f1oor. Then SINK down slowly.
Who can give another action word? (i.e.jump. creep. punch).
Ali gather at blackboard to write action words on the blackboard for reference.

Culmination

Pick 3 action words and put them together into a movement sequence by yourself.
You must start in a starting position (hold for 5 seconds) and finish in a still position (hold
for 5 seconds).

Cool Down

Performance of individual sequences.

Creative Dance Lesson Two

Introduction

Review of action words !hat Were used last 1esson.

,

Main

Class forms in partners or groups of3 if necessary.
Explanation that partners put together a sequence of3 movements (the same, or different).
They have the choice of either making a story from the mOvements or not
St.,rting and finishing positions required.

Culmination

Ali groups practice their sequences from a signal by the tcacher and freeze at the end of
their sequences until all are fini shed. Repeat



•

•

Cool Down

Partners show thei r sequences.

Creative Dance I.esson Three

Introduction

Find a space on the 1100r by yoursclf not close to anyone.
Find a way to balance on the 110er on a part of your body. Change ;md balance on ;molher
part. Rcpeat. Hold thc balance for 3 seconds.

Main

E:..planation on blackboard (students gathcrcd around) of a "curr' and "stretch:'
Find your own space on the 110er and perform 3 different stretches :lIld 2 different curis.
Balance on diffcrent parts of your body for thc strctches and curis.

Culmination

Perform a (high) stretch· curt· (medium) stretch· curt· (low) stretch.
Move into the stretchlcurl as tambourine shakes and hold on beat of tambourine.

Cool Down

Individuals may show their stretches and curis to the c1ass with the tambourine
accompaniment

Creative Dance Lesson Four

""Take Me in Your Arms"

Introduction

Students group themselves into 3·s.
Review in diseussion the previous lesson of the ideas of "stretch" and "cur!.··
Different levels and balancing on different body parts. Each member of a group has a
number (i.e. 1. 2. or 3).

Part 1
Groups find a starting position (neutral).
AlI must stretch togethllr:.. ' ·HIGn

·MEDIUM
·I.J:)W

Each stretches at a different leve!.
Try without music. Try with music.
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Discussion at blackboard ofidea in dance of"2 against 1"' (i.e. car, be against the third
person or protective - show this in performanccl.

Part Il
#1and #2 stretch OVER #3 who curis
#2 and #3 stretch AROUND #1 who curis
HI and #3 stretch TOWARD #2 who curis
Tr)' Part Il no music. then with music.

Culmination

Groups practice the sequence.
THE DANCE - in cooperation (i.e. stretches: high. medium. low)

:li different level of each
2 against one sequence

1) with no accompaniment
2) with teacher giving counting cues
3) students listen to music and mentally picture their sequences with the counts
Groups perform sequence as a practice all together.

Cool Down

Groups perform their sequences in front of the c\ass.
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APPENDIX C

FOLK DANCE LESSON PLANS

Folk Dance Lesson One

Dance

Les Petits Ponts (music). Square dance choreography by H. Howc.

Introduction

Find a space on the f100r by yourself.
Listen to the music and follow my actions (i.e. clap. slide right and left. and skip forward).

Main

Explanation on blackboard of the square formation and important points to remembcr.
Students sit in front of blackboard with a partner they have chosen themselves.

l
b a

---------------x x--------------

2 a x
b x

* x b 4
x a

corners

•

----------x x----------
ab

3

Ouestions

1. What formation are the children in?
2. What does uM" stand for? (music).
3. Which couple is c10sest to UM~? Cl).
4. Couple la and lb are partners.
5. The two people dosest to the same corner (i.e. 4a and 3b are each other's corner.

Who is 2a's cnmer? la's?).
6. The dot shows the middle of the square.



• 3 3 3
x x x x JI JI

4 JI JI 2 4x JI 2 4 JI JI 2
x JI X JI X JI

X JI JI X X JI

1 1 1

substitutes x x x x x

Tasks

1) Face your partner.
2) Face your corner.
3) Face the middle of the square.
4) Listen to the beginning of the music. How many beats before the actual music

starts? (4) On those 4 beats, move in 4 steps and join hands.

1)
2)
3)
4)

5)

6)

7)
8)
9)
10)

Cirele left 8 sliding steps.
Cirele right 8 s!iding steps.
Swing with partner crossed hands 16 counts.
Partners to the right, face rigbt, and skip counter-clockwise weaving in and out of
the square 16 counts. Partners to the left. face left, and skip clockwise weaving in
and out of the square 16 counts.
Bridges. Couple 1joins hands and walks toward couple 3 who join hands and go
under the bridge formed by couple 1 (8 counts). Couples tum and retum to place
but couple 1 goes under bridge made by couple 3 (8 counts). Couple 2 forms a
bridge and couple 4 goes under (8 counts). Couple 4 forms a bridge and couple 2
goes under (8 counts).
Face Corner. Give rigbt band to corner and continue round the square altemating
bands (grand rigbt and left) until you meet your partner at your place.
Do si do your partner (8 counts).
Swing partner with crossed anns (8 counts).
Promenade in skater's position back to place (16 counts),
Ali join bands in cÏI'C1e, go into the center and raise hands then back off. Repeat.

•

Culnlination

Squares perform dance up to the steps taught without music. tben with music.
Ali squares sit on floor and listen to music, picturing the figures they must do in the proper
sequence.
Squares ail perform.
Squares perform one by one.
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Folk Dance l.esson Two

Lcs Petits Ponts (music)
Square Dance choreography by H. Howe.

Teach the part of the dance that was not completed.
Repeat "culmination" from Lesson One.

Folk Dance Lesson Three

"Kinderpolka"
Partner Polka Dance choreography by H. Howe.

Introduction

Students follow teacher's actions to the music. Ali are spaced out on the lloor.
Actions include:
1) slide right. left, slow, fast
2) slow clap - clap fast 1 (clap), 2 (clap), 3 (clap)
3) heel touches to front
4) heel touches in rhythm (slow right.left: fast right. left. right) (slow left. right: fast

left, right. left)

Travelling polka step (students are scattered)
1) Standing: -face front

-tum to right (face side)
-tum to right (face back)
-tum to right (face side)
-tum to right (face fmnt)

2) Step together step hop (stopping after each tum): -right leg
-Ieft leg
-right leg
-Ieft (eg

3) Same as 2) but no stopping.

Students assigned or pick partners. Backs facing front and back walls. hands joined,
facing each other.

Dance

One partner starts with right foot, other with left.
Slide 2 slow towards stage.
Slide 4 fast towards garage.
Slide 2 slow towards stage.
Slide 4 fast towards garage.



•

•

Slow hecl (stage). heel (garage).
Fast hecl - hed - hed (stage).
Polka in a circle starting with leg near garage.
Dance repeats butto other side tirst Ci.e. slide 2 slow towards garage etc.)

Culmination

Partners try dance with music. Partners from 1/2 class show. then switch.

Folk Dance l.esson Four

La Bastringue (music)

Introduction

Discussion with class that this is a popular French Canadian circle dance.
If possible. boys are paired with girls.
Boys on the left side of the girls.
Class in single circle facing center.

Main Dance

1) Ali walk 4 steps forward. 4 steps backwards.
Stay in the circle. Don't go ahead or fall behind.

2) Repeat \.
3) Girls walk 4 steps forward. 4 steps backwards. Boys clap.
4) Boys walk 4 steps forward. 4 steps backwards. Girls clap.
S) Boys swing crossed arms with partner (8 counts).
6) Promenade - skip around circle with partner in skater's arm positions (16 counts).

Keep spaces between partner groups even.
Don't get too close to the group in front of you.
Slow down and stop on counts 13. 14, IS to prepare for beginning of dance.
Practice without the music. then with the music.

Culmination

Add modification where boys move on cach time to a new girl to their partner's right.
Boys walk forward 4 steps, tum to right, walk towards a new partner and finish the dance
with this new person.
Performance of dance with partner exchange until boys are back to their original partner.

Cool Down

Discussion of how the dance went.
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APPENDIX D

CREATIVE DANCE QUESTIONNAIRE

School _

Tcacher _

Namc _

Age_

Gradc_

Male Fcmale _

Plcasc list any sports or dance activitics that you arc involvcd in (both in school and outsidc
of school).

SAMPLE QUESTION

Some kids would rather play
outdoors in their spare time.

OR Other kids would
rather watch T.V.

ReallyTrue
Forme

o
Sort ofTrue

Forme

o
Sort of Truc

Forme

o
Rcally Truc

Formc

o

•
PLEASE TURN TO NEXT PAGE



• How good would you rate your overail performance at creative
dance?

no! good at ail
1

not good
2

OK
3

goOO
-+

ver.. 0000• e
5

2 • What is the most important reason for why you rated your
performance the way you did?

a) This reason is something
1 can control.

OR This reason is
something 1
cannot control.

ReallyTrue
Forme

o
SOit ofTrue

Forme

o
SoltofTrue

Forme

o
Really True

Forme

o
b) This reason is something

that cao he changed.
OR This reason is

something that
cannot be changed.

ReallyTrue
Forme

D
SoltofTrue

Forme

o
SoltofTrue

Forme

o
ReallyTrue

Forme

o
c) This reason is becanse

of me.
OR This reason is not

becanse ol me.

ReallyTrue
Forme

o
SoltofTrue

Forme

o
SoltofTrue

Forme

o
ReallyTrue

Forme

o
d) This reason is nnder the

control of other people.
OR This reason is not nnder

the control of other people.

•
ReallyTrue

Forme

o
SoltofTrue

Forme

o
SoltofTrue

Forme

o
ReallyTrue

Forme

o



• APPENDIX E

FOLK DANCE QUESTIONNAIRE

School _

Teacher _

Name _

Age_

Grade

Male Female

Please list any sports or dance activitics that you arc involvcd in (both in school and outsidc
of school).

SAMPLE QUESTION

Some kids would rather play
outdoors in their spare lime.

OR Other kids would
rather watch T.V.

Rea1lyTrue
Forme

o
Sort ofTrue

Forme

o
Sort of Truc

Forme

o
Really Truc

Forme

o

•
PLEASE TURN 1'0 NEXT PAGE



How good would you rate your o"eraU performance at folk dance?• 1.

nol good al ail
1

nol good
2

OK
.3

good
-+

ver.. oood• e-
S

2 . What is the most important reason for why you rated your
performance the way you did?

a) This reason is something
1 can control.

OR This reason is
something 1
cannot control.

ReallyTrue
Forme

o
SOit ofTrue

Forme

o
Soit ofTrue

Forme

o
ReallyTrue

Forme

o
b) This reason is something

that can be changed.
OR This reason is

something that
cannot be changed.

ReallyTrue
Formo:

o
SoltofTrue

Forme

o
SoltofTrue

Forme

o
ReallyTrue

Forme

o
c) This reason is because

of me.
OR This reason is not

because of me.

ReallyTrue
Forme

o
SortofTrue

Forme

o
SortofTrue

Forme

o
ReallyTrue

Forme

o
d) This reason is under the

control of other people.
OR This reason is not under

the control of other people.

•
ReallyTrue

Forme

o
SortofTrue

Forme

o
SortofTrue

Forme

o
Really True

Forme

o
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AI'PENDIX F

PARENTAL CONSENT FORM

Deal' Parents. J:nlll:lry. 1993

1am conducting a study which is looking at children's attributions for pcrti.>nuancc
al'ter participating in creative dance and folk dance. Children l'rom Harold Napel'
clementary school have been selecled to participale in this study. Yonrchild will be asked
to complete a questionnaire (l page in lengthlsix questions) after participating in:1 ere:ltive
dance unit and a folk dance unit. Administration of the qnestionnaire shonld lake
approximately 20 minutes. The dance lessons will be videotaped in order to l'ravide
additional information to help in the data analysis. Ail information will he kept strielly
eontidential. Ail children will be identitied by number in order to assure anonymity.
Children may withdraw from the study at any time. if desired. Il is hopt.-d that this stndy
will yield sorne valuable insights into the nature. benetits. and values of element."\ry school
physical education programs. particularly with respect to dance activities. If you have any
questions conceming the study. please do not hesitate to contact mysclf or Heather Howe
at the phone numbers given below.

Please till out the form below and retum it to the schaol as saon as possible.

Thank-you for your cooperation.

Kirsten Cholod
Masters Student
Dept. ofPhysical Education
McGilI University
(905) 436-2871 until February 25th
(613) 547-9996 al'ter February 25th

Heather Howe 676-2651

Peggy Downey
Advisor

(514) 398-4191

1 give permission for my child to participate in the physical
education study.

•
Date

1do not grant permission for my child to be included in the study.

Date

Signature

Signature
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APPENDIX G

QUESTIONNAIRE INSTRUCTIONS

1am intercsted in tinding out about your thoughts and feelings on different types of dance

you do in physical education c1ass. Vou can help me by answering sorne questions. This

is a survey. nor a test. There arc no right or wrong answers. Since kids arc very differcnt

from one another. each of you will he pulting down something differcnt. First let me

explain how sorne of these questions work. There is a sample question at the botlom of

page # 1. 1"11 rcad it out loud and you follow along with me. (Examiner reads sample

question.) This question l:llks about IWO kinds of kids. and we want to know which kids

arc most 1ike you.

(1) So. what 1 \Vant you to decide tirst is whether you arc most like the kids on the left

side who would rather play outdoors. (Ir whether you arc more like the kids on the right

side who would rather watch T.V. Don't mark anything yet. but tirst decide which kind of

kid is most like you. and go to that side of the sentence.

(2) Now. the secondthing 1want you to think about. now that you have decided which

kind of kids arc most Iike you. is to decide whether that is only sort oftrue for you. or

real/y rrue for you. If ifs only sort of truc. then put an X in the box under sort of true: if

ifs really truc for you. then put an X in that box. under really true.

(3) For each sentence you only check~ box. Sometimes it will he on one side of the

page. another time it will he on the other side of the page. but you can only check one box

for each sentence. Vou don 't check both sides.just the one side most like you.

(4) OK. that was just for practice. Now we will tum over the page and begin to

answer the survey. 1 will read each question out loud. Vou will notice that question #1

and #2 are different from the example we just went over. but the rcst of the questions are

the same. If you need any help in tilling out these papers. please put your hand up and

someone will help you.

Note. Adapted from the Manual for the self-perception profile for children (p. II) by S.

Harter. 1985.
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APPEI\DIX H

DEFINITIONS OF TF.ACHER BEHAVIOR CATEGORIES

The following ddïnitions of le:leher hehaviors apply 10 Ihe vidl'otapeu

ohservalional reeordings section of the sluuy.

1. Acceptance. Te:lcher acccpts studcnts hchaviors. 'I"<':lcher darilïes. uses.

or builds upon the ide:ls. suggestions and feelings of the slUucnl. Te:lehcr IlllUS withoui

smiling, tilts head. sh:lkcs h:lnds. or pl:lces :lrm :lround student's shoulucr. Tc:,dler

accepts facilitation l'rom students and takes l'ait in studenl :lctivities.

2. Behavior. Te:lcher uses disciplin:lry eomll1ents or :letions.

3. Creative Dance: Instruction <Tolall. This c:ltegory refcrs to "overall

instruction" in creative dance and combines the c:ltegories of Cre:ltive D:lnee Instruction:

Verbal and NonverbaI. Creative Dance Demonstr.Jtion. :lnd Cre:ltive Dance

Instruction/Performance.

4. Creative Dance: Instruction; Verb:ll and Nonverba!. Te:lcher givcs faets or

opinions. expresses ideas and relates this infonnation to students. This information is

related to the content of the task. l'cacher is verbally dl:seribing to the studenls how to do a

skil!. The aetivity must he a subject matter task. The tcaeher may also gestieulate. draw or

write on the board. and point to the board.

5. Creative Dance: Demonstration. When the teachcr is showing or

demonstrating nonverbally how ta perfonn or how not to pCl10rm a subjeet matter task.

6. Creative Dance: Instruction/Performance. Infonnation. eues. or reminders

given to participants while they are involved in pcrforming aetivities.

7. Enthusiasm. Used with the teacher behaviors if they arc emilled in a way

that interest and excitement arc apparent through tone of voice, gestures, body movements,

or facial expressions.

8. Fecdback. l'cacher gives feedback that is task relevant and whieh occurs



soon after the st~dent bchavior (can include correct or incorrect responses).

9. Folk Dance Instruction (Total). This categol)' refers to "overall instruction"

in folk dance and is comprised of the following categories: Folk Dance Instruction: Verbal

and Nonverbal. Folk Dance Demonstration. Folk Dance InstructionJSimultaneous C1ass

Performance. and Folk Dance Leading Activity.

10. Folk Dance: Instruction; Verbal and Nonverbal. Teacher gives facts or

opinions. expresses ideas and relates this information to students. This information is

related to the content of the task. Tcacher is verbally describing to the students how to do a

ski Il. The activity must be a subject matter task. The tcacher may aise gesticulate. draw or

write on the board. and point to the board.

II. Folk Dance: Demonstration. When the tcacher is showing or

demonstrating nonverbally how to perform or how not to perfonn a subject matter task.

12. Folk Dance: InstructionJSimultaneous Class Performance. The teacher

gives infonnation. eues. or reminders to participants while they are ail performing together

the same dance steps. panerns. or routines. and ail at the same time.

13. Folk Dance: Leading Activitv. The tcacher perfonns the dance with the

purpose of having the students imitate the tcachers behavior simultaneously. such that the

students anempt to simultaneously follow the tcacher doing a dance step. trying the match

the teachers movement as closely as possible.

14. Interaction. This interaction is task related and oecurs when the teacher

initiates verbal or nonverbal communication toward a student or groups of students. or

responds either verbally or nonverbally to student behavior.

15. Management. Verbal statements related to organizational details of the c1ass

or lesson not referring to the fundamentals •Jf the activity. (e.g. "Make five lines facing me

on this !ine.") This also involves waiting for the students to get settled and transitions

between activities.

•

• 16. Praises or Encourages. Tcacher praises. commends or encourages student



•

. '

behaviors. actions. ideas. and efforts (e.g. "Good job!"). l'cal'her smiles. nods

energetically with smile. laughs to encourage. applauds by dapping hands or patting

student on shoulder or head.

17. Ouestion. l'eacher asks question about content or procedures thal require

students to answer.

18. Ouestion Clarification. After posing the original question. the teacher

clarifies or further explains the question so that it is beller understood.

19. Student Demonstration. l'eacher allows a student or a pair or group of

students to perform or demonstrate the activity for c1ass.

20. Student Observation. l'eacher watches students engaged in subject related

activities for the purpose of providing feedback related to performance. l'eacher position

must be proximal to student position so that observation is clearly focused on a specific

student who is performing. Specific observation could be scored when teacher is watching

pairs or small groups when the instructional Cocus is c1early on a group task.
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AI'I'ENDIX 1

ANAI.YSIS 01-' YARIANCE RESUI:rS fOR THE FOUR CAUSAL DIMENSIONS

Analvs;s of Yariance of Grade and Gender on Personal Control

Source of Sums of DF Mean F P
Yariation Squares Square

Bel",een Subjects

Grade 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.866

Gender 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.620

Errar 71.42 74 0.97

Wilhin Subjccls

Personal Control 0.48 0.48 O.S-! 0364

Error 42.15 74 0.57

Analvs;s of Yari:lIlce of Grade and Gender on Locus of Causalitv

Source of Sums of DF Mean F P
Yariation Squares Square

Bel",een SubjeclS

Grade 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.7'07

Gender 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.912

Error 7338 73 1.01

Within Subjects

Locus of Causalit)' 0.71 1 0.71 I.!7 0.283

Error 44.04 73 0.60



Analvsis of Variancl: of Gradl: 3nd (~~ndè'r on Stahilit\"

Source of Sums of DF Mean f 1"
Vnriatien Squ3res St.luarl'

Bet,,"ccn Subjccts

Grade 3.45 3.45 ~.55 0.115

Gcnder 0.79 0.79 0.58 OA-N

Errer 100.31 74 1.36

Within Subjccts

Stability 0.29 0.29 0.30 05SS

Errer 71.09 74 0.96

Analvsis of Variance of Grade and Gendcr on E"\.temal Control

Source of Sumsof DF Mean F P
Variation Squares Square

Between Subjects

Grade 10.09 10.09 9.70 0.003

Gender 1.17 I.I? 1.13 0.292

Errer 75.92 73 1.04

Within Subjects

External Control 0.53 0.53 1.19 0.279

Error 32.68 73 0.45
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APPENDIX J

CATEUORIZATION OF CHILDREN'S AnRIBUTIONAL STATEMENTS

FOR CREATIVE DANCE

1• 1gave mysclf a 4 because 1work real hard ta dance.
2. Becausc 1worked hard and conccntrated 50 that 1did very weil and did my best.
3. Because 1know [ put in a good effort.
4. Because 1worked h.,rd at doing goOO.
S. Becausc [ workcd hard and ( tlicd mv bcst.
6. 1try hard and 1think I"m good. •
7. Bccause J know 1did my bcst and it was goOO.
8. Becausc 1try my hardest.
9. 1tlied my best and 1dià preny weil.
10. Bccausc [ tlicd vcry hard.
11. Itryed hard and got a lot of compliments.
12. Becausc 1tried my best.
13. bccausc 1tlicd
14. Becausc that is the best 1can do.
IS. Becausc 1concentrate. and because I"m interested in the subject. And 1can keep up

with the. beat. But sometimes [can't because ifs ta fast!
16. bccause [ kind of concentrated and 1didn't enjoy it very much because [ was \Vith

two people 1don't like very much.

Abilitv

17. 1did e\'erything perfect and it is fun ta do sa i fecl relaxed doing creative dance sa 1
do good at il.

18. Weil bccause [ think that l'm good but not that good.
19. 1h.,ve a very goOO ballancc and can move fast.
20. Because l'm not the bcst but l'm pretty good at il.
21. [ think J'm good and [ like doing this
22. Because [ think ['m prctty good at it.
23. Becausc it was easy putting it in a routine.
24. because it is really casy for me but 1don't really like to dance.
25. Because 1am not that good at dancing.
26. Bccause 1think I"m not very good
27. Because [ can't concentrate very goOO.
28. Because 1think [ did good in the dance.
29. because [ do not think i am very good.
30. [ am proud of what [ did.
3 1. Bccausc 1do not real good in creative dance.



Teacher

"-'_.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Because Miss How said lhal my performance is good.
1don'l iike il bul rm nol bad. The leaeher also tdls me rm okav.
Mrs. Howe likes how 1do mv slrelches. •
because Mrs. Howe said 1am very good
1don'l find il inleresling. bUllhe leacher says rm nol b"d.

Like itlFun

37. Because Ilike dancing.
38. Because 1had fun and 1was wilh my Iwo friends.
39. because Ilike crealive dancing.
40. Because llike dance.
41. Because 1really like dancing ifs very fun.
42. Because llike creative dance.
43. Ifs becausc 1likc dancing aloI and ifs fun.
44. il was fun.
45. Because 1love 10 dance.
46. because 1enjoy it and 1try my best
47. Just fun.
48. 1 really enjoyed il.
49. Because 1enjoy it and 1try my very best
50. 1put -good" cause its fun. 1enjoyed it and 1know what 10 do.
51. 1enjoyed il so when 1did il 1tried my best
52. Because 1love 10 dance.
53. Because 1enjoy doing il with my IWO good friends!
54. Because 1enjoy doing it with my friends.
55. Because 1am very interesled in the subject of dancing and capable of slow or evcn

fast movements.

Creative Dance Relaled

56. because i am a good creater.
57. Because 1have good ideas.
58. Cause someone lold me 1had good ideas.
59. The reason is that weil rm pretty good at being creative.
60. Because 1cao make up lots of moves and 1am very flell:ible.
61. Because l'rn can think of really good ideas for a dance slep.
62. 1ratcd 4 becausc sometimes 1can be really creative and somclimes 1can run ouI of

ideas of what to do.
63. Because 1did lots of things creative
64. Weil, 1have a lot of imagination. But 1can't always do my ideas.
65. Becausc 1have great ideas and it really great when we (other kids) pUl them

logether.
66. becausc 1enjoy movements and making things up.
67. Because 1love 10 strelch and move around.
68. Because 1fooled around a lot but 1also used my imagination and created nice

dances.
69. Because at dance class sometimes we bave 10 make up dance.
70. rm not very good at creating dance moves, but better in folk dance.
71. Because 1am not tao crealive.
72. becaUS€ 1didn't really have any ideas.



•

73. Sometimes 1create a creative dance but is tao hard ta do.
74. Because sorne of my ideas are not good sa 1say good.

75. because its boring dumb and waste of time and the teacher doesn't let me put my
tape on

76. Sometimes 1forgot what ta do next and 1would mess up. But ( did okay.
77. ICs not me.
78. 1don't take that much interest in il.
79. Because wc did our dance according ta the instructions but we were a little slow.
80. Because llike sports better than dance.
81. Because 1do what l'm told to do.
82. For few things there were ~ome arguments with my friend.
83. because it is boring a"d 1really hate it alot ?nd iCs a waste of time
84. Because 1do what 1am told
85. Because 1almost killed myself
86. 1don't Iike the music.
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APPENDIX K

CATEGORlZATI0N OF CHILDREN'S ATI'RIBlrnONAI. STATEMENTS

FOR f"'OLK DANCE

1• ( lricd rcull \' hard.
2. 1lricd hard:
3. 1did nol Jo bad and ( lricd hard.
4. 1Ir)' hard and il comcs ouI prell)' wcli.
5. bccausc (lried mv bcsl and concenlralcd aloI
6. (lried mv bcSl al"folk dance.
7. because i try my bcsl and hardesl
8. Because ( lried bUl nol as hard as ( could.
9. Because ( couId lry my besl and do my hardesl and concenlmle.
10. 1gave myself a very good bccausc Ilry my besl!
11. Because Miss Howe lold me 10 lry illY hardc.~l and 1did.
12. (lry my besl al everything.
13. Becausc Ilried my hardesl and 1hopc 1always will in dancing.
14. Becausc 1did not put in a good cI'fort.
15. Il bccause 1don'l really lry lhal hard,

Abilitv

16. ( picked lhal reason becausc rm pretty good.
17. Because I"m very good.
18. Becausc 11hink l'm good al il.
19. 1find il very good because (lhink 1did good.
20. Becausc (lhink l'm good al il.
21. Because 1was very gocd.
22. Cause rm good al il.
23. because rm agile
24. Because 1am a fasllearner for sluff like lhal.
25. Because 1am good al il.1 like il and it is a very fun aClivily.
26. because 1think ( am one of the besl in my c1a<;.~.

27. Because it is casy for me but 1don'l really like la dance!
28. Weil because is very easy for me.
29. 1raled myself 1 because rm nol good at folk dancing
30. Because 1don'l know how 10 do anylhing. rd ralher bc doing other lhings in

gym.
31. 1find 1did very good.
32. sometimes is too hard for me 10 do and understand.
33. Becausc 1can do everything cIse really good. bUllhe polka rm nol good.
34. Because 1think l'm nol very good. Ifs hard. rm nol doing my best because it's

boring.
35. The dances are boring but casy
36. Because 1dance. And when 1am on stage 1have to concentrale sa ( do not look

stupid.



Teacher

37. Because Miss Howe evcn lold me
38. Because of my gym lcacher Mrs. Howe.
39. Becausc 1lislened 10 the gym leacher and 1did whal sile said.

Like Il/Fun

40. Ilike to dance
41 . Because llike doing il.
42. Because 1 Iike il.
43. 1find il very good because ifs fun and 1 pUl my mind 10 il.
44. Becausc 1enjoy dancing.
45. Bccausc Ilike 10 dancc folk dance.
46. Bccausc 1 rcaliy like dancing if lhcm had any choicc of a sport il would he dancing.
47. good because its fun and its greal
48. 1enjoy dancing a loI, and when llearn il al school il makes me wanllO dance more

and better
49. Because 1 really like dancing.
50. because ifs fun.
51. Ilike il and because Ilried my besl.
52. 1raled myself like that because Iliked il alOI.
53. Because folk dance is fun to do! And while you do it, you learn tradilional dances

from other countries.
54. because il was ok

Folk Dance Relaled

55.
56.

57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

69.

70.
71.
72.
73.
74.•

Because 1could pick up the sleps very easily.
Il is because 1am able 10 control the way 1move and am able la follow (go with)
the music
Because l'm good at ail the sleps excepl for the polka.
Because 1can find my mistakes when 1make them, and Ilike dancing.
1made a10t of mistakes.
1had a yucky partner every lime. Il wasn'l someone 1enjoyed working wilh.
because 1didn'l really like the dancing and 1didn'l enjoy il very much because we
had 10 dance with people we didn'llike
because 1have 10 talk la my partner
Because 1did nol enjoy il. il was not very fun dancing with people you hate!
l'm not very good at sorne of the dancing moves.
Because 1 really understand the moves.
Because in this dance everyone can do il at the same rhythm.
Because im okay, 1can't always remember ail the moves that 1have la do!
Because sometimes 1 panick because 1don't know what cames next and 1mess up
and because 1can't do the polka
Because 1messed up a couple of limes, but so did my partner so its reclly not my
fault. Its both of our faults and it takes both of us la work.
Somelimes 1can get mixed up by what ta do next.
Weill get mixed up sometimes al some of the moves.
Because it is hard to remember the stcps.
because i like going with different people not always the same person.\
It depends what dance it is; for polka l'm only -ok-



•

75. It was not fun so it \Vas boring doing it.
76. Because 1think 1did ok.
77. Becausc 1havent been dancing a lot.
78. Because 10m not uscd 10 folk dance.
79. So 1wouId look good on the video tape.
80. because 10m not intercsted in the folk dance and 1hate it.
81. Because today Mrso Howe taped us and my group didn°t do so weil.
82o Because 1don°t like the music.
83. Because 1was with my friends but sometimes Ilearned dances that were preny

dumb
84. So 1can spend more time with my best friend and my friends.
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